The Virgin and Child with Saint Sylvester and the disciples Blessed
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Bigazzini, Archive of Montefano (17th century engraving).

Carlo Maratta, St. Benedict hands over his Rule to St. Sylvester,
Rome, Church of Santo Stefano Protomartire (17th century painting).
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PREMISE
Volume 7 of the series Sylvestrine Studies is the English translation of Part One, Chapter 1, and of Part
Two, Chapter 3, of Lorenzo Sena, Storia e tradizione
agiografica nella «Vita Silvestri», Fabriano 1995 (Bibliotheca Montisfani, 24), pp. 8-108, 305-374.
Part One, Chapter 1 (Characters in the «Vita Silvestri») was translated by Danielle Firholz (Sydney);
Part Two, Chapter 3 (Portrait of Sylvester Guzzolini)
by Bernard McGrath OSB of St Benedict’s Monastery,
Arcadia, NSW.
Our thanks go to both.
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Segna di Bonaventura, The Virgin and Child with St. Benedict (left)
and St. Sylvester (right), New York, The Metropolitan Museum of
Art (tempera and gold on wood, 1320 ca.).

INTRODUCTION

M

edieval hagiography is a literary genre which
is characterized by a way of thinking that is
quite different from the one known by modern scholars as the historical-critical method. For this reason
medieval hagiography calls for a set of very specific
hermeneutic criteria.
The Vita Silvestri, the Life of Saint Sylvester Guzzolini
(1177-1267) who founded the monastic movement
initially known as «Order of St Benedict of Montefano» and is known today as the Sylvestrine Congregation OSB, fits well within the genre of medieval
hagiography. It sets itself the task of introducing the
charismatic figure of the main character on the basis
of the biblical concepts of the «man of God» and it
gives as a storyline primarily «a story of salvation».
In this sense, the Vita Silvestri is above all educational towards its readers. The collection of facts it relates
all obey this primary criteria: that of teaching readers
about the faith.
This is why the narrative of the Vita Silvestri tends
to highlight extraordinary events, visions, prophecies, healings and miracles of various sorts. Each
part of the text is there primarily to «tell us a story».
The development of the historical events that occur
in the life of the character is a constructed narrative
through which the reader is expected to derive a
spiritual truth underneath the events being related.
The Vita Silvestri was written between 1274 and 1282
by Andrea di Giacomo of Fabriano. It has been the
object of many studies in recent years, and it remains
9
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the single primary source which allows us to apprehend the personality and actions of Saint Sylvester.
At the same time, constitutions and archival documents of various sorts also provide researchers with
excellent secondary sources.
While the Vita Silvestri is not necessarily a reliable
historical document in the modern sense of the term,
it does contain a certain amount of biographical data
which does give the reader every impression of relating to genuine events.
A very similar case figure can be found in «The Life
of St Benedict» as it is detailed in the second book of
Dialogues by Gregory the Great (a text that the author of the Vita Silvestri seems to have used as a reference). The twelfth century monograph by Gregory
the Great has consistently been recognized as a primary source of biographical data which are reliable
to a great extent.
I would argue that this appraisal can also hold true,
and in many ways holds even truer, when we come
to consider the Vita Silvestri. We note the constant
preoccupation of Andrea di Giacomo of availing
himself of testimonies for much of the facts he chooses to relate in the Vita Silvestri. All of this encourages
contemporary readers in the task of verifying the veracity of the biographical data and stories presented
in the Vita Silvestri with the help of other sources
available to us.
The aim of this study is to identify and corroborate
the characters and places which appear in the Vita
Silvestri through the use of primary and secondary
sources, in order to flesh out our imagination of what
10
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the social and spiritual atmosphere might have been
at the time when Saint Sylvester was alive.
In short, I would like to try to understand the social climate in which the Vita Silvestri was written.
Throughout this study I will evidence the influence
of the pre-existing monastic tradition. At the same
time I will also highlight the specific spiritual currents and overtones which can be traced to new spiritual ferments and to new movements which arose in
the thirteenth century.
I recognize that medieval hagiography is a specific
literary genre with its own set of specific criteria. At
the same time I also contend that the essential biographical data in the Vita Silvestri are fairly reliable
and that they can often be verified though other
sources.
Indeed, the author of the Vita Silvestri makes every
effort to locate his protagonists in their historical
context. For much of the facts he relates, he refers to
the precise name of the documents he consulted and
he even goes so far as to provide the geographical
location for Sylvester’s spiritual experiences and for
most of the extraordinary events that occurred during the saint’s life.
Occasionally, when people and places are not explicitly provided in the Vita Silvestri I was able to identify
them through recouping with other documents from
that period.
Beyond all the literary artifice intended to give religious weight to the story (which is common to all
hagiographies), we can observe that, for most of the
names contained in the Vita Silvestri, some confir11
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mation can be found in archival papers from other
sources.
Authors who write in later centuries - from the fourteenth century up to the eighteenth century- are also
at pains to flesh out their narratives with detailed
names and places. Unfortunately these later authors
can offer only limited historical guarantees because
often they refer to documents that are no longer
available to contemporary researchers.
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CHARACTERS
IN THE VITA SILVESTRI

Filippo Bellini, Madonna with Child and St. Sylvester; on the
side: St. Giustina; below: St. Benedict and St. Scholastica (late
16th century), Church of Montefano, Blessed Sacrament
Chapel.

Silvestro Guzzolini

I

n this section of the present study, I wish to recount
the deeds of the father and founder of our order,
«our most holy father» of the Sylvestrines, who in
solemn and official form is known as «confessor and
venerable hermit». Andrea di Giacomo attributes
many further titles to Sylvester and refers to the
founder in the following ways:
-

-

«holy man - vir sanctus» (or man of holiness -sanctus vir): 51 times;
«man of God - vir Dei» (or Godly man - Dei vir): 28
times;
«servant of God - servus Dei / Dei servus»: 18 times
(and 4 times «His servant - servus suus);
«man of God - homo Dei / Dei homo»: 11 times;
«servant of God - famulus Dei / Dei famulus»: 10
times (+ 1 time «His servant - suo famulo»);
«saint of God- sanctus Dei»: 2 times, both in an
vocative form: «sancte Dei» for healing requests;
«friend of God - amicus Dei»: 2 times (+ 1 time
«His friend - amicum suum»);
«athlete of God - athleta Dei»: 1 time;
«man filled with God - homo Deo plenus»: 1 time;
«man filled with God - vir Deo plenus»: 1 time;
«man of the Lord - vir Domini»: 1 time;
«venerable man - venerabilis vir»: 2 times;
«pious man - pius homo»: 1 time;
«lover of his neighbour - proximorum amator»: 1
time;
«encourager of souls - zelator animarum»: 2 times;
15
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-

«confessor - confessor»: 8 times in total, with some
qualifying terms;
«hermit - heremita»: 3 times;
«anchorite - anachorita»: 1 time;
«father - pater»: 22 times in total; 6 times simply
father, 8 times «spiritual father - pater spiritualis»;
«monk - frater: 2 times, addressed to Sylvester in
the vocative form by other people;
«saint - sanctus»: 13 times.

Through the use of this type of vocabulary it becomes
obvious that the Vita Silvestri wishes to put an accent
on the charismatic and spiritual gifts of the man of
God Sylvester.
The titles attributed to St Sylvester are naturally diverse in the other historical sources, which are quite
plentiful about the founder and are mostly preserved
in the historical Archive of the Congregation located
at the Monastery of Saint Sylvester in Montefano,
near Fabriano.
We will limit ourselves to some of the most significant examples which relate to the founder in the archival material to which contemporary researcher
have access.
The most ancient documents in which Sylvester appears are four notarial acts of the donations made to
him by the citizens of Fabriano of a parcel of wooded
land near the Fonte Vembrici on which he was to
build a hermitage. They are dated from June 1231.
Here I would like to recount the main statement:
The brothers Vitalis and Benedictolus donate two staria
of wooded land to fra Sylvester for the purpose of es16
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tablishing a community of monks and building a monastery in Montefano, in a place called Fonte Vembrici
- Benedictolus et Vitalis fratres... donaverunt inter vivos
fratri Silvestro recipienti nomine heremi per ipsum fratrem
faciende et edificande in Montefano in loco dicto Fonte Vembrici duo staria silve (notarial act in the Archive of Montefano).

The same type of wording is used again when referring to the donations made by Rinaldo and Atto, by
Mancino del fu Guido and by Ugolino del fu Morico
di Ugolino.
Sylvester Guzzolini was supported and assisted in
his endeavours by the canons of St Venanzo, the
mother church in Fabriano, three of whom (Pietro,
Meliorato and Simone) are witnesses to the first donation.
A good part of the archival documents available to us
are to do with bequests, donations and commercial
exchanges. Through them we learn of the authority
exerted by Sylvester in the role of prior, not just of
Montefano, but of several other monasteries too.
For example, one such document (December 30th,
1240) in the Archive of Montefano refers to:
Sylvester, prior of St Benedict’s hermitage of Montefano and also of the communities of monks at Ripalta,
and of the monks at Grocta - Donnus frater Silvester,
prior universitatis et collegii heremi Sancti Benedicti Montisfani et congregationis fratrum de Ripalta et fratrum de
Grocta.

Similarly, when legal documents refer to priors of the
houses that depend on Montefano or other monas17
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teries, we can find the following expressions: «with
the consensus and the will of fra Sylvester - cum
consensu et voluntate fratris Silvestri». Sometimes the
documents state «ordered in conformity to the will
of the Sylvestrine friars - de mandato et voluntate fratris
Silvestri».
These legal and commercial documents refer to the
monks as «monks of the Order of friar Sylvester - Ordinis fratris Silvestri»; or sometimes more simply as
«Sylvestrine friars». In documents originating after
the death of Sylvester, we occasionally encounter references to the monks of Montefano as «of the Order
of Saint Sylvester - de Ordine Sancti Silvestri».
To the series of spiritual and charismatic titles given
to Sylvester by Andrea di Giacomo in the Vita Silvestri, we can also add a series of juridical titles, and we
can know the way in which Sylvester was referred to
in daily life.
We have already noted that the most common way
of referring to Sylvester in these types of legal
documents is simply as «friar Sylvester - fra Silvestro / frater Silvester». This simple and unadorned
terminology is practically never used in the Vita
Silvestri.
Oftentimes, the movement and its monks are referred to as «monks of the Order of friar Sylvester».
In the documents that deal with him most directly
he is referred to most often as «friar». But is also
worth considering the titles of «master - donnus /
dompnus» and once master friar - donnus frater».
The oldest title with which Sylvester is presented is
found in the deed of donation of half of the field of
18
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«Isola» once owned by the sons of Isaac in Serralta
near Serra San Quirico (province of Ancona) dated 29
May 1235 (Archive of Montefano).
Sylvester is referred to as «prior of the Hermitage of
Grottafucile» (although this may seem strange because Montefano was at that time already well established). The documentation then offers a wide range
of attributes:
-

«prior of the community of the hermitage of St
Benedict at Montefano, of the congregation of
monks at Ripalta and of the monks at Grottafucile»;
- «prior and rector of the hermitage of Montefano»;
- «monk and rector of the hermitage of Montefano»;
- «monk and prior of the church of Montefano»;
- «prior, rector and custodian of the hermitage of
Montefano and of the church of St Bonfilio or St
Maria di Fara» (near Cingoli);
- «abbot of the hermitage and Monastery of Montefano»;
- «abbot of the church of St Benedetto di Montefano»;
- «prior and abbot of the hermitage and monastery
of St Benedetto di Montefano»;
- «prior hermit of Montefano», «prior of Montefano»;
- «prior of the hermitage of Montefano»;
- He is once called «minister of the Most Holy Order of St Benedict»;
- After his death he is called «prior general».
19
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As can be seen, in the purely juridical sphere, the
saint is known primarily as the initiator of a monastic movement.
What stands out from these documents, in coherence
with the Vita Silvestri, is the eremitic nature of the vocation of Sylvester, the «admirable hermit - mirificus
heremita» spoken of by Andrea di Giacomo. He is referred to as a hermit in 1235 in the donation of the
fund of the «Isola d’Isaac».
In another notarial act dated 1237 located in the parish archive of Saint Nicolò di Fabriano, a certain Atton of Medo leaves a bequest of five «soldi» to the
hermit of Montefano. Similarly, in an act dated 1258,
Bishop Guglielmo di Camerino addresses Sylvester
as «prior hermit».
Sylvester is therefore primarily a «hermit», a «prior
of the hermitage» and the spiritual head of a group
of hermits. To this day the very first settlement of Sylvester in mountainous caves remains visible in Grottafucile: «the cells of the monks are among concave
rocks - monachorum cellulae sitae sunt inter rupium concava».
The monks of Sylvester also receive this qualification of «hermits». In two documents of 1231 we
speak of «monks of the Order of Fra Sylvester who
led penitent life» at Montefano or elsewhere. In yet
another document Sylvester he is called «prior of the
hermitage and of the hermit monks of St Benedict of
Montefano».
In the 13th century documents of the Archive of Montefano referring to the monastery of St Bartolo della
Castagna at Serra San Quirico we find references to
20
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«hermits of Castagna», or of «hermit monks of the
Order of St. Benedict», or of «hermit monks staying
at the Serra San Quirico».
One of these documents deals with indulgences
granted by Peter, legate of the Apostolic See, to those
who had contributed with alms to the completion
of the monastery, since the monks had no financial
means of their own. Without a doubt, the movement
initiated by Saint Sylvester was initially characterized by a marked eremitic quality.

Anonymous, The Virgin giving Communion to St. Sylvester, Osimo, Diocesan Museum (17th century painting).
21
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W

hile there can be no doubts about the eremitic
quality of Sylvester and his movement, the
question of whether the founder was a priest in orders remains open for debate. Until recent years, the
question had never been approached critically, taking
for granted a tradition that has become quite unanimous only since the seventeenth century. At the 1977
Fabriano convention Jean Leclercq questioned the
presbyterate of Sylvester for the first time, asserting
that his priesthood is never mentioned in the sources
(Leclercq 1977: 107-115).
A discussion followed which entailed a range of very
lively protestations. Indeed some confrères were
dismayed and almost aggrieved by the suggestion
that Sylvester may not have been a priest in orders.
For them, raising the question amounted to a direct
attack on the founder and an attempt to diminish
his figure. This was a sentimental and exaggerated
reaction, although understandable in some of the
monks, especially among the elderly. But the illustrious scholar did not intend to diminish the saint
at all, indeed he wanted to re-evaluate the monastic
charism of the hermit of Montefano «without all the
add-ons».
Investigations into this matter would provide indications that are precious for the deepening of the original charism of Sylvester, as Leclercq made clear also
in subsequent interventions in which he proposed
this thesis (Leclercq 1980: 75-80).
Years later, now that the dust of the initial contro-
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versy has settled, I would like to take up the issue
again by taking into account the work of the greatest
experts on the monastic world and interrogating the
texts once more. In essence, neither the Vita Silvestri
nor the other documents make any mention of the
qualification of priest when referring to Saint Sylvester.
Andrea di Giacomo expressly notes that Bonaparte
da Jesi was a frater sacerdos, a monk in priestly orders. He also notes that Bartolo was also a priest who
is depicted as he receives the sacramental confession of fra Samuele, also a priest. He further notes
that Sylvester supported the accession to the priesthood of Giovanni dal Bastone. How then could we
make sense of the fact that Andrea di Giacomo does
not make a single mention of the priesthood of the
founder?
The hagiographer recalls only that based on the merits of his life, Sylvester became one of the canons of
the cathedral church - ob meritum vite sue a canonicis
cathedralis ecclesie in canonicum est adsumptus (Vita
Silvestri, 1). On this basis alone, can a contemporary
researcher infer priestly orders from the fact that Sylvester lived as a member of the cathedral chapterhouse in Osimo? The answer is most certainly negative.
Instead, it seems that it is precisely from this assumed
overlap (a cathedral canon = a priest) that the tradition of the presbyterate of the founder was initiated
in the seventeenth century.
We find this supposition for the first time in the Italian rendition of the Vita Silvestri by Sebastiano Fab23
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rini (1613). We also note that this author does not
mention the priesthood of Sylvester in his two Latin
editions of the Vita Silvestri.
In the Italian text however Fabrini (1613: 5) writes:
«... having progressed through the other orders and
reached the dignity of priest». At the end of his treatise he further adds the miracle of the mantle supported by a ray of light, which occurred in the basilica of St Peter’s in the Vatican while Sylvester celebrated the Mass.
We do not know if Sebastiano Fabrini - who wrote
in 1613 - based his writing on documents that are no
longer available to contemporary scholars. But it is
certainly surprising that a scrupulous historian like
Moronti (1581), who had been in charge of holding
and arranging the Order’s archival papers for more
than thirty years, did not mention the priesthood of
Sylvester. Neither is the innovation of Fabrini taken
up by Feliziani who is the closest chronologically to
Fabrini (he wrote in 1683), nor by Vecchietti (1782)
who always stands out for the accuracy of his citation and for his rigorous transcription of documents.
Instead the tradition was taken up again by the Sylvestrine authors of the eighteenth century and it has
been relayed up to our days.
All the authors who accept the hypothesis of the
presbyterate of Sylvester appear to be misunderstanding the fact that Sylvester was a canon of Osimo
as implying that he was also a priest in orders - as already mentioned. They seem to consider the fact that
he was a canon of the cathedral as an honorary title,
a kind of promotion that is given to a «simple priest»
24
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(just like when a priest is appointed «monsignor»);
and so they suppose that he must have already been
ordained priest and was thereafter promoted among
the rank of the canons.
We are somewhat surprised that even Tuderti (1977:
116) in his book on the Sylvestrine reform - a monograph that is always well documented and generally
very attentive to the critical analysis of the sources
- takes for granted the priestly ordination of the
founder arguing in the same way, i.e. first the priestly
ministry and then the promotions among the canons
«based on the merits of his life - ob meritum vite sue».
In fact, he speaks of his «pastoral ministry as a simple priest first and then as a canon».However, this
way of arguing applies today’s way of thinking to
the situation of the thirteenth century, when living as
part of a cathedral chapter or being a canon would
have meant something different altogether.
Life in a cathedral chapterhouse was a form of common life of the clergy that was parallel to, and sometimes in rivalry to the ideals of the monastic life. The
canonical institution demanded from the clergy a
communion of life and above all a communion of
goods. Therefore it came with a marked insistence
on detachment and poverty: it was «a community of
clerics, around a church where they served, in which
they practiced poverty. In general, the rectory did
not exceed (in the Middle Ages) thirty members, and
little by little it also admitted members of the laity
(known as converse friars). The internal organization
of a chapterhouse was very similar to that of a monastery.
25
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The chapterhouse way of life was initiated in the
eighth century by the bishop Crodegando of Metz. It
was presented as an option at the European level by
the Rule of Aix in 817. It was then advocated in the
Roman Council of 1059 and carried forward strongly
by the “reform” of Gregory VII, who promulgated
a chapter rule which had a notable influence on the
medieval chapterhouses in all of Christendom.
According to Grégoire «this ecclesial structure, designed to promote an honest clergy in the Church
and a clergy that is faithful to its ministerial duties,
was initially a diocesan reality: they were clerics (and
clerics were necessarily priests) inserted in various
ways in the diocesan structure» (Grégoire 1982: 1112).
The forms of «chapter life» were extremely varied,
especially from the end of the eleventh century onwards. Therefore, returning to the case of Saint Sylvester, we must ask ourselves what kind of life was
led in the chapterhouse of Osimo at the beginning of
the thirteenth century. In the proceedings of the study
weeks of Mendola neither Osimo nor the Marches in
general are mentioned. According to Picasso (1993:
64) «it is a chapterhouse environment, that of the
Marches, that is for now very little known». In fact,
the papers of the archives of chapterhouse life in the
Marches, if they are preserved anywhere at all, have
not yet been the subject of a systematic study.
A short foray in the archive of the Osimian curia has
led me to uncover an unpublished thesis on the chapter of the Osimo cathedral from its first beginning.
The author, Dr. Nicola Pavoni di Osimo (1964), after
26
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analyzing many documents, manages to give a good
impression of the life of the canons of the cathedral of
Saint Leopardo di Osimo. I have examined the thesis
and I have gone back to the documents cited therein,
with the intent of getting to know the environment in
which Sylvester lived for several years before giving
himself up to a hermit’s way of life.
It seems that the chapterhouse way of life in the city
of Sylvester Guzzolini had begun very early on, indeed it can be evidenced as early as the ninth century.
In the monumental work of Compagnoni - Vecchietti (1783: 9) some fragments of the Ravenna codex
(dated from the 9th and 10th century) are reported
in which two deacons of the Church of Osimo petition the Archbishop of Ravenna Deusdedit in the
year 847.
According to Compagnoni - Vecchietti (1783: 9) the
two deacons are probably two canons of the cathedral: «Deacon Stephen, as well as deacon Peter, who
is mentioned a bit later, we think they were true Canons of the Osiman Church, according to the most
ancient discipline, that is the division of the Canons,
Priests, Deacons etc.».
The oldest document expressly speaking of the canons and the chapterhouse life of St Leopardo in Osimo is dated to 12 February 1061. It is kept in the archive of the municipal library of Osimo and is cited
by Vecchietti (Compagnoni - Vecchietti 1783: 18-19).
It is a donation of a certain Attone del fu Alfredo
to the chapter in the person of Prior Pietro, who is
called a presbyter and prior, others are simply called
«servants of God» who live a life of prayer:
27
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to you Pietro, to the chapter’s elders and priors of the
bishopric of Saint Leopardo and to the servants of God
who are committed to pray according to the chapter’s
order - tibi Petrus [sic] presbyteri cannonico et priore de
episcopatu sancti Leopardi et in tuisque successoribus qui
pro tempore ordinandi sunt in ipsa cannonica sancti Leopardi, et in alii Servi Dei qui orare debent secundum ordine
cannonicorum.

From this document we can clearly deduce the presence of a chapterhouse in the cathedral of St Leopardo, with precise rules for life and prayer and a
marked monastic tendency.
A document of the twelfth century from the archive
of the monastery of St Catherine of Cingoli, published by Vecchietti sheds further light on the communal life of chapterhouses at the time. The document is a concordat (which implies an attempt to resolve an earlier dissent) between the canons and the
prior, in which he supports his reasons expressed in
several articles «that seem to be spread out by way of
agreement between certain refractory or delinquent
canons and the same prior who proposed them»
(Compagnoni-Vecchietti 1783: 25).
In this document it is enjoined that these canons must
return the treasure taken from the Osiman Church,
return to obedience to the prior, rebuild the damaged
rooms of the members, return the fruits of the benefits taken from the canonical canteen, and promise
to be faithful to the common life of prayer.
It appears evident that the canons led a common life
and lived in the same house and were obliged to a discipline very similar to that of monks. However the doc28
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ument also highlights one of the crises of life in common (which do sporadically affect all the chapters of
Italy) and the serious tension in the relations between
prior and canons. We can also see the distinction between the common patrimony, the massa comunis of the
canons, and the prebends or «beneficiary shares» to be
enjoyed individually.
From other documents we can deduce the importance
of the canons of the cathedral who are present in many
public acts of the bishop. In documents of 1199 we find
as a witness the archpriest of the chapter named immediately after Bishop Gentile. Other documents of 1200
refer to the palace of the canons (Cecconi 1878: 115-116).
In these years Sylvester Guzzolini had probably already returned to Osimo after his studies in Bologna and Padua, but his name does not appear in any
Osiman document, at the municipal archive or at the
chapterhouse’s archive. Instead these documents often mention his then Bishop Sinibaldo against whom
canon Sylvester had remonstrated.
For instance, in an act of the municipal archive of Cingoli dated 1232, Bishop Sinibaldo is mentioned together with the canons in a contract with the citizens of Cingoli. Among the named canons, there is the archpriest,
the prior, the archdeacon and others called simple canons - canonici simpliciter.
Again in another act of the chapter archive of Osimo,
dated 1237, Bishop Sinibaldo is nominated together
with the canons in the granting of an emphyteusis - the
right to exploit a parcel of land. Here too we can see
among the canons the archdeacon, the archpriest and
others...
29
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The canons had the right to select new candidates to
participate in the life of the chapter, i.e. the election
to the title of canon depended on them. This is indirectly confirmed by a fact of 1272 at the time of the
bishop Benvenuto (a former classmate of Sylvester,
who was bishop of Osimo from 1264 to 1282).
In an act registered in the Protocol of St Benvenuto, it
is stated that, as a sign of esteem to their bishop, the
canons give him the right to elect a new canon:
considering his life, the lord bishop may state that he
wishes a person to be named as a canon, and their
brother - contulerunt vices suas dicto d(omino) episcopo
eligendi, postulandi et nominandi quem voluerit in canonicum et fratrem ipsorum.

On the other hand, the nomination of a canon could
be cancelled out by the bishop «as is fitting for the
lord bishop in his dealings with canons - dominum
episcopum cum canonicis sicut decet». Other documents
prove that this faculty endures throughout the fourteenth century.
From the 1272 act mentioned above we also reconstruct the process of allocation of canonical benefit to
a new member.
There is a precise ritual: after the resignation of a certain Bonavinta di Scagno from Ancona, bishop Benvenuto nominates, with the consent of the prior and
the chapter, a certain Conrad of Nicola Bene da Camerino, already canon of St Severino.
Nicola is received «as a canon, and their brother, and
is to receive the kiss of peace from them - in canonicum and fratrem ipsorum et dicte canonice ad pacis osculum».
30
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Thereafter, the new canon is taken to the church. The
bishop then invests him with the canonicate. The
prior and the chapter assign him to his place in the
common table and to his room.
It can also be deducted from that document that in
each room there lived two canons at a time and that
the total number of canons was twelve. This number
seems to remain unchanged until 1374, when they
were reduced to eight. In 1407 the number of twelve
was restored by the bishop Giovanni Grimaldeschi.
As a summary, from the documents that have come
down to us we can know something about the community life of the canons of the cathedral of Osimo,
whose essential elements are the following:
- donations are made to the chapterhouse to benefit the common life of the canons;
- there is a level of authority invested in the person
of the prior, on whom the communal life of the
canons depends;
- beneath the charge of prior, there appear the titles
of archpriest (archipresbiter) and that of archdeacon (archidiaconus);
- the chapterhouse, near the cathedral, is the common home of the canons, in which their rooms
are located (it would seem that two canons share
one room);
- there is a rule of life with regular discipline and
with the obligation of common prayer in the service of the cathedral, under penalty of sanctions;
- there is a certain amount of goods in common,
and there are prebends to be distributed among
the various canons individually;
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-

sometimes difficulties present themselves, in the
form of conflict, tensions and general unruliness;
- the canons themselves, together with the bishop,
have the right of aggregating a new member to
the canon;
- From 1289 to 1422 the bishop’s authority to appoint new members to the Osiman Chapter is
specifically stated.
The Constitutions of the chapter of the Osiman Cathedral, published in 1596 by Cardinal Antonio Gallo
makes notes of these ancient customs (Pavoni 1964:
123-167).
In all the documents I refer to, the name of Sylvester
among the canons never appears; therefore the canon
Sylvester could be a priest or he could not be. But it is
necessary to stress that being canon is not equivalent
tout court to being a priest (in Osimo or anywhere).
Because the priesthood of Sylvester is not explicitly
stated we cannot infer anything about the priesthood
of Sylvester. We must suppose that clerics both in senior orders and minor orders were part of the chapter.
From the Vita Silvestri itself, we can deduce other details on the life of the canon Sylvester who confirm
what has been said so far on the basis of archival
documents. It is said that «meritum vite sue a canonicis
cathedralis ecclesie in canonicum est adsumptus (Vita Silvestri, 1) - meaning: on the basis of his meritous life,
he was endorsed to join the ranks of the canons of the
cathedral church». Thus the Vita Silvestri states that
Sylvester was called to be part of the chapter life by
the canons themselves, which corresponds to the usage of time, as previously discussed.
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It is then stated that the bishop at some point will try
to deprive him of the canonical benefit: «... because
of envy and malice, he acted most unmercifully and
used all the means available to him to drive him away
out of his benefit - motus invidia et livore, modis omnibus
ad expellendum eum de suo beneficio immisericorditer utebatur» (Vita Silvestri, 1).
This raises a number of questions for Picasso (1993:
61): «Does this mean that every canon had his own
benefit? And, therefore, that individual poverty was
no longer practiced? On this basis, in the Chapter of
Osimo we can suppose that in the XIII century there
was no longer a rule of absolute poverty, as in the
‘regular’ canonicate of the Gregorian type».
We also confirm from the Vita Silvestri that the canons
lived two per room: «the canons took their rest twoby-two in their rooms» - canonici bini per suas cameras
quiescebant» (Vita Silvestri, 2).
Andrea di Giacomo tells us of the fervour of life of
Sylvester who «in the offices he took on he was never
slothful but he insisted on spending all his time in
wakes, prayers and preaching - in assumpto offitio non
segniter se regebat, immo vigilantius orationibus et predicationibus insistebat» (Vita Silvestri, 1).
Here too we learn something of the canonical lifestyle
as opposed to the monastic lifestyle: «the orientation
of the state of life of the canons had its finality not only
in the perfection of the lives of the individual canons
but also in the salvation of the souls of their brothers
and neighbours, unlike the orientation of the state of
life of the monks which was fully realized within the
walls of the monastery» (Fonseca 1984: 260).
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However, wishing to infer the priesthood of Sylvester from the fact that he engaged in preaching would
do violence to the original sources. The legitimacy of
Sylvester’s preaching is supported by the fact that he
was taken up into the life of the chapter and by his
theological and biblical preparation, as is explicitly
pointed out by the hagiographer.
The Vita Silvestri refers on several occasions to the
preaching of Sylvester as a hermit and then as a spiritual father of monks. This preaching is not made by
Sylvester as a priest, but as a «man of God» and a
charismatic person. It fits perfectly - even if at first
sight it might seem strange - within the typology of
an eremitic calling.
The only step of the Vita Silvestri that could testify in
favour of Sylvester’s priesthood, or at least arouse
some doubt, is the episode of Fra Simone. The founder of Montefano turns to this monk who was largely
uneducated «uneducated and ignorant of letters ydiotam et licterarum prorsus ignarum» - but of great
holiness, and asks him to explain an obscure passage
from Jeremiah.
Whereupon Fra Simone acts surprised and replies:
«you are the priests who must teach holy things and
instruct others, not me - vos estis sacerdotes sacra docentes et alios instruentes, non ego» (Vita Silvestri, 18).
But even this conversational exchange does not seem
to provide us with decisive evidence if interpreted in
the whole context of the event recalled.
The hagiographer wants to emphasize the humility
of Sylvester and the great importance in the monastic
life of the study and meditation of the Bible, with the
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inference that the full intelligence of the Scriptures
(cf Lk 24, 45) is a gift of God. In fact the hagiographer
at the end of the chapter emphasizes that Fra Simone
could explain Jeremiah’s passage «not because of
his own subtility but through the infusion of divine
grace - non subtilitatis ingenio sed per infusam gratiam»
(Vita Silvestri, 18).
Therefore the expression «Vos estis sacerdotes - you are
the priests» may very well be a literary way in which
to express the contrast between a learned scholar and
an ignorant person, which seems to be confirmed by
the plural in sacerdotes-priests. The reply is not addressed directly to Sylvester but to priests in general.
We can therefore state that, although some doubts
remain about the passage quoted above, it does not
seem that the hagiographer necessarily intends to
present the founder of Montefano as a priest.
Andrea di Giacomo, as the author of the Vita Silvestri,
is continuously at pains to give the most honorific
and respectable titles to his beloved Father Sylvester.
If Andrea di Giacomo had believed that the title of
priest could add a supplement of honour and glory
for his father and teacher, surely he would not have
failed to attribute the title to Sylvester expressly?
If we go to back the Archive of Montefano documents,
we see more clearly the absence of allusion to the
priesthood of Sylvester. Lists of monks are often listed
on archival papers; and some - regardless of the term
frater or donnus - are qualified as priests or clerics; occasionally, in some lists, we have a very varied range
with «monks», «presbyters» or «priests», «deacons»,
«subdeacons», «clerics», «converse»; but there never
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appears any reference to the priesthood of Sylvester;
he is always «Frater (sometimes donnus) Silvester», together with a wide range of other attributes.
It would seem that therefore I find myself able to share
the conclusion of Leclercq (1980: 80) that «in the current state of our knowledge, based on the primary
sources themselves, the indications in the opposite
direction are so numerous and convergent that, if Sylvester was indeed a priest in orders, this must still be
demonstrated».
I would now like to draw the reader’s attention on a
further aspect of the figure of the saint. From the archival papers (Bagnani 1977) it would appear - in a very
evident way - that Sylvester enjoyed a very significant
amount of prestige in his environment, especially in
Fabriano.
He is present as a witness to the sale of land for the
foundation of the first Franciscan monastery in Fabriano in 1234. Even if a given document simply speaks
of a «Fra Sylvester», historians agree that one should
certainly identify Fra Sylvester with the hermit and
founder of Montefano.
Sylvester is well identified in an act of 1243, about a
sale of land made by a certain Monaldo to Mainardo,
monk of St Vittore delle Chiuse. The document refers
to «Sylvester, monk and rector of the Hermitage of
Montefano» and to another of monk of his Order.
It is interesting to note here the relationship between
Montefano and St Vittore delle Chiuse (which was
part of the territory of Fabriano). Again, Sylvester is
present with two other monks in 1246 in Perugia, at
the election of certain Don Nicola, parish priest of At36
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tiggio (a subdivision of Fabriano), to the chapter of
St Venanzo di Fabriano. Certainly it would seem that
the prior of Montefano is well known and he is often
sought after for his advice and his mediation.
A certain Rinaldo di Ubaldo, in his will dated 1255, after having distributed his estate among the bishop, the
clerics, his relatives, the poor and the various churches
of Fabriano (he leaves, among other things, «fifteen
pounds to the church of St Benedetto di Montefano
for the monks’ robes») chooses as his trusted executor
a certain Bonagrazia di Favarello who in turn «must
do everything with the advice of Fra Sylvester».
In 1258 Guglielmo, bishop of Camerino, donates relics of Saint Lucia to the abbey of St Angelo infra Ostia
(near Esanatoglia, in the province of Macerata, but
only distant from the monastery of Montefano by 6-7
km if you go through the mountain road). On this
occasion. Bishop Guglielmo instructs Sylvester to
transfer the relics from one church to the other.
In the long-running dispute that unfolded between the
abbey of St Angelo and the canons of St Venanzo di
Fabriano, Sylvester was appointed as an examiner of
the witnesses, as can be shown from some documents
of 1263 and 1265. If one reflects that Sylvester, in 1265,
would have been about 88 years of age, one can understand how much authority and veneration was given
to the elderly hermit and prior of Montefano!
There is another aspect of the founder’s personality
which we would like to underline by comparing the
image of Sylvester as given to us in the hagiographic
text and the information we can gather from archival
documents. While in the first case, of course, the spir37
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itual aspects of Sylverster’s personality prevail, in
the second type of sources, it also emerges that Sylvester was grappling with the day-to-day problems
related to the beginnings of his foundation and that
he was more than able to assert his rights whenever
it became necessary.
Let us consider some examples... In an act dated of
the year 1254, Sylvester, together with the monks of
the community of St Bonfilio di Cingoli (thirteen are
listed), appoints Benvenuto di Infantolo and Maestro
Benvenuto di Lombardo mayors and prosecutors in
the case with Corraduccio da Accoli, with the right to
appeal, if necessary, to the rector of the March of Ancona.
In the first general chapter of which we are aware,
held in Grottafucile in 1255, at which the priors of the
five already existing monasteries (beside Montefano)
and the 19 members of the community of Grottafucile
intervened, Fra Luca is appointed «procurator in the
cause to be brought up against the bishop Giacomo of
Senigallia, before the papal curia, to challenge the unreasonable burdens imposed by the aforesaid bishop
to the church of St Marco, to fra Sylvester and to the
monks of Ripalta, appealing, if necessary, even to the
pope...» (Le carte dell’archivio, II: 9-10).
At other times the appointment of a prosecutor is established to defend the rights of the hermitage generally, to take some legal action or to deal with other
matters. Of course, these documents are written in
stereotypical notary form; but they can help us, nonetheless, to capture something of the personality of Sylvester.
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A very nice note about the character of Sylvester
is revealed to us by a document which relates the
founder’s qualities of courtesy, kindness and forbearance as they are indicated in the Vita Silvestri, 6:
he was «benevolent in hospitality, generous in material help», «affable in conversation» and «he loved
his neighbour».
In 1261, with the consent of the monks of St Pietro
del Monte near Osimo, he gave back a parcel of land
to Bianca di Zanetto di Sigualdo. The land had been
previously donated to the Order by Bianca herself,
who had made herself praiseworthy for other innumerable services towards the Order. The gesture is
inspired by the «great affection» that Sylvester nurtured towards the woman.
Andrea di Giacomo says nothing about the family of
Sylvester, but only states that he was from a noble
family of Osimo:
of noble birth, whose father belonged among the nobles of the city... his father indeed is Gislerius a practitioner of civil law - nobilis quidem patre inter alios civitatis eiusdem... Pater vero eius Gislerius, lege civile peritus
(Vita Silvestri, 1).

A later tradition identifies this noble family as the
Guzzolini of Osimo. The Sylvestrine historian Stefano Moronti, who wrote in 1581 - on the basis of
documents of which we do not know - begins:
The first prior was the most holy Silvestro de Gozolini
noble of the city of Osimo, a learned doctor in secular
life and thereafter canon in the clergy of said city (Moronti 1581: 14r).
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This statement is frequently relayed by later authors
who write about Sylvester Guzzolini. We would like
to highlight in particular the confident statement
made by Vecchietti (1782: 227), who seems to allude
to the plentiful evidence he has consulted when he
states:
Now it is here to be warned that the venerable Andrea, happy to have mentioned Ghislerio as the father
of St Sylvester, does not provide further information
about his family of origin. From ancient tradition, we
know that Andrea di Giacomo refers to the Guzzolini
family. Indeed, even without taking into account the
perpetual belief of the ancient Osimans, there is plenty
of evidence to prove that Sylvester was born out of
this noble family, as attested by authors both local and
foreign.

Since the original documents to which Vecchietti also
refers to on other occasions cannot be found in the
Osimo archive, we cannot formulate any definitive
judgment. This tradition in relation to the family origins of Sylvester has been affirmed in the manuscript
of the Vita Silvestri conserved in the Alexandrian Library of Rome (late 16th-early 17th century), which
has the mention de familia Guzzolinorum nobilis - of
the noble family Guzzolini.
Thus the holy man Sylvester, usually presented to us
through a decidedly hagiographic frame, now comes
alive coherently in the concrete details of his earthly
life. These brief glimpses of his personality are afforded to us through the study of these additional
documents originating in the thirteenth century.
Sylvester died in Montefano on 26 November 1267
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and he was buried in the monastery church in a cypress chest. Over the centuries there have been successive exhumations and translations of his relics.
In 1532 the tomb was placed over the high altar. In
1629 it was transferred to the back wall of the apse
(the «chapel», added in the seventeenth century specifically to host the remains of the founder). In 1660,
however, due to humidity, it was detached from the
wall and placed above the island altar in a marble
urn (which is now kept in the monastery cloister). In
1968 a new recognition was made and the bones of
the saint were placed in a new brass and crystal urn.
The veneration of Sylvester began - as is generally
the case - through the «fame of holiness» at a popular level. Also testified by some documents after his
death, where we start seeing references to the monks
of Montefano as de Ordine Sancti Silvestri. The insertion in the Roman martyrology occurred in 1598; in
1617 Paul V inserted Sylvester with the title of «saint»
in the breviary and monastic missal; the Mass and
Office were extended to the whole Church in 1890.
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T

he author of the Vita Silvestri signs himself at
the beginning of the prologue: «A. infimus monachorum - A. the lowliest among monks». In that sole
letter «A.» scholars generally agree to recognize the
hand of Andrea di Giacomo of Fabriano.
Andrea di Giacomo was the fourth prior general of
the Congregation from 1298 to 1325. He had previously been the vicar of the bishop of Florence. On
30 July 1325 was appointed by Pope John XXII abbot
general of the monastery of the St Andrea and Gregorio al Celio, where he died on 1 August 1326.
Archival documents retain plentiful material that
concerns him. Because contemporary scholars are
not able to identify him with certainty among the
various monks named «Andrea» who appear in the
archival papers of that period, they have to limit
themselves to the references to the passages that expressly speak of «Andrea di Giacomo».
The earliest identification is presented to us in a
document of the City of Fabriano which contains
the power of attorney granted to «Fra Andrea di Giacomo and Fra Benvenuto di Bartolo of the Order
of Montefano» to present the appointment of Orso
degli Orsini, of the city of Rome, as chief magistrate
of Fabriano.
Such an important task presupposes that Andrea had
been a monk for some time and perhaps we could
dare to suppose that he was the same «Andrea»
named in the chapters presided over by Bartolo, the
third prior general.
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Among the 119 participants - in person or by proxy
- in the chapter for the election of the first successor of Sylvester on January 4, 1268, there is no monk
named Andrea. Almost certainly Andrea di Giacomo
entered the monastery when the prior general was
Bartolo, that is, after 1273.
In a document of the Archive of Montefano dated
1292 it is stated that Andrea di Giacomo, in the capacity of legal clerk, «is present on the day on which
a certain Venturella di Bartoluccio makes an oblation of himself and of his goods into the hands of fra
Bartolo, prior of the monastery and of the Order of
Montefano». In 1293 he appears in the community
of St Benedetto di Fabriano, he is mentioned immediately after the prior of the house. In 1297 he is one
of the two vicars of the bishop of Florence Francesco
Monaldeschi, and he remains such at least until the
year 1299.
We have access to the complete documentation of his
election as the fourth prior general of the Order. After
the death of Bartolo, when the three vicars generals
established the date of the chapter for the election of
the successor, in the community of Montefano, Andrea di Giacomo is nominated first.
All the monks had been notified of the date of the
chapter meeting, and those who were not able to participate in person had appointed procurators; Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano was appointed procurator by two monks of St Bartolo di Serra San Quirico
and a monk of St Pietro della Castagna near Viterbo.
At the gathering of the General Chapter at Montefano on September 7, 1298 after the recitation of the
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first vespers of the Nativity of Mary, the three vicars
generals decide to postpone the election to the following day before terce; and this with the consent of
the monks, the first being «Andrea di Giacomo legal clerk of the city of Fabriano - fratris Andree Iacobi
Tabellionis de Fabriano».
On 8 September 1298, after everyone had agreed to
proceed with the election through compromise (delegating to selected members) three members were
chosen: fra Gerardo da Sassoferrato, fra Giacomo di
Benvenuto da Domo and fra Natale da Cingoli.
They gathered in the church. After having invoked
God’s help and having consulted among themselves,
they agree to elect Andrea di Giacomo da Fabriano, a
priest. The election was approved and, after the singing of the Te Deum, it was solemnly announced to the
clergy and faithful who were present.
After the official notification, Andrea asks for time
to reflect and «to honour the most holy and undivided Trinity, the glorious Blessed Virgin Mary and
the Blessed Benedict Abbot to whom the church of
Montefano is dedicated» before accepting his election as prior. Finally, procurators are appointed to
obtain confirmation from the bishop Rambotto di
Camerino.
On 11 September 1298 fra Nicola, abbot of San Pietro di Gubbio, with the authorization of Rambotto
bishop of Camerino, gives full authority to fra Andrea di Giacomo, robing him with sacred vestments,
assigning him a stall in choir and obliging the monks
to make their promise of obedience. Rambotto then
sends his chaplain to Montefano to hear any objec44
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tions to the newly elected prior or to the electoral
procedure. All the monks declared themselves in favour of Andrea di Giacomo.
The government of Andrea di Giacomo was one of
the most profitable for the congregation, for its spiritual and juridical organization, for its geographical
expansion (it founded monasteries outside the Papal
States), for its cultural activity, for its sensitivity to
problems of financial resources for the Order and for
the individual monasteries.
Suffice it to say that he was responsible for the foundation of the monastery of San Marco of Florence. It
was up to Bishop Francesco Monaldeschi, who held
Andrea in great esteem, to lay the foundation stone
on March 8, 1299. In July 1 1300 he established the
new parish of San Marco in the locality of Cafaggio
and entrusted it to the monks. We recall that a century later San Marco was taken from the Sylvestrines
and granted to the Dominican Order by Eugene IV in
1436. Shortly thereafter, Giovanni da Fiesole (better
known as fra Angelico) lavished on it his masterful
pictorial art.
And yet Andrea di Giacomo is especially important
for his legislative activity: it is to him that we owe
the text of the most ancient constitutions we know.
It seems beyond the scope of this monograph to cite
any further archival documents relating to Andrea di
Giacomo as prior general. I will note however that he
also appears in some papers of the chapter archive of
St Venanzo di Fabriano and in the papers of St Vittore
delle Chiuse in 1308, when a monk from Montefano,
Crescenzio Chiavelli was elected - or indeed was im45
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posed - as abbot of the same monastery.
After 27 years of government (1298- 1325), Andrea
was called - as already mentioned - by the pope John
XXII to reform the monastery of St Gregorio al Celio;
he died there on 1 August 1326.
The Sylvestrine tradition has given him the title of
«venerable». To the writings of Andrea di Giacomo
we owe the lives of Saint Sylvester, of the Blessed
Giovanni dal Bastone and that of the Blessed Ugo
degli Atti. He also transcribed the Vita Bonfilii, attributed to Saint Sylvester himself.

Blessed Giuseppe degli Atti (left) and
Blessed Bartolo Simonetti (right), disciples of Saint Sylvester and his immediate
successors to lead the Order, Archive of
Montefano (18th century engraving).
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«T

o the reverend in Christ, father and master of
friars B., prior of the hermits of the Order of
Montefano - Reverendo in Christo patri et domino fratri
B. priori heremi et Ordinis Montisfani»: these are the
words of the dedication at the beginning of the prologue to the Vita Silvestri.
The narration of the deeds of the founder written
by Andrea di Giacomo is dedicated to Bartolo, who
was the third prior general of the Order, from 1273
to 1298.
Bartolo is mentioned two more times in the Vita Silvestri. First when, after the Second Council of Lyons
of 1274, he takes a decision to renounce the mendicant practice, a decision taken «by fra Bartolo, the
third prior and by the monks» and again with regard
to the healing of fra Samuele, who reports the vision
he had to «Bartolo his prior general and to his brothers».
Bartolo was elected after the death of Giuseppe in
September 1273. We no longer have the documents
of his election, undoubtedly preserved until 1581,
because Moronti (1581: 15v-16r) quotes them in his
recapitulation of the Archive of Montefano. Bartolo
is generally referred to as «Bartolo da Cingoli». In a
document of the state archive of Macerata dated 1280
we find also the patronymic «Tebaldi».
From the eighteenth century onwards, sources begin
to link Bartolo to the noble family of the Simonetti.
We find this affirmation especially in the works of
Cancellieri (1765: XIII), who seems to refer to ancient
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documents: «... besides the public documents, which
are there, I have with me a small manuscript source
- discovered by accident - much older than these, in
which we also read: Blessed Bartolo Simonetti».
Let us also consider the work of Franceschini (1772:
45): «To the deceased Giuseppe, who was honoured
by Heaven with miracles, succeeded in the supreme
charge of Prior General the Blessed Bartolo of the ancient noble Family of the Lords Simonetti of Osimo».
Of the same tenor are two tombstones, also from the
XVIII century, one in the church of St Benedetto di
Cingoli and another in the church of Montefano.
Bartolo is mentioned many times in documents of
the thirteenth century. I will give only a few examples. We could probably find him among the monks
of the community of St Bonfilio di Cingoli in 1251
and 1254, at the time of Saint Sylvester.
After the death of the founder, Bartolo is one of the
two vicars and as such he announces Sylvester’s
passing to the friars. It is probable that we can recognize him in that Bartolo present among the nine
monks from St Bonfilio di Cingoli (of which two
were there by proxy) who participated in the general
chapter in Montefano for the election of the successor
of Sylvester on January 4, 1268.
In the year 1270 we find him prior and rector of the
church of St Bonfilio. Most of the time he appears
naturally after his election as principal moderator of
the Order and he is qualified mostly as «prior general» or «prior of the hermitage and of the Order of St.
Benedict of Montefano» on the occasion of chapters,
donations, trades, exchanges and the appointments
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of prosecutors as representatives of the Order.
Bartolo is also named in an act of 1279 in which he
was acquitted together with the community of the
excommunication incurred for not having paid the
tithe within the established terms.
The government of Bartolo had enormous importance for the development of the Congregation: he
founded new monasteries, he helped define the monastic characteristics of the Order of Montefano.
In order to preserve the primitive charismatic impulse and the spiritual heritage of the founder, he
asked that the founder’s life be written up.
There is no lack of innovative impetus on the part
of Bartolo. For instance, he introduced the cessation
of the practice of begging for alms (which brought
about a new concern of the economic autonomy of
the monasteries). Under his leadership, the monks
also began to minister to ordinary souls in the vicinity of the monasteries.
The third prior general also has the merit of having
written up the long quarrel between Montefano and
the bishop of Camerino, Guido, who had troubled
the whole government of Blessed Giuseppe, extending from 1268 to 1285. Eventually, after decades of
quarrelling, the new bishop Rambotto declared null
and void all the trials and sentences of excommunication issued by his predecessor against the Order of
Montefano.
The stagnation phase was overcome under the long
government of Bartolo da Cingoli (1273-1298), which
initiated a decisive process of spiritual renewal and
restructuring of the Order, encouraging a rediscovery
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of the initial charismatic aspects, no longer entrusted
solely to the person of living founder, but to the memory of the disciples, and the crystallization of some
customs and usages introduced by Sylvester himself
and partly included [...] in the constitutions of the XIV
century (Paoli 1982: 586).

Bartolo died in Viterbo on August 3, 1298. He was
first buried in Fabriano, later on his successor Andrea di Giacomo had his body transported to Montefano. The Sylvestrine tradition has given him the title
of «Blessed».

Antony Maldonado, St. Benedict giving the Rule to St. Sylvester, Monastery of Montefano, Common Room (oil on canvas of
2017).
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T

he first character we meet is Sylvester’s father,
Gislerio: «his father being indeed Gislerius a practitioner of civil law - pater vero eius nomine Gislerius,
lege civile peritus» (Vita Silvestri, 1). Filippo Vecchietti
(1782: 227) believes that we can recognize Gislerio in
some papers of the Municipality of Osimo:
Many people of this name lived in Osimo in the early
years of the thirteenth century. An Aldebrandino di
Gislerio appears in 1205 in the dedication of Monte
Cassiano to our Municipality. We find another Gislerio mentioned in 1233. The dates associated with this
second Gislerio may very well agree with the age of
Gislerio, father of Saint Sylvester, especially since this
second Gislerio was certainly a noble person and a
practitioner of laws, which could explain quite easily
how his son would in turn apply to law.

Indeed in the papers of Osimo, between the last quarter of the twelfth century and the first quarter of the
thirteenth century, many people are mentioned who
share this name. The Sylvestrine historian Cancellieri
(1765: 3) recognizes Sylvester’s father in a document
dated 1196:
In the documents at the Prioral Secretariat at Osimo,
which are kept inside the box referred to as «Bolle»,
under the year 1196 we read: Ghislerius Jacobi.

That this Gislerio was of the noble Guzzolini family
is a tradition that dates back to the sixteenth century,
as previously mentioned, but we have not found evidence of this in the papers of Osimo.
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A

bout all these things, and many other things worthy of praise, the venerable and godly Benevenutus, a citizen of Osimo who is now in charge of the pastoral office, and who went to the same school as a companion [of Sylvester], is able to testify and give witness
- Hec et multa alia laude digna vir venerabilis et Deo

devotus Benevenutus qui civitati Auximane nunc preest offitio pastorali et eidem in scolis sotius extitit veridifica narratione perhibuit (Vita Silvestri, 1).

With this statement, Andrea di Giacomo points out
that the elements pertaining to Sylvester’s adolescence can be verified by Benvenuto, who was a classmate of Sylvester. This passage refers to Benvenuto
Scotivoli who was bishop of Osimo from 1264 to
1282.
Benvenuto is remembered as a great bishop and great
reformer, soon revered as a saint, indeed considered
as a pater patriae in ancient times by the citizens of
Osimo. He was never canonized, but his cult was approved and he was declared patron of Osimo in 1755.
He is buried in the crypt of the city’s cathedral.
Benvenuto appears many times in the papers of the
City of Osimo between 1263 and 1281. More often he
is named in the documents of the chapter’s archive,
where under its name (Protocol of San Benvenuto)
many acts of the Osiman bishops of the XIII-XV
centuries are preserved. The esteem which the holy
bishop enjoyed in the diocese is also evidenced by
a small episode of 1272: on this occasion the canons
renounce the right of election for a new confrère,
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leaving the bishop full freedom: «contulerunt vite suas
dicto de episcopo eligendi, postulandi et nominandi quem
voluerit in canonicum and fratrem ipsorum - considering his life, the lord bishop may state that he wishes
a person to be named as a canon, and their brother».
There was also the memory of a dispute with the
nuns of Colle Luce monastery near Cingoli in 1278,
because the bishop had not wanted to confirm the
election of a new abbess.
Bishop Benvenuto is also mentioned in a parchment
of the Archive of Montefano dated 1280: it refers to
a chapter held in Montefano where one decides to
send a request to obtain from bishop Benvenuto and
from the chapter of the Osiman Church the renunciation all their rights over the monastery of St Bonfilio
di Cingoli. The monastery was instead to become the
direct and exclusive dependency of Montefano. In
exchange the monks undertake to pay an annual fee
in the feast of Saint Leopardo patron of Osimo. This
request was ultimately granted.
The assertion that Sylvester and Benvenuto were fellow students is problematic because it does not seem
easy to reconcile dates. In fact we know for sure (from
the Vita Silvestri and other documents) that Sylvester
died in 1267; in addition, the Vita Silvestri adds that
on that date he was «quasi nonagenarius - practically
ninety years of age».
Now, even admitting that Benvenuto when he died in
1282 was also more than nonagenarian, there would
remain a discrepancy of about fifteen years in the age
of two men who were supposedly schoolmates.
Perhaps for this reason one author, Odoardi (1962:
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1252), prefers to present Benvenuto as «a disciple
of Saint Sylvester Gussolino (sic)». But this does not
correspond to the story told by the hagiographer.
In an attempt to solve the difficulty, Vecchietti (1782:
230-231) assumes that Benvenuto was at the beginning of his studies when Sylvester was at the end;
but the difficulty remains, considering moreover
that the University of Padua began in 1222 (when
Sylvester was 45 years old!). Perhaps we should consider the longevity of Sylvester as another one of the
hagiographic tropes, as is the case with many saints.
Benvenuto died on March 12th, 1282. The year of his
death allows us to date the end of the redaction of the
Vita Silvestri - even if we should suppose several editorial phases - given that, when Andrea di Giacomo
writes, Benvenuto is presented as living: «qui civitati
Auximane nunc preest offitio pastorali - meaning: a citizen of Osimo who is now in charge of the pastoral
office».
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A

t the end of the first chapter the hagiographer
hints at contrasts between the canon Sylvester
and his bishop. Sylvester rebuked Sinibaldo for his
less than edifying standards of life; and as a result the
zealous preacher was persecuted:
his bishop managed his life less well. Out of his zeal
for charity, his fiery temperament, and, above all, the
character of one that feared God, he [Sylvester] never
ceased to argue that is was not decent. The prelate,
however, received the remonstrances of Sylvester like
wounding arrows. When the bishop saw that Sylvester’s preaching was welcomed by the people more favorably than his own, moved by envy and jealousy,
he tried in every way to drive him mercilessly out of
the canonical benefit - Ipsius enim episcopum, qui vitam
suam minus bene regebat, gelo caritatis accensus, pre ceteris
Deum timens, ut decens erat arguere non cessabat. Verum,
cum episcopus Silvestri correctionem ut ferientis sagiptas
reciperetet videret eiusdem predicationem magis quam suam
a populo acceptari, motus invidia et livore, modis omnibus
ad expellendum eum de suo beneficio immisericorditer utebatur (Vita Silvestri, 1).

In this prelate who behaved minus bene (note the euphemism!) it would seem that we must recognize
Sinibaldo I, bishop of Osimo from 1218 to 1239, since
the escape of Sylvester from Osimo should be dated
around 1227.
Grillantini (1957: 223), choosing instead to date these
events a decade or so earlier, believes that the reproaches of Sylvester were in fact directed against a predeces55
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sor of Sinibaldo, who has remained unnamed.
However, all other clues enable us to believe that
the «conversion» of Sylvester happens around 12271228. On this dating now almost all the historians
agree. The conflict between Sylvester and his bishop
perhaps also had some other political motives, but
these considerations did not affect the author of a
hagiography.
Sinibaldo is nominated both in the papers of the municipal archive of Osimo, and - more often - in those
of the Osimo chapter archive and of the monastery
of St Caterina di Cingoli (now located in the State Archive of Macerata).
When Sylvester decided to flee the city, he was
helped by a certain Andrea, who later became one of
his monks:
Sylvester... on that same night had a pious man named
Andrea come with the utmost secrecy to help him
with his project. Hearing Sylvester’s purpose with religious attention, Andrea kept it a secret and lent him
all the help he could. Having left the city in the silence
of the night, they came to a place where Sylvester had
no fear of being found by relatives and acquaintances.
Then Sylvester sent back Andrea (who later became a
monk under his guidance) with the horses... - Silvester... quemdam religiosum qui vocabatur Andreas ad auxilium sui propositi ea nocte secretissime convocavit. Andreas
vero, piis auribus Silvestri propositum audiens, secretum
tenuit et in quantum potuit ei suum adiutorium ministravit. Exeuntes de civitate ambo in profundo noctis scilentio, ad
quemdam locum deveniunt... Tunc Silvester Andream, qui
postmodum sub magisterio eius deguit, cum equis remictens, ipse solus... (Vita Silvestri, 2).
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It is difficult to identify in detail this Andrea among
the various monks of this name that appear in the
archive papers. We mention only that, in some of the
oldest documents of the Archive of Montefano, there
is an Andrea in Grottafucile in 1254, named among
the monks of that community immediately after
the prior. There is an Andrea among the 64 monks
of Montefano who, together with Sylvester, receive
money in the testamentary legacy of certain Marsilia and daughter Sorabona. There is also an Andrea
among the monks of Montefano who was chosen by
his brothers as mayor and procurator to pay the tithe
from the monastery to the delegate of the Supreme
Pontiff in 1276.
But in any of these cases we have no certain assurance that permits us to recognize the one who helped
Saint Sylvester in his flight from Osimo.
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T

he solitary place chosen by Sylvester as his hermitage was near the castle of a certain Corrado:
«the first hermitage where Sylvester took up residence was near the castle of a nobleman named Corrado and was about thirty miles from Osimo - heremus vero illa ad quam prius devenit erat prope castrum
cuiusdam nobilis viri cui nomen erat Corradus, fere per
triginta miliaria a sua civitate distans» (Vita Silvestri, 2).
This character is to be identified with the noble Corrado of the Gentili family of the lords of Revellone,
a castle near La Rossa where Sylvester took refuge.
Among the branches of the family de Conti of the
Actos is the Gentili of St Severino, mostly known as
Revellone, who in ancient times enjoyed a fief with
the same name. From these Gentili, Corrado was born.
Corrado di Gentile lived in the beginning of the XIII
century... (Colucci 1792: 163-164).

This Corrado di Gentile is mentioned many times in
the papers of the thirteenth century. We find him a
document dated 1218 of the monastery of St Vittore
delle Chiuse as he takes part in the sale of land in Serra San Quirico together with Vicino del fu Alberico.
Corrado di Gentile appears as the primus inter pares of
the families of Serra San Quirico. According to Sassi
(1962: 66): «Corrado del fu Gentile, the eldest of the
consorts, was probably that same Corrado Count of
Revellone who a few years later donated the hermitage of Grottafucile near La Rossa to Saint Sylvester
Guzzolini».
We find him also still present as a witness in an act of
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1231: in a long dispute (begun in 1203) between the
Church of Ravenna and the Municipality of Osimo
regarding the castles of Castelbaldo and Monte Cervo. He also often appears in the papers of the municipal archive of Apiro, of which the lords of Revellone
had become citizens in the thirteenth century.
We must point out however that in a document of
the Archive of Montefano, dated 1233, there appears
a Corrado, a nobleman form the counts of La Rossa,
who donates a parcel of land called «Isola d’Isaac»
in the lower parts of the locality of Serralta at Serra
San Quirico to a group of nuns who led monastic life
under the rule of Saint Benedict. The places (Serra
San Quirico, Gola della Rossa, Revellone...) and dates
(first half of the thirteenth century) correspond: however this Corrado is said to be a son not of Gentile but
a «son of the Count Monaldo della Rossa».
What is the same person? Was it the same Corrado
who had benefited Saint Sylvester, then favoured the
Benedictine nuns? We know that Saint Sylvester received the ius patronatus for the monastery of «Isola
d’Isaac» in 1235, only two years thereafter.
In this case, to answer the difficulty presented by the
two different patronymic names, we must suppose
that «Gentile» or «Gentili» is the name of the family,
for which this Monaldo could be a «Monaldo Gentile», father of our Corrado.
The son of this Corrado, also named Gentile, will in
1251, make a solemn act of dedication of all his possessions to the Municipality of Jesi, in exchange for
perpetual protection.
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W

hen the men of the noble Corrado found the
hermit among the cliffs of the La Rossa Gorge,
they hastened to report the fact to their lord.
Soon afterwards:
Corrado therefore, taking some men with him, went
to that lonely place to see the man of God: he found
him and recognized him, since he had met him in the
Marchese curia vigorously defending the rights of his
church - Igitur Corradus, quibusdam vocatis hominibus,
ad videndum Dei hominem heremi secreta petens, inventum recognovit eo quod in curia marchionis ad sue ecclesie
causam ipsum viderat viriliter defendendam advocare (Vita
Silvestri, 3).

Apart from the interesting annotation about Sylvester
who commits himself «forcefully - viriliter» to defend
the rights of his Osiman Church, the text also refers
to the rector of the March of Ancona. In the preface to
his edited collection of medieval volumes relating to
the life of St Sylvester, Ugo Paoli (1984: XXXIV-XXXV)
reminds us that the thirteenth century...
saw the progressive, even if contrasted, consolidation
of the papal power over the March of Ancona that the
emperors of the Swabian house, while not denying the
historical value of the donations of Pepin and Charlemagne, had heretofore practically annexed to the
territory of the empire. However, for the Church, the
possession of the March was of extreme importance,
as the region divided the kingdom of Sicily from the
empire, a barrier which became indispensable for the
survival of the temporal dominion of the popes since
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Henry VI (1190-1197) had succeeded in bringing the
two crowns into his own hands. The policy of ‘recovery’ by the Apostolic See of what it claims were its own
territories was initiated by Pope Celestine III (11911198). Innocent III (1198-1216), the greatest pope of the
Middle Ages, resumed politics of his predecessor and
managed to recover the Duchy of Spoleto (1198) and
the March of Ancona (1199) to the State of the Church.

In the political upheavals of those years following
the struggles between the papacy and the empire, the
territories of the Marches - and therefore also Fabriano - sided alternatively with one side or the other.
Therefore, in the series of the rectors of the March, we
find some who were nominated by the pope whilst
others were not. Only after 1230, following the peace
of Saint German between Frederick II and Gregory
IX, the March of Ancona began to be governed on
a permanent basis by a rector appointed directly by
the pope.
Among the rectors who may have ruled at the time
when Sylvester, a Canon in Osimo, defended the
rights of his local church, we come across the following:
- Giovanni Riccardi, Roman, in 1208;
- Azzo I, of the Estensi, 1209-1212;
- Aldobrandino di Attone, of the Estensi, 12121214;
- Azzo II, brother of the previous one, called Azzolino, 1215- 1228.
The seat of the rector of the March was generally
in Macerata or, especially since the end of the XIII
century, in Montolmo (today known as Corridonia,
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which is in front of Macerata). It was probably in
these places that Count Corrado di Revellone met the
Osiman canon and then had the surprise of seeing
him again, by now an austere hermit, on a territory
which he ruled.

St. Benedict hands over his Rule to St. Sylvester, Archive of
Montefano (engraving of 1603).
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I

n chapter 4 of the Vita Silvestri Andrea di Giacomo
describes the spread of Sylvester’s fame by depicting an attempt by existing monks of various congregations to attract him to their communities.
Sylvester himself seems to have had questions about
his future: «from that moment he began to think seriously about what form of religious life he would
agree to embrace - exinde cepit cum desire que professio
sibi esset utilis cogitare» (Vita Silvestri, 4).
According to the canons of medieval hagiography,
Sylvester is depicted as having a vision of several
saints with their respective disciples who offer him
rule and habit. Saint Benedict later appears and «invites him to decisively choose his rule and his habit
- ut Silvester suam regulam et habitum omnino reciperet
monuit» (Vita Silvestri, 4).
Sylvester accepts and shortly thereafter he receives
the monastic habit from a certain Pietro Magone:
Sylvester then recounted that, when the Blessed Benedict departed, he received with great joy the same
habit with which Blessed Benedict had presented himself’ from the hands of a venerable monk named Pietro
named Magone - Silvester ylaris nimium effectus, a quodam venerabili monacho cui nomen erat dompnus Petrus,
cognomento Magonus, eum habitum asseruit assumpsisse,
quo beatus Benedictus se indutum ostendit (Vita Silvestri,
4).

What reality lies behind this hagiographic narrative?
It is a simple trope to build up the figure of Sylvester
in parallel with that of Saint Benedict, who received
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the habit from the monk Romanus? Or could it be
that Sylvester was at some point attending one of the
many local abbeys of the area from which he would
have received the Benedictine habit?
It is rather difficult to identify this «venerable monk»
who gave him his habit because we could not find
the name Magonus in any historical paper. Nonetheless, we can identify a series of monks named Pietro
living at the time.
From the Annales Camaldulenses (Mittarelli - Costadoni 1759: 335, 341, 349) there is a Pietro Abbot of
Valdicastro in the years 1234-1240 and again in 1251 a
Pietro II. Besides the abbot, in 1240 the prior of Valdicastro was also called Pietro; and we find a Pietro abbot of Valdicastro in 1256. In the hermitage of Fonte
Avellana we find with the name Pietro the prior from
1218 to 1224; there is a cloistered prior Pietro in 1237
and 1252; and several additional monks named Pietro in the years 1228-1252.
Feliziani (1683: 25) states that Sylvester «in the monastery of St Mary of Storaco, near Montisfilotrani
at Piceno, [Sylvester] received the habit in which St
Benedict had appeared to him, from the hands of a
cenobite monk named Pietro - in monasterium S. Mariae de Storaco prope Montisfilotrani oppidum pariter in
Piceno se contulit, ubi a quodam Petro eiusdem cenobii
monacho eodem habitu, quem S. P. Benedictus in visione
ostenderat, induitur».
From that point onward Sylvester would have lived
for some time in the hermitage of St Bonfilio (first
St Maria di Fara) near Cingoli, and then he seems to
have gone to Montefano. We do not know on what
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documents Feliziani bases this statement.
We believe that Feliziani deduced this from the Silvestro report of St. Bonfilio life. St. Bonfilio became
a monk in the 12th century in the monastery of St
Maria di Storaco and then he retired as a hermit to
Cingoli in St Maria di Fara.
At this point we should mention the hypothesis of
Pennacchioni (1977: 236) who notes that there was
a prior named Pietro in the Avellanite community
of St Esuperanzio di Cingoli in 1236. Recalling the
relationship between Sylvester and Cingoli, Pennacchioni supposes that Pietro Magone was the prior of
St Esuperanzio and that it was him who gave Sylvester the monastic habit. The hypothesis is worthy
of some consideration, as indeed from the Archive of
Fonte Avellana it appears that in 1227 (the probable
year of the «conversion» of Sylvester) the prior of St
Esuperanzio was called Pietro.
It is also worth noting that Grottafucile, where according to the hagiographic narrative Sylvester received the habit, is geographically very close to Castelletta, which was entrusted to the pastoral care of
the abbey of St Urbano all’Esinante.
So this «venerable monk» could also be a member of
the Castelletta abbey. However, in the papers of St
Urbano referring to the period when Sylvester lived
as a hermit at Grottafucile, the abbot was called Vigilio. Among the monks listed no one bears the name
of Pietro.
Finally we note the presence of a Pietro (dompnus
Petrus), abbot of St Angelo infra Ostia, in some documents of 1259 and 1260. In the long-running dispute
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between this abbey and the canons of St Venanzo di
Fabriano about the construction of the church of St
Lucia, Sylvester had been chosen as examiner of the
witnesses. This could suggest a hypothesis in which a
previous relationship existed between Sylvester and
the monks of St Angelo. This would however seem to
create difficulties in chronology. In any case it must
be taken into account that Sylvester was about 50
years - or so it seems - when he became a monk.

Giovanni Vogliazzi, San Silvestro with the Rule of St. Benedict in hand and the wolf at his foot (bronze statue of 1968).
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«A

t that time, two prudent and wise religious
were sent by the Supreme Pontiff to the
March for a canonical visit to the clergy. They, hearing the fame of the man of God, hastened to go to
him - Tunc temporis duo religiosi viri providi et discreti
super clericos visitandos in Marchiam a summo pontifice
missi fuerunt. Qui, Dei hominis famam audientes, ad eum
accedere festinarunt» (Vita Silvestri, 5).
These two «religious men» are anonymous in the text
of Andrea di Giacomo, but they seem to be identified
as two Dominicans, fra Riccardo and fra Bonaparte,
sent by Pope Gregory IX in 1228 for a canonical visit
to the Anconitana and Fermana. A document published by Compagnoni - Vecchietti (1783: 51-54) reports the reform measures that they issued:
It happened then, that from the Pope were sent into
our Province two Religious of the Order of Preachers
to visit the clergy... Notice therefore first the mention
of the two friars called Brother Riccardo and fra Bonaparte de Ord(ine) Praed(icatorum) missi a summo Pontifice d(omino) Gregorio IX pro reformatione ecclesiarum et
clericorum in Marchia [of the Order of Preachers, mandated by the pontiff Gregory IX for the reformation of
churches and clergy in the Marches], and that in 1228
they fulfilled their commission in the Church of Fermo, making public decrees for the best order of the ecclesiastical office, and for a more meticulous discipline
among the clergy.

This is one of the reasons why the escape of Sylvester
from the Osiman Chapterhouse seems to have been
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fixed in the years 1227-1228, since the visit of the papal legates took place at Grottafucile and, as it seems,
almost at the beginning of Sylvester’s eremitic experience.

Blessed Filippo, first disciple of Saint Sylvester at Grottafucile, Church of Montefano (mural painting of 1931).
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T

he two papal legates, once they had arrived in
Recanati, gave Sylvester his first disciple:

Once in Recanati, in a monastery of nuns they found a
religious named Filippo and spoke to him with admiration of Sylvester, praising his holy life; and they sent
him to the servant of God who was almost forty miles
away from that monastery. Filippo, believing the words
of those wise men, set out in search of the servant of
God and after many hardships reached the cave where
Sylvester was staying - Dum igitur ipsi legati devenissent
Racanetum, in quodam monasterio monialium quemdam religiosum virum Philippum nomine invenientes, ad servum
Dei fere a dicto monasterio quadraginta miliaribus distantem
transmiserunt, eiusdem vita sanctitate plena sibi predicata
primitus et affectuosius commendata. Sed Philippus, discretorum virorum dictis fidem accomodans, ad servum Dei indagandum fervidus discurrebat. Qui post multos labores ad
criptam in qua Silvester morabatur devenit (Vita Silvestri, 5).

Filippo is amazed by the life of the holy hermit and
puts himself under his teaching, living with him for
a long time:
As soon as he saw him, Sylvester called him aloud with his
own name revealed to him by divine grace. Filippo, feeling called by name by someone who had never seen or
heard of him, was extremely astonished and admirative, he
gave thanks to the Creator of all things. And after having
trained at the school of the man of God and having spent
a long time with him, he gave up his soul to God who
had created it - Quo viso, Silvester eum proprio nomine
acclamavit, eidem divina gratia revelante. Nam Philippus
obstupefactus nimium et admiratione commotus, gratias
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referebat omnium Creatori. Qui etiam sub magisterio viri
Dei instructus, cum ipso diuturnam moram contrahens,
spiritum ad Deum qui fecit illum reddidit (Vita Silvestri, 5).

From the story of Andrea it seems to have to be deduced
that this Filippo lived in Grottafucile and died before the
founder. In the Archive of Montefano, before the death of
Sylvester there appear only three monks named Filippo.
One is present in the community of Grottafucile on the occasion of the first general chapter of which we are aware,
celebrated there in 1255. Sylvester takes part in it «prior of
the hermitage and of the church of St Benedetto di Montefano», the priors of the other five monasteries then existing and the monks of the community of Grottafucile.
Another document of the Archive of Montefano, dated
1264, mentions Filippo (Le carte dell’archivio II: 12). In the
testamentary legacy of Marsilia, wife of the late Alberico
and daughter of Sorabona, among the sixty four monks to
whom money is left, a «Filippo da Ripalta» is mentioned
as well as a «Filippo, priest». This could explain - as a hypothesis - the fact that the two legates first met him in a
monastery of nuns: perhaps he was the chaplain. This
Filippo, first disciple of Sylvester, is recounted by the Sylvestrine tradition among the blessed at the origins of the
Order of Montefano. Here, we would like to quote from
the eulogy, written in elegant Latin, penned about him by
Feliziani (1683: 420):
Blessed Filippo of Varano was a priest and the holy father’s first student. He came to meet the father at his first
hermitage. Despite the fact that he had not previously not
known his name, the father greeted him by name and welcomed him in peace. He was of godly countenance and he
planted the first seeds of a monasticism which went on to
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gain celebrity for its purity. He died in the Monastery of St
Pietro del Monte near Osimo on December 12th, in the year
before the Lord requested the other soul [of St Sylvester],
The whereabouts of his remnants are unknown, like so
much pertaining to our community which has now been
lost - Beatus Philippus de Varani pago in Recinetensi agro in
seculo sacerdos, ac Sancti Patris primus discipulus, quem idem
S. Pater ad eremum venientem, etsi antea nomen ignoraret,
adhuc proprio nomine salutavit benigneque recepit. Vir fuit
piis moribus decoratus, primum nostrae novellae plantationis
germen, monastici institute vere alumnus, qui tandem meritis, sanctitate ac miraculis celebris obiit Auximi in monasterio
S. Petri de Monte die 12 decembris anno... antequam S. Pater
alteram vitam petiisset; cuius reliquiae modo ignorantur, cum
iamdiu tale coenobium a nostris fuerit demissum.

As the eulogy testifies, however, many details have now
disappeared for which there remains scant evidence in
the documents available to us today.
Fabrini (1612: 19), in the Latin rewriting of the Vita Silvestri,
only says that the legates «stumbled upon a man named
Filippo among a monastic community of nuns who lived
a life dedicated to God - in virginum Deo dicatarum coenobio
pium quemdam virum Philippum nomine offendunt».
In the Italian version however of the Vita Silvestri, he already adds that Filippo was «caring for a monastery of
nuns, being a religious man, that is a secular priest, and a
priest of saintly and honest life»: Fabrini (1613: 387).
Cancellieri (1765: 27) specifies that the monastery of
nuns had been founded by Filippo himself: «... in directing a monastery of nuns founded by him». Franceschini (1772: 24) and Bolzonetti (1906: 44) make similar statements. All three authors identify this Filippo
da Recanati with Filippo da Varano (Varano is geo71
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graphically very close to Recanati).
The Vita Silvestri at its twelfth chapter states that he
lay sick in the monastery of St Pietro del Monte near
Osimo and was healed by Saint Sylvester. Fabrini
(1612: 387) further comments:
Our Father Saint Sylvester, having obtained the place on the
mountain of St Pietro, near the city of Osimo his homeland,
sent his companion to live there [...] And because he was
assaulted by cruel infirmity [...], our father Saint Sylvester,
having understood this, went to visit him in this place [...].
He prayed to the Lord for his dear companion [...] and immediately the nerves came alive and [enabled Filippo]... to
rise from his bed healthy and free.

Later on, Fabrini (1612: 388-389) adds:
... persevering to his old age in the holy conversion of life...
full of virtues and merits he came to the end of this mortal
life... he was buried in the aforementioned place in the 12th
of December, a few years before Father Saint Sylvester died.

Bolzonetti (1906: 44) also adds some dates:
Having become the first companion and disciple (1229) of
Guzzolino, in 1253 he was appointed by him Prior of St Pietro del Monte near Osimo. He died a few years before the
precious death of St. Sylvester.

More recently, Pagnani (1977: 201-207) formulated a new
hypothesis about Filippo. He accepts many elements already noted by Sylvestrine historians but, on the basis of
other documents, he rejects the identification of Filippo da
Recanati with Filippo da Varano. However, for all other
Sylvestrine historians, this identification seems to have
been accepted peacefully.
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I

n chapter 8 of Vita Silvestri, relating to the harassment by
the demon of the community of Montefano, we are told
the name of the porter who took a fright, hearing knocking and finding no one at the door of the monastery: «a
porter known by the name of fra Prosper - portararius qui
frater Prosper vocabatur».
We cannot accurately identify this monk. Only two
characters appear with this name at the time of the
prior Bartolo (then in a period quite distant from the
events narrated): in a general chapter in Montefano
in 1274 and in a chapter of St Bonfilio di Cingoli in
1275.

Trasmondo slaps Sylvester and his hand becomes leprous, Archive of Montefano (engraving of 1603).
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Servolo and Trasmondo

I

n chapter 11 of Vita Silvestri we are referred to an example of a contradicted vocation. It relates to a young man
from Fabriano who wishes to become a monk in Montefano: «A boy of the city of Fabriano, named Servolo,
wished to become a servant of God and requested to be
given the sacred habits of the religious life - Puer quidam
de Fabriano Servulus nomine ob conversationis gratiam
ad Dei famulum veniens, ... instanter sacre religionis habitum petiit sibi dari».
Some of his relatives, opposed to his purpose, show
up armed to bring him back and one of them slaps
Sylvester. Trasmondo, the violent perpetrator, will
remain leprous. Sometime thereafter, repentant, he
returns to the saint to ask for forgiveness and receives healing.
There are no clues to accurately track these two characters. However the two anthroponyms are well attested for the area. For example, there appears a «Servolo di Saverio da Sassoferrato» and a «Servolo di
Guido» in some documents of St Vittore delle Chiuse
of 1307-1308; people named Trasmondo in the same
documents as St Vittore of the XIII century; there is
a Transmundus Gentilis in some Fabrianese deeds of
1255; there is also a Trasmondo of Fabriano in 1235;
and in the documents of the Archive of Montefano
there is a Trasmundus Bugapti who is a creditor of the
monastery of Montefano in 1277.
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Filippo da Varano

T

he main problem for the identification of this monk
presented in chapter 12 of the Vita Silvestri is to find
out whether he is the same person as Filippo da Recanati,
the first among Sylvester’s disciple who was sent to him
at Grottafucile by pontifical legates, or not.
Andrea’s story in chapter 5 would lead to the conclusion
that Filippo (from Recanati) lived and died in Grottafucile, while this Filippo da Varano of Chapter 12 is presented
suffering with infirmity in the monastery of St Pietro del
Monte near Osimo.
Moreover, it is not clear why the hagiographer did not
qualify it as «da Recanati», to make it clear that it was the
same person. Above all, the seemingly vague terminology is a problem, at the beginning of the story. This Filippo is referred to as «a certain friar quidam frater», which
would lead us to suppose that there were two Filippos who were not the same person.
However, Andrea continues: quem sibi ad tempus in
comitem assumpsit vir sanctus which we believe must
be translated as: «whom once (or for some time) the
holy man (Sylvester) had taken for himself as a companion» with a clear allusion to their cohabitation in
Grottafucile. Thus, the indefinite, quite generic quidam is therefore specified by the phrase quem sibi...
The problem by the toponym «of Varano», which
is actually a suburb of Recanati, would remain; but
this is precisely what creates an obstacle for Pagnani
(1977: 207):
As far as Varano is concerned, the place of origin of the second Filippo, it is to be excluded that it is the Varano di Reca75
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nati, a town 300 meters away from the city walls, since it is
absurd that someone is mentioned by it and not by the city.

The argument does not seem plausible however, because
in the language of the documents we find quite often indicated a person or the place of the city or more specifically
from that of the suburb or the district (which also happens
in the common language).
So we think that is correct the Sylvestrine tradition when
it identifies the two Filippos with one another. Therefore
we refer to what was said above regarding Filippo da Recanati, the first disciple of Saint Sylvester.

Resurrection of four deceased children by the intercession of Blessed
Giovanni dal Bastone (18th century painting).
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Cortosonno

A

case of quite original healing is narrated in Vita Silvestri at chapter 14. A woman of Fabriano is freed from
her continuous terrible headache by applying the hair of
Sylvester’s beard, obscurely obtained from his barber:
This barber, whose name was Cortosonno, seeing the faith
and the fervent devotion of the noblewoman, brought to
the patient some hairs cut from the beard of the venerable
man Sylvester - Sed dictus barbitonsor nomine Cortosonnus, fidem et devotionis fervorem nobilis domine cernens,
pilos ex barba ipsius venerabilis viri Silvestri remotos eidem
attulit patienti.

This Cortosonno barber is not mentioned in the documents. We only point out that the anthroponym is well
attested in the Fabriano area where, among many others,
we have one notary (Cortusonnus imperiali auctoritate
notarius), from which many acts of the Archive of
Montefano are drawn. We cannot however make the
link between the notary with and the «barber - barbitonsor».
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Bertoldo and Corrado sons of Rinaldo

O

f the two fires extinguished by Sylvester, related by
he Vita Silvestri at chapter 15, the first developed in
Fabriano (the second in Serra San Quirico), in the home of
the sons of Rinaldo di Rigozio.
The hagiographer gives us many details: that the fire
was set by the imprudence of a servant (ex improvidentia famule eorumdem); that there was much stacked
wood in the house (plena erat congregatione lignorum
quasi sarcinum sexcentarum) and further below are the
names of the two sons of Rinaldo, namely Bertoldo
and Corrado, who had particular devotion to Sylvester (qui eidem multum erant devoti).
All these details allow us to identify the three characters in the Archive of the City of Fabriano. Rinaldo
di Rigozio is a Fabriano nobleman (in fact Andrea di
Giacomo also calls him «master - dominus»).
Rinaldo also appears in a document of 1249 when, together with other nobles, he stipulates a pact of concordat with the Commune, yielding goods and men under
his control in Cerreto and Argignano (Zonghi, 1872: 177).
He is again named in a deed of 1255, when he buys the
castle of Orsara from the Municipality of Fabriano. His
children appear in an act of transaction with the Municipality of Fabriano regarding the toll fee in the villa del
Cupo: Bertuldum et Corradum filios domini Rainaldi Rigotii.
Corrado is to be found as mayor of Fabriano in 1275.
He is still present in Rome in 1280 as a witness in an
act of transaction between the Municipality of Fabriano and Annibaldo Romano, former rector of the Anconitan March; and again in 1283.
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Simone da Ripalta

M

any are Sylvester’s disciples named in Vita Silvestri
who are and presented as men of God and people
of great holiness and purity of spirit. Simone da Ripalta
is given a special attention, because Andrea di Giacomo
reserves him four chapters of the Vita Silvestri.
In fact in three of these chapter Sylvester does not appear at all, but the protagonist is Simone, to whom titles
are attributed in a similar way to those attributed to St
Sylvester himself: «man of God - vir Dei», «man of God
- homo Dei», «servant of God - servus Dei», friend of God
- amicus Dei», «holy man - sanctus homo», «holy man - vir
sanctus», and even «Saint Simone - sanctus Simon».
The hagiographer seems to deliberately prolong the
narrative, because the holiness of the disciples redounds
to the glory and honour of the spiritual father:
A wise son is the glory of the father: therefore the spiritual
father was pleased with the progress of his spiritual sons
and above all with that of the aforesaid servant of God fra
Simone - Quia gloria patris est filius sapiens, dictus spiritualis pater gloriabatur in profectu spiritualium filiorum et
maxime in profectione dicti servi Dei fratris Symonis (Vita
Silvestri, 19).

In chapter 18 of Vita Silvestri we are presented with the
great humility of Sylvester who goes to Ripalta to ask for
explanations about an obscure passage of Jeremiah from
a disciple of his, fra Simone, who is illiterate but who displays much holiness and purity of life:
He decided to have recourse to one of his disciples and
subjects, a most holy man named fra Simone, illiterate and
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completely devoid of letters, to obtain from him an explanation of the passage... this fra Simone was a man of much
sanctity and purity - ... ad quemdam sanctissimum virum
suum discipulum et subiectum, nomine fratrem Symonem,
ydiotam et licterarum prorsus ignarum, ad clarificandum
ab eo intellectum ipsius... Qui frater Symon tante sanctitatis et puritatis vir erat... (Vita Silvestri, 18).

Simone, who was also blind in one eye (erat enim oculum habens albugine occecatum), by divine inspiration
explained the passage of Scripture to his spiritual father: imperanti patri sic aperuit sensum scripture quesite.
In the original documents of the Archive of Montefano we have found, once among the monks of St
Marco di Ripalta, another mention of Simone. It is a
chapter of 1255 for the granting of a piece of land in
emphyteusis. Prior Alberto and eight other monks of
the community are present at this chapter, including
fra Simone.
In the general chapter of 1268 for the election of the
successor of Sylvester, no Simone appears among the
monks coming from St Marco di Ripalta, so one can
legitimately assume that Simone had died before the
founder.
The Sylvestrine tradition has cultivated the memory
of this holy disciple of Guzzolini. Fabrini (1612: 357)
extends the narration of Andrea di Giacomo, undoubtedly counting Simone in the category of conversi:
... he was admitted to the religious life, and placed in the
number of the conversi, over servants, to seek alms,
and to do the manual labor of the monastery, not being
suited for the letters and the clerical ministry.
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Andrea di Giacomo does not actually state that fra
Simone was a conversus - as he later does to qualify
Giacomo da Attiggio at chapter 37 - but he uses only
frater. Still, the expression «illiterate and completely
devoid of letters - ydiotam et licterarum prorsus ignarum» seems to define a converso.
The other Sylvestrine historians followed Fabrini
(Feliziani 1683; Cancellieri 1765; Franceschini 1772;
Franceschini 1775). Fabrini (1612: 367) places the date
of his death on 26 August and mentions the transport
of the relics «to a church of another religious order
in the land of Monte Albodio» (today Ostra, in the
province of Ancona).
Here it would seem appropriate to cite at length the
beautiful passage written by Feliziani (1683: 415):
Blessed Simone of the village of Ripalta, in the diocese
of Senigallia was a very natural, simple and God-fearing
man. He was a disciple of the holy father, belonging to the
converse friar attached the monastery. He lacked language
skills and had only rough knowledge of Latin, yet he offered his holy father and teacher wonderful clarity, cleverness and good sense about a dark passage of Isaiah (sic).
He clearly manifested the gift of prophecy and other
virtues and miracles. He fell asleep in the Lord on the
26th of August. His sacred relics were preserved in the
church of St Marco at Ripalta for a long time. Many
years thereafter, they were transferred to Montalbotti
as the result of a sacred pledge - Beatus Simon ex Ripaltae pago in agro Roccaecontradae, Senogalliensis dioecesis,
vir sane rectus, simplex ac timens Deum, Sancti Patris discipulus, ac inter conversos adscriptos, qui licet licterarum
ac linguae latinae plane rudis, adhuc tamen sancto eius
Patri ac Doctori obscurum Isaiae [but Vita Silvestri says
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Jeremiah!] prophetae locum mira claritate, docte ac iuxta
sensum... recte explicuit; prophetiae dono aliisque virtutibus enituit, clarusque miraculis obdormivit in Domino die
26 augusti anno... Cuius sacrae reliquiae in ecclesia Sancti
Marci de Ripalta diu quieverunt, cumque hunc locum... nostrates dimisissent, sacrum quoque pignus ibidem reliquerunt quod tandem ut fert traditio in oppidum Montalbotti
translatum...

St. Sylvester consults the illiterate disciple Simone to obtain the
explanation of a difficult passage of Sacred Scripture, Cloister
of Montefano (fresco of 1742)
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Atto da Sassoferrato

A

mong the prodigious facts attributed to fra Simone,
the hagiographer narrates the somewhat unusual
prodigy of the cherry tree that inclined its flowering
branches to the feet of the holy man, who had praised the
Creator for the marvelous spectacle it offered:
When this prayer ended, the divine clemency wanted to
reveal how great the pure simplicity and the plenitude of
divine grace of saint Simone was. As he rose to his feet, the
tree laden with flowers lowered the flowering branches to
the ground out of reverence and pushed its down to the
feet of the holy man - Finita quoque oratione, divina clementia
quanta esset in sancto Symone pure simplicitatis et divine gratie
plenitudo ostendit. Cui resurgenti florida arbor florentes ramos ex
reverentia inclinavit ad terram et eorum summitates usque ad viri
sancti pedes demisit (Vita Silvestri, 20).

This miracle has a distinctive Franciscan flavour. After all
we are after all in the same era.
Andrea di Giacomo reports that more than forty people
were present at the event, including Acto de Saxoferrato
cum aliis nobilibus along with other noblemen. This
noble Atto (or Attone) was a prominent person in
the area. In 1234 we find him an elected arbitrator in
matters arising between the Municipality of Fabriano
and that of Nocera. One author identifies him with
Atto, mayor of Arezzo in 1235, who would be the father of the Blessed Giuseppe and Ugo degli Atti.
However, if this dominus Acto de Saxoferrato were the
same as the dominus Acto de Serra Sancti Quirici, father of Saint Ugo, the hagiographer (who is Andrea
di Giacomo, author of the Vita Silvestri, the Vita lohan83
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nis and the Vita Ugonis) would have noted it.
The fact is that the Atto or Attoni family had split
into several branches and it is very difficult to follow
the intricate string of generational events. In the documents of the time, including those of the Archive of
Montefano, the name Atto or Attone is so frequent
(and often referred to as the dompnus) that it is quite
impossible to attempt a precise identification.

Niké Arrighi Borghese, The Madonna and St.
Sylvester, Monastery of Montefano, Guests’
Chapel (oil on canvas of 2017).
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Benedetto da Fabriano

A

mong Sylvester’s prophecies that are remembered is one concerning some noblemen who
gave themselves over to the brigandage among the
mountains of La Rossa.
Sylvester admonishes them to change their life because «the judgment of God and his anger will soon
come and rail against you - quia iudicium Dei et ira cito
veniet et deseviet in vos» (Vita Silvestri, 22). The criminals scoffed at him and after three days they were
killed by one of their nephews. This admonition of
Sylvester was witnessed by «Benedetto da Fabriano,
a very holy man, and two other monks who were his
traveling companions - dompnus Benedictus de Fabriano vir utique sanctus et duo alii fratres qui comites eius
erant» (Vita Silvestri, 22).
A «dompnus Benedictus» (without any further addition) also appears among the friars in charge of embalming the body of Sylvester and one can reasonably suppose that it is the same person.
To identify him among the Benedetto who appear in
the Archive of Montefano is almost impossible, because there are about twenty homonyms.
It would be tempting to hypothesize that he is the
same «dompnus Benedictus», prior of St Bonfilio
di Cingoli in 1256, the «dompnus Benedictus» who
was prior of St Bartolo di Serra San Quirico in the
years 1269-1272. After all, he could be the same person who was first prior in Cingoli and then in Serra
San Quirico, since the monks could be transferred
between monasteries with relative ease.
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It is also possible to trace a further «Benedetto da
Fabriano» much later, in 1298, in the deeds concerning the election of Andrea di Giacomo to the fourth
prior general. In these documents he is called frater.
Because of this peculiarity of the title and for the discrepancy over the years we confirm the first hypothesis, even if it cannot be absolutely excluded that it
could still be the same person.
The Sylvestrine historians have developed the theme
of «holy man - vir utique sanctus» of the first biographer and classed Benedetto da Fabriano among the
first twelve beatified members of the Order, without
however adding further biographical elements about
him. According to Fabrini (1612: 314):
Benedetto da Fabriano, who is reported by Andrea as
a witness to a miracle of Father Saint Sylvester and as
a man of great holiness and great credit, can only have
been a saint and perfect religion and yet nothing is
written about him.

The eulogy written by Bolzonetti (1873: 8) is also
short, adding the place of death:
Blessed Benedetto of Fabriano was a meritorious student of the holy father Sylvester, his inseparable and
dear companion because of his charism and moral integrity. He was renowned for the graces of religious
virtues and for his presence at miracles. He fell asleep
in the Lord, at the hermitage of Montefano - B(eatus)
Benedictus Fabrianensis, S(ancti) P(atris) Silvestri meritissimus discipulus, eiusque indivisibilis socius ac charissimus ob perspectam morum integritatem. Miris religiosisque virtutibus onustus ac miraculis clarus, obdormivit in
Domino in S(acro) Heremo Montis Fani.
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Tommasa, daughter of Pascuzio

O

f this woman of Fabriano, healed of blindness
with a sign of the cross from Sylvester, we know
nothing but what the hagiographer tells us in the Vita
Silvestri itself (chapter 23).

Blessed Giovanni dal Bastone, disciple of Saint Sylvester, Archive of Montefano (17th century engraving).
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Diotisalvi

I

n chapter 27 of the Vita Silvestri we encounter the
curious prophecy of death predicted to a man who
was preparing the grave for another who was seriously ill, a man going by the name of Diotisalvi.
Sylvester, who was passing by, came forth with the
mysterious exclamation: «the judgments of God are
truly inscrutable and no one understands His wise
predisposition. Here indeed is a dead man preparing the tomb for a living man! - Omnino inscrutabilia
sunt Dei iudicia... nam profecto mortuus vivo parat sepulchrum».
In fact Diotisalvi was healed and instead the man
who was digging the grave fell mortally ill, which
resulted in the grave therefore serving for himself.
Without claiming to trace the Diotisalvi mentioned
here, we can point out that it is a very common name
in Fabriano at the time, written generally as Deutesalve. In the period from 1250 to 1296 four notaries of
Fabriano are known with this name.
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Giovanni dal Bastone

A

mong those present at the miracle of the healing of the blind man, Giovanni dal Bastone is
mentioned, named here simply «religious man friar
Giovanni of the Staff - religiosus vir frater Iohannes a
Baculo».
He is undoubtedly the most famous disciple of the
founder. Born in Paterno, a small suburb of the Municipality of Fabriano, he became a monk in Montefano under the teaching of Sylvester. At the death of
the founder, he was the spiritual guide of the friars
for many year.
«Dal Bastone» - meaning «of the Staff» - became his
personal qualifier, because he was forced to use a
staff due to the serious illness that affected him in his
left leg. He died in Fabriano in 1290.
Andrea di Giacomo in the Vita Silvestri names him
only once, but he has dedicated a very large section
hagiographic writing to him, with a prologue and 57
chapters, as a sign of great admiration and devotion
to the one whom he defines as «the one of whom I
remain a unworthy student - discipulus quidam immeritus».
The veneration that the Sylvestrine tradition has
reserved for this holy friar is demonstrated by the
many biographies written over the centuries and by
the number of studies dedicated to him.
In the archival documents, Giovanni dal Bastone
appears very often. In an act of 1264 he was named
immediately after Sylvester with his full name: «Giovanni del fu Bonello di Giovannuccio da Paterno»
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(Le carte dell’archivio, II: 11). This reference is found in
the testament of Marsilia and her daughter Sorabona, through which they left to the monastery a piece
of land and various sums of money to Sylvester, to
sixty-three of its monks and to several other people.
Only for Sylvester and Giovanni dal Bastone do the
women specify a figure of 20 «soldi».
Furthermore Giovanni (together with another Giovanni, the son of the Marsilia) is appointed as an
officer for the execution of the will. He will be able
to retain 30 «soldi» from the usufruct of the donated
land and is to distribute the remainder in alms.
This reveals a certain prestige enjoyed by Giovanni
dal Bastone in the Fabriano environment. In the general chapter of 4 January 1268 held for the election
of the successor to Sylvester Guzzolini, in the list of
those present Giovanni dal Bastone is listed soon after fra Giuseppe, who goes on to be elected second
prior general.
For the occasion he had been chosen as a delegate by
the monks of St Thomas of Jesi. There he is referred
to simply as fra Giovanni dal Bastone - frater Iohannes
a Baculo»; as in other general or conventual chapters.
This is also the case in an act of the archive of the
cathedral of Fabriano in 1285. At a sale of land to the
monastery of Montefano eleven monks are enumerated, the first of which is Frater Iohannes a Baculo.
In a document dated 1276 (Le carte dell’archivio, I: 62),
he appears as the vicar of the then prior general, fra
Bartolo. Interestingly, in 1289 (one year before his
death) Giovanni dal Bastone renounces to the office
of treasurer entrusted to him by Petrella da Compag90
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none di Cerreto (ibid.: 90-91).
With the consent of the prior general, delegates the
office to Giovanni da Staffolo «because of his infirmity and being occupied day and night in prayer
and in many other things necessary to be done for
the hermitage» (ibidem).
Thus there emerge a series of very illuminating details: Giovanni feels tired and sick, he wants to devote himself more to prayer. He is a man already burdened by many commitments in favour of his monastery. All this confirms what the Vita Silvestri says
about its prestige in Montefano.
Giovanni dal Bastone died in Fabriano (where he
was transported due to the aggravation of his disease towards the end of his life) on March 24, 1290. In
1772 he was listed by Pope Clement XIV among the
Blessed of the Church.
His body rests in the crypt of the church of St Benedetto in Fabriano and the faithful retain much veneration for him. His cult also arrived in Sri Lanka,
where the parish of Battaramulla (archdiocese of Colombo) was dedicated to him.
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Egidio the Camaldolese monk

P

resent at the same miracle of the man born blind,
besides fra Giovanni, there is also a Camaldolese
monk by the name of Egidio: cui miraculo inter alios
qui ibidem aderant, dompnus Egidius monachus Camaldulensis Ordinis (Vita Silvestri, 28).
This detail of the Vita Silvestri has not escaped Mittarelli and Costadoni (1759: 365) who note:
Andrea, the author of the Life of St Sylvester, declares
that, at the miraculous prodigy of life of Saint Sylvester,
several men were present, among them Egidio the Camaldolese monk and Giovanni dal Bastone, a disciple
of Sylvester. He refers to them as men of great holiness
and eminendy worthy of the faith - Andreas vitae sancti
Silvestri scriptor refert cuidam eius miraculoso prodigio caeci illuminati praesentes fuisse Aegidium monachum camaldulensem et Iohannem a Baculo Silvestri discipulum, quos
homines sanctissimos et fide dignissimos appellat.

They also add rather candidly that they «know nothing
more about this Camaldolese monk named Egidio - de
Aegidio monacho camaldulensi nihil praeterea scimus».
We have found a «dompnus Aegidius» who is a member of the monastery of S. Vittore delle Chiuse (which
was then of Camaldolese observance) in the years 12891294 and again - and this could very well be the same
person - in 1305 and 1308 (Sassi 1962: 127-134, 419).
So this Egidio would have been part of the community of St Vittore when a monk from Montefano
-Crescenzio of the influential Chiavelli family of Fabriano - was elected, or rather imposed, as abbot of
that community in 1308.
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Fra Albergatore

A

t the Spineto hospital near Cingoli, Sylvester is
reported to have changed water into wine during a lunch attended by many noblemen. Among
them there was a certain hotelier who was part of the
community of the hospital:
Huic miraculo multi nobiles interfuerunt, inter quos
religiosus vir frater Albergator interfuit, qui in eodem
hospitali conventualis erat (Vita Silvestri, 29).

In a document of 1234, which reports the deed of
transfer of the Spineto hospital by the monks to the
nuns of the Cistercian monastery of St Caterina in
Cingoli, 18 friars and 20 nuns are named there as residents, including this fra Albergatore (Compagnoni
- Vecchietti 1783: 73).
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Bishop Uguccione

A

t the same miracle of the change of water into
wine at the Spineto hospital there was also a
«master Uguccione, who is now the bishop of the city
of Esine - dominus Uguictio, qui nunc est Esine civitatis
episcopus» (Vita Silvestri, 29).
This is Ugo (or Uguccio or Uguccione) who was first
bishop of Pesaro from 1257 to 1268 and was later
transferred to Jesi. P.B. Gams (1873: 700) indicates as
the period of the episcopate of Uguccione in Jesi only
the years 1268-1270. This clarification is reported in
subsequent notes by Grégoire (1983: 102) in an annotated edition of the Vita Silvestri.
The registers compiled by Sassi (1962: 114, doc. 344)
also hold a document of 1284 in which Uguccione
appears again as bishop of Jesi.
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Giordano, canon of St Peter’s

O

n three occasions in the Vita Silvestri there appears this canon of the St Peter Basilica at the
Vatican who is presented as a sincere friend of Sylvester.
In chapter 30 where, before the healing of a woman
possessed by a demon, we find mentioned a «a certain canon of St Peter, named Giordano, who had
faith and fervent devotion to the servant of God Sylvester - quidam canonicus Saneti Petri, Iordanus nomine, qui in servo Dei Silvestro fidem et devotionis fervorem
habebat.
In chapter 32, when Giordano himself leads Sylvester «to the oratory of the Blessed Ciriaco martyr - ad
oraculum beati martiris Ciriaci» to venerate the relics of
his head. The Vita Silvestri further refers to:
the canon of St Peter named Giordano, whom we recalled above, who was closely connected to him by
friendship and devotion - a quodam canonico Sancti
Petri de quo supra fecimus mentionem, Iordano nomine, in
amicitia ac devotione plurimum sibi copulato (Vita Silvestri, 32).

Finally, in chapter 47, concerning the relics of the Virgin’s milk delivered in the hands of Sylvester to St
Giacomo in Settimiano, we find a Giordano with the
surname de Alperinis:
... in the presence of the witnesses, as also of the reverend Giordano de Alperinis canon of the basilica of the
prince of the apostles - ... in presentia testium predictorum ac etiam reverendi viri domini Iordanis de Alperinis,
basilice principis apostolorum canonici (Vita Silvestri, 47).
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This Giordano appears in a list of the canons of St
Peter of 1277, in a bull of John XX (known as John XXI
1276-1277), which is in effect a statute of the canons
of St Peter. Twelve men are named among them, including Giordano.

Blessed Giuseppe degli Atti, Archive of Montefano
(17th century engraving).
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Giuseppe degli Atti

W

hen Sylvester goes to a church in Rome to venerate the head of Saint Ciriaco, he takes with
him Giuseppe, who goes on to become his first successor:
He took with him fra Giuseppe, of venerable memory,
full of holiness and great wisdom, who after him ruled
worthily the Order and the monks with great care and
commitment - Assumit ille secum fratrem Ioseph, hominem utique bone memorie, sanctitate plenum et discretione
perspicuum, qui post eum ordinem et fratres sollerti cura et
offitio laudabiliter rexit (Vita Silvestri, 32).

Fra Giuseppe is the second prior general of the Order
of Montefano from 1268 to 1273.
He also appears again in the Vita Silvestri, on the occasion of the healing of fra Samuele, together with
Sylvester himself, Benvenuto and Ugo. In the vision
Ugo proceeds to a sort of surgical operation and
Giuseppe holds the basin.
From reading the Life of Blessed Giovanni dal Bastone, we know that Giuseppe belonged to the family
of the Attos of Serra San Quirico and that he was the
brother of Ugo:
... fra Giuseppe, son of Master Atto of Serra San Quirico, brother of saint Ugo - ... fratrem Ioseph filium domini
Actonis de Serra Sancti Quirici, germanum sancti Ugonis
(Vita Iohannis a Baculo, 8).

We find fra Giuseppe mentioned often in archival
documents. Before his election, he is listed among
the monks of Montefano in the testamentary legacy
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of Marsilia (already mentioned) of 1264: he is named
after Sylvester, Giovanni dal Bastone, Bartolo and
Ugo. He is one of the two general vicars (together
with Bartolo), and as such he notifies the monks of
the death of the founder.
We have access to the records of his election in the
general chapter held in Montefano on January 4,
1268, in which 119 monks participated in person or
by proxy; in the list of capitulars he is appointed first:
frater Ioseph.
The election took place by compromise, that is, the capitulars elected three compromissaries: Giovanni da
Osimo, Rinaldo da Grottafucile and Antonio da Sambuco. These in turn chose Giuseppe as prior general.
In addition to the title conferred on him by the election, that of: «prior, pastor and guide of the hermitage and Order of St Benedict of Montefano - prior et
pastor vel rector heremi et Ordinis Sancti Benedicti de
Montefano».
Fra Giuseppe is generally called «prior of the hermitage and Order of St Benedict of Montefano - prior heremi et Ordinis Sancti Benedicti de Montefano» and more
often simply «prior of the hermitage of Montefano
- prior heremi de Montefano».
Unfortunately, the government of the second prior
general seems to have been a rather tormented period. There emerged a «bitter controversy with Guido
bishop of Camerino, who intended to interfere in the
internal life of the movement, taking as its pretext the
presence of four Sylvestrine monasteries within the
confines of his diocese» (Paoli 1982: 585).
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til the death of Guido in 1272, but it was officially
ended in 1285 by the successor Rambotto, who declared null and void all the trials and sentences of
excommunication issued by the predecessor against
the Order of Montefano and fully recognized its right
of exemption from direct episcopal interference.
After five years of government, fra Giuseppe died
on 24 August 1273 in the monastery of St Benedetto
di Perugia. Andrea di Giacomo recounts the event in
the Life of Blessed Giovanni dal Bastone, offering a
short eulogy:
He ruled the Order happily for 5 years and 8 months.
He displayed a passionate concern for justice and for
the orderly, good order of monastic rigidity. In the
year of the Lord 1273, on the eve of St Bartholomew
the Apostle, at Perugia, he fell asleep in the Lord, in
the place of St Benedetto. His body was transported
to the coenobium at the hermitage of Montefano, close
to the precious tomb of his predecessor - Prefuit enim
Ordini feliciter V annis et VIII mensibus, zelo iustitie
accensus, tenendo regularis vite rigorem. Anno Domini
.MCCLXXIII., in vigilia sancti Bartholomei apostoli, Perusii in loco Sancti Benedicti in Domino obdormivit. Cuius
corpus reportatum fuit ad cenobium et heremum Montisfani et iuxta predecessoris sui sepulchrum reconditum (Vita
Iohannis a Baculo, 8).

The Sylvestrine tradition honours the first successor
of Sylvester with the title of «Blessed».
We also wish to recall the beautiful eulogy written in
Latin by Feliziani (1683: 418):
Blessed Giuseppe of the Serra S. Quirico in Piceno, of
the noble Atto Family, brother of Ugo, was a disciple
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of the holy father Sylvester. After the congregation
had been established, he became the successor of the
founder. He was the guardian of monastic discipline,
humility and other virtues. Full of sanctity he went
the way of all flesh and entered heaven. St. Giovanni
dal Bastone was far away on a long absence and was
granted a vision in which monks announced the event
of Giuseppe’s passing. Fr Giuseppe died on 24 August
1273 in the Monastery of St Benedetto da Perugia in a
state of visionary bliss. His fair body was transferred
to Montefano where it remains to this day, although
the precise location of his remains are unknown - Beatus Ioseph e Serra S. Quirici in Piceno ex nobili Attonum
familia, Beati Ugonis antedicti germanus frater, S. P. Silvestri discipulus, ac in Congregationis regimine post eiusdem obitum successor, vir sane optimis ac religiosis dotibus
ornatus, monasticae disciplinae custos, humilitate, ceterisque virtutibus dives; qui tandem sanctitate clarus, viam
universae carnis introivit, coelumque conscendit ut Deus
beato Ioanni a Baculo, licet longe absenti, in visione ostendere dignatus est, qui deinde fratribus ante nuntii adventum patefecit. Obiit die 24 augusti anni 1273 in monasterio
S. Benedicti de Perusio in actu visitationis, eiusque clarum
corpus ad sacram Montisfani eremum fuit delatum, ubi
adhuc requiescit, licet locus proprius ignoretur.
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t the miracle of the blood springing from the
skull of the martyr Ciriaco, Salimbene is present.
He was usually Sylvester’s traveling companion:
... fratrem etiam Sallimbenem quem comitem in itinere
habere solebat (Vita Silvestri, 32).
Andrea di Giacomo gives no further indications
there or elsewhere. Among the archival documents
there are more than one monks with this name, to be
found in various communities of the Order.
Since we speak of the usual companion of Sylvester,
we prefer to hypothesize that this Salimbene would
be referred to in the most ancient documents, whilst
the founder was still alive. That is, he would have
been present in the community of Grottafucile to the
first general chapter of which we are aware, in 1255,
and again in 1256, when he was appointed mayor
and procurator to the papal curia.
At the chapter for the election of the successor of Sylvester we find a «frater Salimbene», who is a member
of Montefano; and likewise in 1269.
The Sylvestrine tradition has granted this monk, a
frequent companion of the founder, the title of «venerable».
Fabrini (1612: 394) raises the following point: «who
can ever believe that he was not a man of singular
holiness and perfection? For he would not have been
otherwise worthy of having such familiarity and so
close and continuous conversation with such a great
saint».
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holy monk who led an eremitical life on Montefano and is therefore known as «solitary Giovanni» or «of the Cell» is reported to have had a vision of the moment in which saint Sylvester’s soul
was brought into heaven by angels at the moment
of Andrea di Giacomo refers to this passage in those
terms:
At the very moment of his death a friar named Giovanni, a man of great piety and holiness, who led a
solitary life in the hermitage of Montefano, outside the
monastery in the upper part of the mountain, saw the
angels of God, who amid a marvelous light went up
to the monastery and took the blessed soul of Christ’s
confessor and brought it joyfully to heaven - Nam in
ipsa hora sui obitus, quidam frater, Iohannes nomine, vir
utique magni religionis et sanctitatis, solitariam vitam ducens in predicta heremo Montisfani, extra monasterium in
superiori parte vidit angelos Dei miro modo totum vicinum
aerem illustrantes, ad predictum ascendere monasterium; et
felicem confessoris Christi animam assuptam, ad celos letanter deferre (Vita Silvestri, 34).

Elsewhere he refers to Giovanni as «this solitary and
happy hermit - iste solitarius et felix heremit». Andrea
di Giacomo goes on to speak more widely of him in
his Vita lohannis a Baculo, noting his great holiness
and humility for which he refused the priesthood:
The other Giovanni, called «Giovanni of the Cell» was
a man of great holiness and learning, who, although
he would have been able to ascend to the presbyterate, refused the clerical tonsure out of humility - Alter
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Iohannes dictus a Cella, vir magne sanctitatis et oppinionis, qui licet potuisset ad presbiteratum ordinem ascendere,
ex humilitate tamen noluit nec tonsuram clericalem habere
(Vita Iohannis a Baculo, 5).

Again according to the Vita Iohannis a Baculo, one day
whilst attending the Mass celebrated by Giovanni dal
Bastone, he was gratified by the privilege of seeing in
the consecrated host «a child more radiant than the
light of the sun» (ibidem).
This Giovanni appears more than once in the archival papers (Le carte dell’archivio, II: 44, 62, 66, 69),
expressly under the name «of the Cell», as this had
become a personal qualifier for him (as was also the
case for Giovanni «of the Staff»). The Sylvestrine tradition has given him the title of «Blessed», beginning
with Fabrini (1612: 370), who also assigns the liturgical feast to him on 31 August.

Blessed Giovanni of the Cell, Archive of Montefano (engraving of 1531).
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T

his monk is the only one in the Vita Silvestri to be
referred to as a converse friar - Quidam conversus,
Iacobus nomine, vir mire simplicitatis et bone conversationis» (Vita Silvestri, 35).
The narrative has an interesting detail because it
states that he was (usually perhaps, as suggested by
the verb manere) working in a property of the monastery at the foot of Montefano «cultivating the vineyard - ad excolendam vineam».
From this it can be deduced that «the converse or laymen, not necessarily illiterate, joined the community
to perform mainly manual labor. The converse friars
were discretely numerous, it seems, at the time of the
founder» (Paoli 1982: 669).
Giacomo, having finished his work, was about to
go to bed when a voice invited him to look towards
Montefano and then he saw «the whole monastery
and the mountain were resplendent with lights as if
surrounded by torches - totum monasterium et montem
cernit luminaribus et quasi facibus corruscantem» (Vita
Silvestri, 35).
He then ran towards the monastery and learned of
the death of the founder, which occurred when he
heard himself called.
Tracing this Giacomo in archival papers is almost
impossible, because there are about fifty monks with
this name in the documents of the thirteenth century.
However, we can point out one Giacomo in the community of Montefano, for example in the election of
Giuseppe in 1268 in the years from 1269 to 1285 (Le
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carte dell’archivio, II: 44, 48, 77).
But it is never specified (as it happens in general) that
this Giacomo is a converse: he is simply called frater.
The only time a Giacomo appears expressly called
converse is in the community of Grottafucile in 1256.
What is the same person? The Sylvestrine tradition
has reserved the title of «Blessed» to this holy converse.

Blessed Giacomo da Attiggio, disciple of Saint Sylvester,
Church of Montefano (fresco of 1757).
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T

he vision of the soul of Sylvester brought to
heaven by the angels was also reserved for another monk who was situated much further away
geographically: Bonaparte, a monk and priest of the
monastery of St Thomas of Jesi:
A monk priest named Bonaparte, who was then in Jesi
in a monastery dependent on the hermitage of Montefano, having closed his eyes to sleep, saw a staircase fixed on the monastery of Montefano, the end of
which touched the sky, and ranks of angels descended
through it, in order to bring the soul of Sylvester to
heaven - ... cum quidam frater sacerdos Esii in uno monasterio predicte heremi Montisfani existens, cui nomen erat
frater Bonapars, oculos sopori dedisset, vidit scalam fixam
in monasterio Montisfani, cuius cacumen celos tangebat, et
angelorum agmina per eam descendere ac Silvestri animam
ad celum deferre (Vita Silvestri, 36).

There is no difficulty in identifying this monk: in fact,
in the Archive of Montefano, we still have access to
the original document in which Bonaparte and the
other monks of the Jesi community give Giovanni
dal Bastone as their power of attorney for the election of the successor of Sylvester.
At the General Chapter of January 4, 1268, three
monks from the monastery of St Thomas, including
Bonaparte, participated in person - the power of attorney would have been in use only in case of impediment. Bonaparte da Jesi has been awarded the
title of «Blessed» by Sylvestrine tradition.
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n chapter 37 of Vita Silvestri the hagiographer
speaks of the monks’ decision to embalm the body
of saint Sylvester. He refers to a certain doctor Andrea: «a certain Master Andrea surgeon, the service of
whom had been committed - accersito magistro Andrea
cyrurgico, cui ministerium huiusmodi fuit commissum».
It is likely that this passage refers to the same doctor
who is also mentioned in the Vita lohannis (about 25
years later), the magistrum Andream cirurgicum (Vita
Iohannis a Baculo, 32 and 37). We could not find any
further mention of this doctor in any other document.

Blessed Bonaparte from Jesi sees the angels carrying the soul of St. Sylvester to
heaven, Church of Montefano (fresco of 1743).
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number of monks, as well as a certain Bonagrazia di Bartolo, provide assistance to doctor
Andrea at the time of the embalming of saint Sylvester: «Bonagrazia di Bartolo and some friars were
assigned as helpers - Bonamgratiam Bartholi et quosdam ex fratribus in suum adiutorium deputarunt» (Vita
Silvestri, 37).
This nobleman of Fabriano was a great friend of
the monastery. He was esteemed and trusted by the
monks and by Sylvester himself. We find him mentioned as mayor of Montefano since 1244. As such he
appears in many documents for sale, donations and
exchanges, on behalf of the monastery.
At various times he is appointed procurator to defend the rights of the hermitage in general, both by
Sylvester himself, and then also by Bartolo. At times
he acts in this position as general procurator and
mayor representing the monks to the curia of the
supreme pontiff, to the rector of March of Ancona,
to duke Spoleto, to the city of Rome and to the Municipality of Fabriano. He also appears as a witness
to the general chapter of 1268 for the election of the
successor of Sylvester.
Of particular importance is his presence among some
of the merchants at a time when the assets and income of the Order of Montefano are being assembled, some time after the Second Council of Lyons.
In a document of the Commune of Fabriano dated
1275 (Zonghi 1872: 256) - identical to a document of
the found at the Archive of Montefano - Bonagrazia
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sells a couple of mills located in Contrada Ponte del
Gualdo to the Municipality, which he had bought
just the day before. On June the 13th the assets purchased by the Municipality are granted in perpetual
usufruct to the monks of Montefano. On the basis of
documents located at the chapterhouse archive of St
Venanzo di Fabriano it appears that he frequently
acts as a prosecutor, for the monks of Montefano at
times, but also for other people.
Bonagrazia di Bartolo died in September 1284. Before dying, he had formally specified that any sale or
exchange of the houses and building he owned at the
time of his death should not prejudice the rights of
his wife Gaudiana (Le carte dell’archvio, I: 247).
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A

lberto and Don Benedetto are among the monks
who witnessed the embalming of the body of
Sylvester and who experienced the great fragrance
that emanated from the body of the saint on this occasion.
The men and the friars in charge of this office laid their
hands [on Sylvester’s body] with ardent devotion and
courageous faith. As soon as the holy man’s body was
opened, the house was filled with so much perfume
that, as the monks Alberto and Benedetto and even the
surname Bonagrazia di Bartolo claimed, no one could
have ever believed it - Accingunt viri discreti et fratres ad
hoc offitium deputati devotionis fervore et confessionis fortitudine manus suas et aperto corpusculo viri sancti tanto
odore domus impletur ut, sicut asserebant frater Albertus et
dompnus Benedictus ac etiam predictus Bonagratia Bartholi, nullus mortalium credere umquam posset (Vita Silvestri,
37).

We have every reason to believe that dompnus Benedictus de Fabriano, vir utique sanctus, who is spoken
of in Vita Silvestri, also refers to the above- mentioned
Benedetto da Fabriano.
The identification of frater Albertus is more difficult,
as there are about twenty monks by this name in this
archive (Le carte dell’archivio, I-II). We will limit our
hypothesis to those named «Alberto» that appears
on the lists of the community of Montefano of those
years.
We find an Alberto among those present at the election of the successor of Sylvester on January 4, 1268.
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It seems that there is a priest Alberto and a converse
Alberto who are appointed in 1269 as procurators in
the conflict between Bishop Guido of Camerino and
the monastic community. They are appointed to go
to the Roman curia to defend the monastery from
the accusations of the bishop. It appears that there
would still have been another Alberto in Montefano
in 1277 and in 1284.
Much later we find a mention of Alberto da Nebbiano, who is appointed, together with two other
monks, vicar general on 5 May 1297 (document in the
Archive of Montefano). After the death of the third
prior general Bartolo, Alberto da Nebbiano convenes
the general chapter and presides over it.
This could be the same person who in 1267 witnessed
the embalming of the body of the founder (and the
chronology would not absolutely exclude it), but we
have to remember that the toponym «da Nebbiano»
is mentioned only from 1297; therefore perhaps it is
preferable to think of two distinct characters.
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he first miraculous healing to occur after Sylvester’s death «through the merits of the glorious confessor of Christ Sylvester - per merita gloriosi
Christi confessoris Silvestri», according to Andrea di
Giacomo, is that of a lame man from Collamato (a
district of Fabriano), who remains for three days at
the tomb of Sylvester.
After the miracle, the healed man is hosted for a
whole year by the mayor of Fabriano: «The nobleman Signor Rolando, a native of Parma, then mayor
of the castle of Fabriano, out of devotion held him
near himself during that year - quem vir nobilis dominus Rolandus natione Parmensis, tunc ipsius castri Fabriani potestas, ob devotionem secum retinuit illo anno»
(Vita Silvestri, 39).
This seems to be the mayor Rolando degli Aldighieri
of Parma, as appears from an archival document of
1270. This document also includes an investigation
about the work of two monks of Montefano who were
at the service of the City of Fabriano, as responsible
for the administration of money and equipment for
the construction of the new city wall «before the noble Master Rolando degli Aldighieri of Parma honorable mayor of the commune of Fabriano - coram nobili
viro domino Rollando de Aldigeriis de Parma honorabili
potestate comunis Fabriani» (Le carte dell’archivio, I: 47).
The Municipality of Fabriano was governed by councils up to 1231. From 1234 however, the mayors were
almost always people from outside of the area and
their time in office lasted only one year, it was rare
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that in the following year the same person remained
there.
The same Rolando was again elected mayor of Fabriano on 29 November 1285 (for the following year
1286) and on November 30th he accepts the election.
He is named further in other Fabriano documents of
1286 (Zonghi 1872: 273). So one could conclude that
the miracle of the lame Collamato happened either
in 1270 (most likely) or in 1286; the mayor held the
healed man with him «in the same year - illo anno» in
which he exercised his office in Fabriano.

Blessed Giovanni of the Cell sees the angels carrying the soul of St. Sylvester to heaven, Church of
Montefano (fresco of 1743).
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rather strange miracle is narrated in chapter 41
of Vita Silvestri. A possessed man named Sallolo
is freed from his possession three times at the sepulchre of Sylvester. He was being tormented by demons and for as long as he wasn’t prepared to devote
his life to the service of the monks of Montefano:
[he was tormented] until he had consecrated himself
forever in the service of the monks of Sylvester. He
was then led for the third time to the tomb of the holy
man and having been completely freed, he spent the
rest of his life in the service of the monks - ... nisi fratribus Silvestri ad serviendum se perpetuo mancipabit. Ducitur ergo tertio ad tumulum viri sancti et, plene liberatus,
ibidem residuum vite sue in servitium fratrum exegit (Vita
Silvestri, 41).

We could not trace this particular character in the
documents of the Archive of Montefano. However
the names Sallolo and Salvolo do appear at times, so
we have reasons to believe that this name was reasonably common at the time.
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he reputation of Sylvester being a saint and a
miraculous healer was spread further than his
immediate vicinity by a Fabriano merchant named
Gualtiero, mercator quidam cui nomen erat magister
Gualterius.
We know that in the Middle Ages every city wished
to proclaim the deeds of its local saint. Gualtiero,
finding himself in Bologna, exhorts a seriously ill
student to turn to Sylvester; the saint appears to the
sick person during the night and heals him. Thereafter Gualtiero «returns home and tell this miracle in
the assembly of all the people of Fabriano - ad propria
revertens in consilio totius populi Fabrianensis predictum
predicavit miraculum» (Vita Silvestri, 42)
Tracing this merchant in archival documents poses
some difficulty. However, the name is well attested
in Fabriano in those years: we can identify many
monks with this name as well as a number of noblemen of Fabriano. In particular, we report a document
from 1278 which lists the heads of the various Arts
of Fabriano: there are also the two «captain of trade
- capitanei merciariorum», one of which is Gualterutius
Bartholi (Zonghi 1872: 263). But we dare not say more.
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hapter 44 of the Vita Silvestri is very important
for the history of the Order of Montefano, because it informs us that, after the Second Council of
Lyons of 1274, the monks decided to renounce the
practice of begging and instead to live from their
own property:
Bartolo, third prior general, and the friars eagerly
wished to renounce the practice of begging. They decided to live from their own possessions according to
the rule and privilege of the Order of Saint Benedict frater Bartholus tertius generalis prior et fratres, gliscentes
a mendicatione cessare, deliberaverunt secundum almi Benedicti regulam et Ordinis privilegium de possessionibus
propriis vivere in communi (Vita Silvestri, 44).

Following this decision, Bartholus asked for the intervention of the Municipality of Fabriano to grant
assets to the monks; but there was a strong opposition from the mayor Guinicelli, a man originally
from Bologna.
In fact Guinicelli appears to be the mayor of Fabriano
in the year 1274 (Zonghi, 1872: 255). According to the
Vita Silvestri, the question is then resolved by a miraculous intervention by Saint Sylvester.
We do know that shortly thereafter the Municipality
had bought mills, houses and land in Ponte del Gualdo near Fabriano, granting usufruct to the monks.
But this happened the following year, in 1275, when
Guinicelli was no longer mayor. (According to the
legal system of Fabriano a mayor was almost never
reconfirmed for the following year). By then Corrado
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di Rinaldo di Rigozio had become mayor and he was
personally very devoted to saint Sylvester.
In the end we do not know if the City changed its position because of a heavenly intervention or simply
because of the succession of men at the helm of the
Municipality! Different interpretations are put forward by the hagiography and by the archival documents.

St. Sylvester Abbot (engraving in Sebastiano
Fabrini, Breve Cronica..., Camerino 1613, p. III),
Montefano library.
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I

n one episode Sylvester appeared to the doctor Prisciano, who was very devoted to him: qui eidem
sancto nimium erat devotus (Vita Silvestri, 44). It is interesting to note that Prisciano is one of the witnesses
in the purchase of the mills and lands made by the
Municipality of Fabriano mentioned above.
This magister Priscianus doctor («medicus» or «fisicus»
the hagiographer also says) must have been a person
very close to the monks, because we find him present
more than once. He is one of the witnesses at the
chapter for the election of the successor di Sylvester
(Le carte dell’archivio, II: 19). Again at the time of the
donations he is referred to as: magister Priscianus (or
«Prissianus ») medicus».
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hapter 45 of the Vita Silvestri tells of the healing
of this monk through a curious surgical operation which occurred in a vision through the presence
of saint Sylvester, fra Benvenuto of Piticchio, fra Ugo
and fra Giuseppe, who had just died.
The event took place in 1273, after the month of September, because the prior general was Bartolo (elected precisely in September 1273): «dompno Bartholo suo
generali prior tunc presenti».
Moreover, it is explicitly stated that this occurred «in
the year in which Benvenuto had died - anno quo de
hac vita predictus sanctus Bevenutus exivit», which occurred «nearly six years after the death of the holy
man - post obitum viri sancti sex fere annis decursis»
(Sylvester died on November 26th, 1267).
We have been able to identify only a single monk
named Samuele, in the general chapters chaired by
Bartolo in 1275-1276 (Le carte dell’archivio, II: 66) and
therefore it is probable that it is the same person.
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his disciple of Sylvester is one of only three who
are referred to as «saints» in the Vita Silvestri (together with Simone da Ripalta and Ugo). After fra
Simone, the hagiographer devotes most of his attention to Benvenuto da Piticchio, offering us a long
portrait:
he displayed so much grace, purity and perfection that
his merits and works were pleasing not only to God
but also to men. Although he was as a simple dove
and completely illiterate, he attracted others to devotion with the example of a perfect life. He was indeed
a man of so much prayer and contemplation that it
seemed that his soul did not dwell here on earth but in
heaven - ... qui ad tantam puritatis et perfectionis gratiam
adscendit, ut non solum Deo, sed hominibus eius merita et
opera grata existerent. Et licet columbine simplicitatis insisteret et licterarum prorsus ignarus, ad devotionem perfecte
vite exemplo ceteros attrahebat. Tante enim orationis et contemplationis erat, ut non in terris sed in celis tantum eius
animum videretur habere (Vita Silvestri, 45).

A very virtuous monk. Benvenuto was greatly tormented by the devil, who gave him no respite and
never let him sleep. Indeed, his death came as a result of the injuries after reportedly falling from the
attic of the monastery whilst pushed by the evil one.
Without a doubt this holy monk was highly esteemed
by his brothers if, in the year of his death, he was already invoked as a saint by fra Samuele in the midst
of his sorrows:
He very often called Blessed Sylvester and the saint
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Benvenuto to his assistance... In his pains he frequently invoked these saints saying: “O holy Sylvester, o
holy Benvenuto, help me, hurry to help me!”, “O servant of God Benvenuto, why despite having invoked
you many times, did you not come to help a devotee
of yours? You know how much devotion I’ve always
had towards you” - Qui [fra Samuele] propter hoc beatum Silvestrum et sanctum Bevenutum predictos in eius
adiutorium frequentissime clamitabat... Qui dictos sanctos
crebrius in suis vexationibus acclamabat dicendo: “O sancte
Silvester, o sancte Bevenute, mihi succurrite et me festinate
iuvare”... “O serve Dei Bevenute, cur me devotum tuum
totiens invocatus ad me non venisti iuvandum? Bene nosti
quantam semper in te devotionem habui” (Vita Silvestri,
45).

Fra Benvenuto is repeatedly mentioned in the testamentary legacy of Marsilia and Sorabona: he is
one of the 64 monks to whom money is left (Le carte
dell’archivio, II: 12). He is probably one of the two
monks named Benvenuto of the community of Montefano present in the chapter for the election of the
successor of Sylvester and again in another chapter
presided over by the second prior general between
Giuseppe in 1269.
Recollections about the holy life and death of Benvenuto were taken up by several successive Sylvestrine
historians. Fabrini (1612: 370) dates his death on December 6th, 1273:
The day of his death was on December 6th, the year
of the Lord 1273, on which day the memory of this
glorious servant of God and disciple of our Father St.
Sylvester is celebrated.
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Cancellieri (1765: 123) reports that he is very revered
in his village of Piticchio near Arcevia (province of
Ancona) and that a portrait of Benvenuto da Piticchio and fra Simone praying to Blessed Virgin and
Child hangs in the sacristy of the parish church of
Piticchio.

Blessed Ugo degli Atti, Archive of Montefano (17th
century engraving).
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O

n the occasion of the miracle of the healing of fra
Samuele, another sainted disciple of Sylvester,
Ugo, miraculously intervenes as a «surgeon», summoned by Benvenuto:
Come Saint Ugo, good surgeon, who knows how to
cut and heal wounds - Adveniat sanctus Ugo, bonus incisor, qui bene novit vulnera incidere et curare (Vita Silvestri,
45).

This is how the strange surgical operation begins:
Saint Ugo immediately appeared and, taking a knife,
he seemed to make a large hole in the abdomen of the
sick man from which all the bowels came out, which
were collected in a basin which fra Giuseppe held in
his hands - Qui sanctus Ugo statim affuit et arrepto cultello visus fuit magnum fecisse in infirmi ventre foramen, ex
quo cuncta egressa viscera in ciminilibus que frater Ioseph
tenebat in manibus sunt collecta (Vita Silvestri, 45).

Ugo degli Atti is, together with Giovanni dal Bastone, the most illustrious and most revered disciple
of Sylvester Guzzolini. On him we have a very short
hagiographic text, probably of the same Andrea di
Giacomo. In chapter 10 we find the narrative of the
healing of fra Samuele written almost with the same
words as those found in the Vita Silvestri.
Ugo belonged to the family of the Atti of Serra San
Quirico and was the brother of the second prior general Giuseppe. He was admitted to the monastic life
by the founder Saint Sylvester in the monastery of St
Giovanni di Sassoferrato.
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Strangely, his name appears only once in the documents of the Archive of Montefano. In that famous
testamentary legacy of 1264 which lists the names
of 64 monks; Ugo is appointed in fourth place, after
Sylvester, Giovanni dal Bastone and Bartolo, before
fra Giuseppe. He is the only one of the five men to
be called dompnus. He does not appear on the list of
monks present at the general chapter of 4 January
1268 for the election of the successor of St Sylvester.
Bartolo, before fra Giuseppe (Le carte dell’archivio, II:
12).
After the Vita Ugo was translated into Italian, much
has been written about him. Still there is still much
about his life which remains in the dark, beginning
with his family of origin. We are not sure if he was
from the family of the Atti (or Attoni) of Serra San
Quirico or of the Atti of Sassoferrato and Rocca Contrada (originally from Todi in Umbria).
Fabrini (1612: 336) relates five miracles performed
in Montegranaro (province of Ascoli Piceno) which
he transcribed from the Chronicles of Montegranaro,
a document we no longer have access to. He is not
able to establish whether the monk Ugo of Serra San
Quirico and the monk Ugo of Montegranaro are the
same person.
The only certain piece of information that we can derive from the sources is that Ugo’s death took place
on 26th July of an unspecified year, not before 1264
and no later than 1273. His cult was officially approved by the Church in 1757 by Pope Benedict XIV.
Blessed Ugo is buried in the church of St Maria del
Piano in Sassoferrato (province of Ancona). Blessed
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Ugo is patron of this town where he is much revered.
A feast is celebrated with great solemnity and popular participation on July 26th in Serra San Quirico his hometown and the locality to which the monks
belong.
In the Sylvestrine calendar the liturgical celebration
is celebrated on July 27th. A great devotion for this
illustrious disciple of Guzzolini has been introduced,
through the Sylvestrine monks in Sri Lanka. The parish of Buruliapitiya (Negombo, archdiocese of Colombo) is named after Ugo.
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W

hen fra Samuele needed care in his sickness,
two monks were appointed as his assistants:
Francesco Peduli da Osimo and another friar: ... fratre
Francisco Pedulis de Auximo cum alio sotio circa eum pro
custodibus deputatis (Vita Silvestri, 45).
Francesco is mentioned again in the Vita Silvestri in
chapter 47. He is present in the community of St Giacomo in Settimiano of Rome around the year 1265.
Andrea di Giacomo dedicates the Vita Iohannis a Baculo, the «Life of Giovanni of the Staff», to the Francesco Peduli, at a time when Francesco was prior of
St Marco of Florence, that is, in the years 1310-1315.
Historically speaking, these years enable us to delimit the period during which the Vita Iohannis a Baculo
was composed since the hagiographer dedicates the
Vita Iohannis a Baculo «to fra Francisco da Osimo, prior, and to the monks of the convent in Florence - ad
fratrem Franciscum de Auximo priorem et fratres Florentini conventus» (Vita Iohannis a Baculo, prologue).
It is obvious that Francesco was highly esteemed and
probably a personal friend of Andrea di Giacomo,
as can be deduced by the beautiful letter penned by
Andrea on the occasion of his death (Di Nicola 1975:
7-10):
My spirit is crushed with sadness at the blessed memory of fra Francesco. His passing has opened a terrible
wound in my soul that remains tender to the touch...
He was a model of the Order... I am anguished at the
thought of being deprived of his counsel, his assistance and his favour - Infelix animus meus, sancte memo-
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rie fratris Francisci obitus diro vulnere tactus intrinsecum
... qui erat speculum Ordinis... vae igitur mihi eius destituto consilio, adiutorio et favore.

In addition to his dedication, Francesco Peduli is also
mentioned in the Vita lohannis a Baculo, when he is
said to have rushed from Montefano to Perugia as
soon as he learned of the deadly illness of the prior
general Giuseppe in 1273 (Vita Iohannis Baculo, 9).
Francesco Peduli appears several times in archival
documents. This could be the same Francesco who
is mentioned in the general chapter in Montefano in
1274 and in 1276, given that the healing of fra Samuele occurs in 1273. However, we limit our claims
to the documents where «Francesco da Osimo» or
«Francesco Peduli» is expressly named as such.
We find him in the community of Montefano in 1290,
the general chapter of 1297, in the community of
Montefano to the death of Bartolo in 1298 and to the
general chapter of 7-8 September 1298, in which he
was elected and of which we have a long documentation (Le carte dell’archivio, II: 103, 106, 110, 113, 117).
For this general chapter a monk of St Peter della Castagna of Viterbo had chosen him as his delegate. Then
in 1303 we find him in the community of St Marco di
Firenze. We know that he was present at the general
chapter of 1310. This illustrious monk is also remembered by a number of later historians.
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Artenisio and Biagio di Piccolo

n the story of the healing of fra Samuele, Blessed
Benvenuto first says to the invalid:
In the next eight days you will not die; after the ninth
and tenth day we will be with you - Per dies octo non
eris mortuus; post nonum et denum erimus tecum (Vita Silvestri, 45).

Therefore both the brothers and many among the
people of Fabriano were curious to see what would
happen a few days later:
... [the rumour] spread not only among the monks but
also among the seculars and citizens of Fabriano who
waited with great anxiety for what the hand of God
would do for the sick an on the eleventh day - ... non
solum inter fratres sed inter seculares et incolas Fabriani,
expectantes multa sollicitudine quid infirmo die undecima
faceret manus Dei (Vita Silvestri, 45).

After the healing, the story of the miracle is related
in the presence of the prior Bartolo and the friars among them the above-mentioned Francesco Peduli
- as well as many townspeople «who had come to
await with curiosity the outcome of that whole affair - qui venerant visuri huiusmodi oppinionis finem».
Among the latter, the hagiographer nominates two
of them: Artenisio and Biagio di Piccolo.
We can find traces of these two men in archival documents. Biagio di Piccolo in particular seems to have
had more frequent relations with the monks of Montefano, because he is often present as witnesses to
deeds of sale, donations and exchanges entered into
by the monastery.
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We remember in particular his presence, together with doctor Prisciano, at the famous act of 1275
(Zonghi 1872: 256), at which property was transferred to the monks, a move which had been opposed by the mayor Guinicelli da Bologna.
A few years later, Biagio di Piccolo and fra Broccardo
from the monastery of Montefano acquire a parcel of
land located at the gates of Fabriano, through mayor
Bonagrazia di Bartolo, and with the consent of the
prior fra Bartolo (Le carte dell’archivio, I: 80).
Artenisio is mentioned only once: it is present as a
witness to the oblation that a certain sister Benentesa
makes of herself at the church of Montefano.
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T

he long chapter 47 of the Vita Silvestri - which
seems to have been added on to an original version to which we no longer have access- tells a story
of the relic of the Madonna’s milk and how it came
to Sylvester in the monastery of St Giovanni in Settimiano in Rome.
Many characters are mentioned in this story. One
protagonist stands out: «he was from the city of the
pope [Gregory IX], a pigment trader named Angelus
Berardi - quidam fuit de Urbe ipsius pape pigmentarius
nomine Angelus Berardi». He was struck by serious illness for 24 years until, following a series of visions
and «beatings» by St. James the apostle, he brought
the relic to the man of God Sylvester.
This character is well described by the hagiographer:
he lived beyond the church of St Angelo in Pescheria
on the road leading to the Campidoglio: cuius domus
est post Sanctum Angelum de Piscivendolis in via qua
itur ad Campidolium.
From the papers of St Sisto in Rome it appears that
the nuns of this monastery had tradings with the
church of St Angelo in Pescheria and sold fishes: ecclesia Sancti Angeli ubi venduntur pisces. An «Angelus
Berardi» appears as a witness in an act of 1278.
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The monks of the community
of San GiACOMO in Settimiano

W

hen Angelo di Berardo eventually decided to
bring the relics of the Virgin’s milk to Sylvester, he told Sylvester of his vision and spoke of the
beatings received (for which he also showed some
bruises), in the presence of many witnesses.
The canon of St Peter’s Basilica, Giordano de Alperinis was present as mentioned above. At least
thirteen community monks were also at the scene
as well as many others et multorum aliorum fratrum
ibidem pro conventualibus existentibus and three lay
people.
There had to be a very large community in the Roman monastery around 1265. In fact, after the death
of Sylvester, in the general chapter for the election
of his successor, 19 monks participated from St Giacomo in Settimiano. Below we report the names of
13 the monks mentioned in the Vita Silvestri:
Gerardo da Sassoferrato, Tommaso da Sterleto, Pietro
da Viterbo, Bene da Monte Secco, Libertino da Revellone, Daniele da Osimo, Bernardo di Augurato, Pellegrino da Fabriano, Umile da Perugia, Bono, Matteo
da Moscano, Filippo da Sigillo, Francesco da Osimo
- fratris Gerardi de Saxoferrato, fratris Thome de Sterleto,
fratris Petri de Viterbio, fratris Bene de Monte Sicco, fratris
Libertini de Rovellone, fratris Danielis de Auximo, fratris
Bernardi Augurati, fratris Peregrini de Fabriano, fratris
Humilis de Perusio, dompni Boni, dompni Mathei de Moscano, fratris Philippi de Sigillo, fratris Francisci de Auximo (Vita Silvestri, 47).
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It is difficult to identify these monks exactly, either
because we do not have access to the lists of the community of St Giacomo in those years, or because these
first names occur too often in archival documents. In
short, we can be more daring in our hypotheses only
when the anthroponym and the toponym of origin
correspond.

St. Sylvester Abbot, Archive of Montefano (17th century engraving).
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Gerardo da Sassoferrato

G

erardo is a monk expressly named in the archival documents (Le carte dell’archivio, II: 103-107).
We find him in the community of St Bonfilio di Cingoli in August 1298 for the convocation to the general chapter and then again as a participant in the
general chapter itself, in which Andrea di Giacomo
was elected.
Gerardo da Sassoferrato is named immediately after
Andrea, indeed he was one of the compromisers to
whom the election of the new prior general was allocated. Previously he had been in the community
of St Bartolo di Serra San Quirico, where in 1295 he
had been nominated executor of wills by Enrico di
Attolino.
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Tommaso da Sterleto

T

here is no monk from this place mentioned in
any other documents we have access to. All we
can do is report that there were only a few monks
named Tommaso around those years - in Grottafucile
in 1255, in St Bartolo di Rocca Contrada in 1267 - who
then participated in the chapters of 1268 and 1269.

Pope Innocent IV grants Silvestro the approval of the
Order of St. Benedict of Montefano, Archive of Montefano (engraving of 1603).
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Pietro da Viterbo

T

his monk is easily identifiable, at the chapter of
1268. Among those coming from St Giacomo in
Settimiano there is a Pietro. Then we find «Pietro da
Viterbo» in the community of St Pietro della Castagna (near Viterbo) in 1298 who chooses Andrea di
Giacomo as his procurator the general chapter.

The Virgin with the Child appears to St. Sylvester
in prayer, Archive of Montefano (19th century
engraving).
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Bene da Monte Secco

I

n this complete form this name never appears anywhere else. We find various monks with the name
of Bene: in Montefano in 1250 and in 1279 and in
Grottafucile in 1255-1256.
A «Bene di Giacomo» appears in the Vita lohannis a
Baculo. Together with two others, Folcolo and Manzia, he receives the vision of the soul of Sylvester
being taken up to heaven. For this reason, Fabrini
(1612), followed by Bolzonetti (1906), includes these
three figures among the «Venerables» of the Order.

Nicola Bertucci, The Blessed Bartolo
Simonetti contemplates St. Sylvester in
glory (painting of 1764).
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Libertino da Revellone

T

his name never appears again in its complete
form. In the originals archives we can identify a
monk named Libertino, prior to St Bartolo di Serra
San Quirico in the years 1266-1267 and a simple monk
named Libertino in 1269. We can however point out
that Revellone is not far from Serra San Quirico and a
person could therefore be referred to as «from Revellone». There is yet another monk with this name (but
we cannot determine if he is the same person) at the
general chapter of 1268 and to that of 1298.

Segna di Bonaventura, St. Sylvester with the Rule of St. Benedict, New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art (tempera
and gold on wood, 1320 ca.).
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Daniele da Osimo

T

his name never appears again in its complete
form. However, in the original archives of the
Order we find a monk named Daniele in the community of St Pietro del Monte di Osimo in 1261.
Moreover, a certain Daniele, from the monastery of
St Bartolo di Serra San Quirico, participates in the
general chapter of 1268 and another in the general
chapter of 1298.

St. Sylvester died in the hermitage of Montefano on 26
November 1267, Archive of Montefano (engraving of
1603).
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Bernardo dI Augurato

T

his patronymic name never appears again in its
complete form in any further document. There is
a fra Bernardo at the general chapter of 1268 and in
the community of St Giacomo in Settimiano we find
in 1298 a certain Bernardo, called «da Perugia».

The Virgin giving Communion to St. Sylvester,
Archive of Montefano (engraving of 1819).
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Pellegrino da Fabriano

I

n this complete form this name never appears elsewhere. There is however a monk named Pellegrino
in the community of Montefano in 1264, in 1268 and
in 1269.

Francesca Pari, St. Sylvester Abbot,
Private Collection (Egg tempera
and gold on wood of 2017).
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Umile da Perugia

T

here is a monk named Umile from the monastery
of St Benedetto di Perugia for the election of fra
Giuseppe in the chapter of 1268. This friar is clearly
identifiable from the Vita lohannis a Baculo.
Andrea di Giacomo reports that for the election of
the third prior general in 1273 all agreed on the person of Bartolo, except fra Umile from Perugia who
shortly after left the order: A quibus solus frater Humilis de Perusio discordavit, qui post modicum abiecto habitu de Ordine avolavit (Vita Iohannis a Baculo, 10).

The Virgin giving Communion to St. Sylvester,
Archive of Montefano (19th century engraving).
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Bono

O

nly this monk, together with the one mentioned
directly after him, Matteo da Moscano, are referred to as dompnus. Many friars appear in the archival documents who are named Bono.
We find a dompnus Bonus, prior of St Bartolo di Serra
San Quirico in 1251 and a donnus Bonus, prior of St
Pietro del Monte di Osimo, named immediately after
Sylvester in the general chapter of 1255. There is a
further donnus Bonus in the community of St Giacomo in Settimiano in 1286.
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St. Sylvester directs the construction of Montefano (engraving of 1841 by Gregorio Cleter, in Il perfetto leggendario..., XI, Roma
1847), Montefano library.

Matteo da Moscano

T

his name never appears again together with this
toponym. This Matteo is also called dompnus in
the Vita Silvestri.
There is a dompnus Matheus in Montefano in 1264
and there are various monks with this name (called
«frater») in the general chapters.
We can locate a frater Matteo da Fabriano (Moscano
is a district of Fabriano) in 1298 in the community of
St Gregorio di Sualto near Orvieto.

Rule of St. Benedict, chapter 1, Archive of Montefano,
Codex 1 (c. 1240), f. 10v.
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Filippo da Sigillo

T

ogether with this toponym, the name never appears elsewhere. There are about fifteen monks
in the Archive of Montefano papers of this period
with the name Filippo. In the community in Montefano there are monks named Filippo in 1269, from
1274 to 1277 and in 1284.

Francesco Vanni, Christ resurrected between St. Mary Magdalene and St. Sylvester, Fabriano, Church of St Benedict
(painting of 1607).
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Pietro di Angelo - Pietro di Schiffo Sasso di Sufflallo

W

e could not find any further traces of these
three secular people of Rome who were
present with other laity - together with the monks
of the community of St Giacomo in Settimiano - at
the time when Angelo di Bernardo recounted the reasons why he was surrendering the relic of the milk of
Our Lady to St. Sylvester.

Beato Angelico, Saint Sylvester kneeling with his left hand on his
forehead (detail of the Crucifixion and Saints), Firenze, Museo di San
Marco, Sala del Capitolo (fresco of 1441-1442).
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St. Sylvester as a hermit in Montefano with a wolf, Archive of Montefano (18th century engraving).

PORTRAIT OF
SYLVESTER GUZZOLINI

The main monastic Congregations of the Benedictine Order
(drawing by Arturo Lauria, 2014).

THE SOCIO-RELIGIOUS ENVIRONMENT
AND SPIRITUAL FERMENT IN THE MARCHES
OF THE 13th CENTURY

T

he thirteenth century is characterized in sociopolitical terms by the rise of independent communal governments, which, although they had be
gun in Italy in the tenth century, now reached the
peak of their development.
The papacy played a very significant political role
and from the twelfth to the fourteenth centuries
the continual struggle between the Papacy and the
Emperor had considerable consequences on a local
level, especially in the Papal States. The area of the
«Marca» of Ancona was of particular importance to
the Church since it provided a territorial barrier separating the Holy Roman Empire from the kingdom
of Sicily.
It is impossible here to go into all the details of the
political situation of the Marches at this time; suffice
it to recall that in the thirteenth century, papal authority progressively took control of the «Marca» of
Ancona. It had begun with Innocent III, who failed
to completely dominate the region and concluded in
the fourteenth century with Cardinal Albornoz, considered the real creator of the pontifical monarchy in
Italy.
At this time the Church was also involved in a process of reorganization in terms of both external structures and internal reform; it was a time marked by a
growing tendency of the popes to regulate external
religious practice.
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The new socio-political and ecclesiastical context had
a profound effect at the heart of popular spirituality.
The masses were drawn, in a more incisive way, into
the realm of the spiritual life, especially under the
influence of the fervour stirred up by the emerging
Mendicant Orders.
Furthermore, traditional monasticism was in crisis.
The twelfth century had seen the Benedictine Order
at its peak, with both the spread of the Cluniacs even
as far as Italy, and the golden age of the Cistercians.
But with the turn of the century, Benedictines began a
decline which lasted through to the fifteenth century.
The Marches had been rich in monastic life; the region had experienced two great periods of monastic
expansion, first from the sixth to the eighth centuries
and then from the tenth to the eleventh centuries
In the twelfth century there had been Cistercian foundations, at Chiaravalle di Fiastra or Chienti (near
Macerata), founded from Clairvaux, in 1142 and
Chiaravalle di Castagnola or Ancona, founded from
La Ferté, in 1147. In the thirteenth century Benedictine abbeys were still numerous and together with
their dependent houses possessed vast estates, and
numerous parishes and churches. However this territorial spread did not correspond either to a strong
regular observance in the com munities or to a rigorous spiritual life. But above all, monasticism with its
ancient traditions, does not seem to have been able to
respond to the emerging, multi-faceted needs of the
age, since the abbeys were often fighting amongst
themselves or taken up with defending their numerous possessions from local communes, which needed
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them for their. This contrasts greatly with the vitality
and modernity of the new Mendicant Orders, particularly the Franciscans.
This spiritual movement had been brought to the
Marches by Francis himself. The studies of Pagnani
attest to several journeys by Francis in the Marches,
and the Fabriano valley provided the most natural
route from Umbria into the Marches (on St. Francis’s
presence at Fabriano cf. Pagnani 1962, 16-33).
Above Fabriano, in the small church of Civita, lived
fra Raniero, to whom Francis went to confession
when he passed through this area: «... cui sanctus
Franciscus fuit pluries confessus» (Pagnani 1959: 166).
Indeed the Marches became «Franciscan» territory;
it can be said that the Francis can movement, which
had begun in Umbria, prospered above all in the
Marches: here were more convents there in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries than in any other region, and with the rise of so many notable saints it
was called the «provincia stellata».
The province of the «Marca» of Ancona province had
old been adorned with saints and exemplary friars
who, like the stars which illumine the sky, enlightened
and adorned the Order of St Francis and indeed the
world with their good example and teaching - Provincia Marchiae Anconitanae quasi quibusdam fuit stellis notabilibus decorata, sanctis scilicet fratribus Minoribus qui
sursum et deorsum, coram Deo scilicet et proximo, radiosis
virtutibus relucebant, quorum memoria vere in benedictione divina est (I Fioretti di S. Francesco, 42; ed. Bughetti
1926: 1545-1546).

From the lifetime of Francis until the early 1300’s,
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forty or so Francis can saints and blessed («beati»)
may be counted, amongst whom one finds Blessed
Raniero († 1268) and Blessed Francis Venimbeni (†
1322), both from Fabriano.
It is in the midst of such marked development by the
Franciscans that the Order of Montefano came into
being.
Of course, there were other spiritual movements in
the «Marca» of Ancona at the time as well. One might
recall the Friars Preachers, because they were directly involved with Sylvester: the two friars sent by the
Pope to discreetly check on the clerics of the Marches
(«duo religiosi viri providi et discreti super clericos visitandos in Marchiam a summo pontifice missi» of Vita
Silvestri, 5). They were undoubtedly the Dominicans
fra Riccardo and fra Bonaparte. Presumably there
was already a Dominican presence in the Marches
and one tradition suggests that Dominic himself had
founded several convents in the area. The Dominicans are first mentioned at Fabriano in a document
dated to 1273, but there is evidence of their having
been there earlier. However their definitive move to
Fabriano did not occur until 1300, when they took
possession of the convent of Santa Lucia.
Besides these two great Mendicant Orders, it is worth
noting the presence of other religious movements in
the Marches: some eremitical, others professing a
radical form of evangelical poverty. One might recall
the movement originating at Brettino, near Fano, at
the start of the 13th century, which quickly spread
throughout central Italy, including to Fabriano. It
began as a lay eremitical movement and was distin152
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guished by its strict poverty and rigorous ascetical
life; it then became a clerical order, before being assimilated into the magna unio of the Hermits of St.
Augustine in 1256.
Another eremitical movement in the Marches at this
time was that of Monte Favale near Pesaro. Unlike
the Guglielmites, its members did not wish to be absorbed into the Augustinians, but preferred to follow
the Rule of St. Benedict; they, therefore, asked to be
united with the Cistercians. In this way the hermitage at Monte Favale was incorporated into the Cistercian Abbey of St Maria di Castagnola or Chiaravalle, at Ancona.
Besides the hermits of the above mentioned orders,
it is necessary to remember, that in the Marches there
were also many other types of spiritual experience
such as those amongst recluses, which flowered,
«with a vitality found in no other part of Italy (including Umbria)» (Stanislao da Campagnola 1980: 37).
In such an environment of fervour for an austere and
eremitical lifestyle, various popular religious movements came to light in this region, which had tendencies towards poverty and penance, which had their
own advocates and opponents. If the «Alleluia» movement, of which the Chronicles of Salimbene de Adam
speak (ed. Scalia 1966/I: 99), touched northern Italy
almost exclusively, that of the «Flagellanti» which had
begun around 1260 at Perugia (on the border with the
Marches) was far more widespread. This was also the
case with the «Penitential Brothers of Jesus Christ», the
so-called «Saccati», a mendicant order from France,
widely diffused also throughout Italy, until their sup153
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pression by the Second Council of Lyon in 1274.
There were in general, then, many spiritual movements which contributed to the religious ferment
in Italy and Western Europe in this period. These
found particularly fertile soil in the Marches in the
thirteenth century. It is enough to mention the movement known as the «Fraticelli» - which developed
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries - linked above
all to rigorous «marchigiani», in the second half of
the thirteenth century, and lead by fra Liberato and
Angelo Clareno.
Thus the Marches at this time, provide a panorama
of widely different movements and counter-movements, but all marked by an intensity of fervour - a
type of mare magnum («great sea»). St. Sylvester’s
spiritual experience is to be placed in such a context.
At this point it is important to ask several fundamental questions. How did Sylvester relate to all these
movements? What were his intentions, and what
was his original programme for the religious life?
Such questions cannot be answered adequately by
simply studying the hagiography (they go beyond
the scope of the present work), nevertheless some reflections are possible.
The eremitical orientation appears clearly in Sylvester both as a personal choice (Vita Silvestri, 2-5), and as
the basis for his community, when
he began to build monasteries and gather together
men who were interested in the service of God, who
were not interested so much in relating to the laity, and
preferred rather isolated, or deserted locations to the
cities - cepit... loca construere atque in eis homines ad Dei
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servitium congregare, non secularium hominum conversationem expetens, sed heremitica et vastissima loca pro civitatibus potius eligebat (Vita Silvestri, 6).

In the first part of this monography we have cited
many examples of where Sylvester and his disciple
are called «fratres heremite». It is to be noted that a life
of penance «vita penitente» is expressly mentioned,
and an emphasis on austerity is found in the following passage also from chap. 6 of Vita Silvestri:
They wore a rough habit, did not have any variety in
their food, nor did they eat what might whet the appetite, delight the palate, or fill the stomach - Hiis erat
vestis aspera, hiis ignota erat varietas ferculorum, nec in os
ipsorum intrabat quod gulam alliceret, sufficeret ventri et
stomacho blandiretur (Vita Silvestri, 6).

The simplicity and poverty, which Sylvester wanted,
was adequately expressed in the buildings of the first
monasteries: all those founded during his life-time
were very small and situated away from inhabited
areas.
This sense of poverty is also confirmed in Sylvestrine
hagiography: fra Simone da Ripalta is presented on
his way to Rocca Contrada to seek alms «ad querendas elemosynas» (Vita Silvestri, 19); and Ugo degli Atti
is said to have obeyed his prior by going to beg «pro
questu... leta facie» (Vita Ugonis, 3). It was only after
die II Council of Lyon in 1274 that the monks of Montefano stopped the practice of begging (Vita Silvestri,
44).
It is possible, therefore, to suppose that there was an
evolution in the form of life proposed by Sylvester.
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When he was fifty he decided to change his way of life
(«vitam suam in melius commutare»: Vita Silvestri, 2), following differences with his bishop (Vita Silvestri, 1) and
a meditation on the vanity of the things of this world,
to which he was moved by seeing a tomb opened. He
is probably only one amongst many, at this time of religious renewal, inspired especially by St. Francis, who
wished to return to the simplicity of the gospel. His
craving for an eremitical and austere lifestyle cannot
be adequately explained within the context of the monasticism of his time, not even in that of Fonte Avellana, which was by now in obvious decline.
Sylvester remained undecided about which movement to join; this is reflected in Vita Silvestri, 4, when
it is said that many religious «religiosorum multitudines» tried to convince the hermit from Grottafucile
to join them:
Many of these religious tried to draw him into their
order and to have him accept their habit and their rule.
Sylvester humbly refused their approaches, because
he had not yet sufficiently thought about which habit
and rule to adopt. However, from that time on he began to think seriously about what form of religious life
he might embrace - Ex quibus religiosis multi conabantur
ad eorundem Ordinem ipsum ducere, ipsorum habitum et
regulam recepturum. Quibus Silvester pie renuens, eo quod
nondum apud se super regulam assumendam et habitum
deliberationem se habuisse congnoverat, exinde cepit cum
desiderio que professio sibi esset utilis cogitare (Vita Silvestri, 4).

Who were these many religious who sought to attract
Silvester to their Order? It was at this time that the
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Popes’ attempts to unite various individual hermits
as well as their different groupings began to bear
fruit. This lead to the great union (magna unio) of
1256 in the Order of Hermits of Saint Augustine. It
was probably they who contacted Sylvester. We have
already spoken of the foundations in the «Marca»
of Ancona by the hermits of Tuscany, of Brettino, of
Monte Favale and of those of Giovanni Bono.
Another episode in the Vita Silvestri might reveal
the hierarchy’s concern to organize in approved and
controllable structures the many ascetics and penitents of the day: when, in 1228, two papal delegates
went to visit Sylvester, sent to the «Marca» by Gregory IX, they first tried to tempt him into joining their
order - they were Dominicans - and then, when he
refused, they encouraged him not to remain alone in
the hermitage:
Moved by a deep devotion to him, they attempted to
get him to join their order. However the saint, with
words which were both delicate and humble, did not
accept their invitation. Indeed these religious, who
were papal delegates, seeing both his purity and the
depth of his saving penance, stopped asking him.
They simply encouraged him to carefully choose his
companions, recommending that he not live alone in
the hermitage - Qui de ipso devotionis fervore concepto,
eum ad ipsorum Ordinem adtrahere sunt conati, sed vir
sanctus hoc humili et circumspecto sermone renuens, non
acquievit monitis eorundem. Predicti vero religiosi et summi pontificis legati, adtendentes ipsius puritatem et salvifice
penitentie ardorem, a suis petitionibus destiterunt; tamen
ipsum ut sibi solatium quereret et ne deberet singulariter in
heremo commorari sollicite monuerunt (Vita Silvestri, 5).
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Sylvester’s choice of the Rule of St. Benedict is presented as a mystery, mediated through a vision,
firstly of various founders and then of Benedict himself (Vita Silvestri, 4). In this case, the hagiographical
language is linked perhaps to the imposition on all
movements of the time, to adopt a rule ap proved by
the Church, as mentioned above. Sylvester’s foundation was eventually approved by Innocent IV in 1248
as a «way of life (a monastic order) begun in the very
hermitage [at Montefano] according to the will of
God and following the Rule of St. Benedict».
Note that Gregory IX in 1237-1238 had also imposed
the Rule of St. Benedict on the Guglielmiti and the Cistercians (Instituta fratrum Cisterciensium). In the Bull of
Innocent IV dated 2nd September 1248, they are called
a «a monastic order, according to the will of God and
following the Rule of St. Benedict» (ordo monasticus secundum Deum et beati Benedicti regulam). When, later in
1236, an attempt was made to force them to join the
Hermits of St. Augustine (the so-called magna unio),
they refused, and in the process, obtained confirmation of their independence from Clement IV in 1266.
We may presume, then, that Sylvester and his movement were either «directed» towards the Rule of St.
Benedict, or had to choose between it and union with
the Hermits of St. Augustine. The Rule of St. Benedict
probably functioned as a juridical cover for the new
Sylvestrine institute which wan ted to live under it,
in their own way.
If, on the other hand, we admit that Sylvester had
a monastic project in mind from the start, his experience then would fit into the vast number of here158
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mitical-cenobitical movements which appeared in
Italy in the 1200’s; he would have «begun a specific
renewal of Benedictine eremitical and cenobitical life
in the Marches». In this case, given the geographical
proximity, we could perhaps suggest that Sylvester
wanted to copy the success of Fonte Avellana.
It had been a monastic movement which gave rise to
new ex pressions, starting from an eremitical experience, though organized as com munities, with a particular emphasis on small groups, isolated locations,
mortification of the body, manual work, simplicity,
poverty, austerity, while, at the same time, preaching
to the people of the local area and caring for the poor.
St. Sylvester observance certainly is not that of traditional Benedectines, and it bears many characteristics of the manyfold spiritual ferments of the time.
This seems to have been confirmed by an examination of the oldest documents in the work of Attilio De
Luca. Working from this material, he has noted the
poverty of Sylvester’s initial choice:
The documents clearly reflect one characteristic... the
formal adoption of the Benedictine Rule linked to a substantial following of the spirit of movements favouring
poverty and that of the mendicant orders, fully in keeping with the spirit of his time (De Luca 1993: 234).

Only after the II Council of Lyon in 1274 was Sylvester’s movement transformed from an eremitical
one with an emphasis on poverty to a cenobitical
one along Benedictine lines. Indeed the documents
already show changes in the way of life as early as
1270. But this shows that Sylvester’s original project
evolved and developed. These changes were com159
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pleted during the time of the third Prior General,
Bartolo (1273-1298). Thus the practice of begging
was abolished and «important changes to the practice and original aims of the Congregation» were
introduced, so that it can be reasonably argued that
there was «a decisive break with some of the original practices» (Paoli 1986: 30). This becomes clear in
the legal document which formulated the Sylvestrine
movement’s identity. To present the person who had
founded «the Hermitage of the Order of Montefano»
Prior Bartolo gave the task of writing the Vita Silvestri
to Andrea di Giacomo.
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aving looked at several hypotheses about Sylvester’s original intentions, we move now
to the systematic analysis of the original Life of the
saint, the Vita Silvestri.
Medieval hagiography - as has been said before - is a
specific literary genre which requires certain keys to
unlock its meaning. Going from a simple account of
the life of a person from birth to death (which in itself constitutes a biography) to the final drafting of a
hagiographical document involves a process of both
elaboration and editing with well defined aims.
Whatever was the nature and scope of the earliest Sylvestrine movement, the writing down of the Vita Silvestri reflects what was, by then, the new direction taken
by the Order under Prior General Bartolo (1273-1298).
It was written by Andrea di Giacomo who was to become the fourth Prior General (1298-1325). He was also
responsible for the text of the first Constitutions. The
aim of the entire body of hagiographical work, therefore, was to reaffirm and consolidate the most important values to come out of the monastic movement
known as the «Order of Saint Benedict of Montefano».
It is natural therefore that the portrait of Sylvester is
first of all that of the founder of a monastic movement. We find in the Vita Silvestri the Life of a holy
monk, as seen clearly in the parallels with earlier
monastic hagiographical traditions to be found in
chapter one. The Vita Silvestri also contains certain
themes reminiscent of the popular religious context
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of the central part of Italy in the thirteenth century,
and which the author felt free to borrow. From these
streams emerge the two parts of the portrait of Sylvester which we are about to present: the typology of
the monk, and the typology reflecting what were the
new religious sensibilities.
Christian monasticism follows a definite theological
model which translates into certain typical choices:
eremitical or cenobitical life, flight from the world
and solitude, a sapiential reading of Scripture...
Let us now look at how these classical «types» are
applied in the Vita Silvestri.
1. Conversion of heart and the via regia
The first important «type» is that of conversio monastica linked to the biblical theme of the exodus from
Egypt. The Vita Silvestri speaks of:
Your fatherhood in no way ignores, wonderful Father, how they, who came up out of Egypt and headed
towards the promised land, had to follow the king’s
highway (via regia), deviating neither to the right nor
the left. Now, if following the teachings of the Fathers,
we should understand “the king’s highway” as humility, the teachings of our Saviour and the faith of
those who have preceded us, these things seem foolishness and folly to some. We must not imitate those
who, having a change of heart and moving away from
the highway, become like a slack bow. They become
entangled in the snares of the things of this world.
They do not follow in the steps of the saints but become rather deformed by resentment, slander, and by
the principles of human wisdom... Therefore, we who
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have abandoned the riches and pleasures of the world,
who have left behind the darkness of Egypt are now
rescued from the tyranny and domination of Pharaoh.
We ought to proceed towards heaven, our fatherland,
by means of the king’s highway in a spirit of humility
and with a sincere desire - Minime latet vestram paternitatem, o benignissime pater, qualiter de Egypto exeuntes
et promissionis terram petentes via regia incedere oportebat,
ne declinarent ad dexteram vel sinixtram. Si enim iuxta
sanctorum doctorum vocem per viam regiam nobis datur
intelligi Salvatoris nostri humilitas et doctrina ac fides
precedentium patrum, que nonnullis mortalibus videtur
stultitia adque ludus, horum qui corde abeuntes retrorsum
ac declinantes a via convertuntur in arcum perversum,
mundanorum laqueis irretiti, non sanctorum vestigiis inherentes, immo detractionum livoribus et animalis sapientie
dogmatibus potius deformati, imitatores existere non debemus... Igitur nos qui de Egypto tenebrarum opibus et mundanis illecebris abdicatis exivimus et iam te tyrampnide et
imperio evasimus pharaonis, terram celestem, videlicet patriam, per ipsam viam regiam in spiritu humilitatis et sinceritatis affectu petere non oportet (Vita Silvestri, preph.).

Monks are those who escape from the darkness of
Egypt (in the Vita lohannis a Baculo, 3, we have the
fine expression: «mundi huius transire Iordanem»).
The expression «king’s highway» (via regia) comes
from Numbers 21,22 (and 20,17). In the Vulgate we
find via regia in 21,22 and «public road» (via publica)
in 20,17; the LXX suggests the main road, as distinct
from a private road. It specifically referred to the
highway which crossed, longitudinally, the Transjordan, and which the four kings took during the invasion mentioned in Genesis 14. The expression then
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passed into the monastic tradition, beginning with
Origen (Homiliae in Numeros 12,4: Patrologia Graeca,
12, 664-666). It entered all medieval spiritual literature by way of Cassian («... via regia volentem incedere»: Institutiones 11,4), and became almost a synonym for monastic life itself.
To interpret monastic life as the exodus from Egypt
has become one of the favourite themes of monks,
who have used it in all sorts of ways. Particular details from the biblical narrative have been applied
both allegorically and typologically.
The author of Vita Silvestri takes up the theme again
at the end of the Life, presenting the Saint’s death as
a passage from Egypt homewards:
The depth of God’s plan, when calling his son Sylvester from Egypt to the heavenly fatherland, the home of
the angels, took him to Himself gloriously by means of
the heavenly beings, so that he (Sylvester) might enter
into possession of the glory of eternal immortality Celestis altitudo consilii filium suum Silvestrum ex Egipto
vocans, eum ad celicas mansiones angelicis spiritibus mediantibus assumpsit feliciter perempnis immortalitatis gloria
potiturum (Vita Silvestri, 34).

2.	The desire for heaven
Linked to the theme of the «king’s highway» (via
regia), as a metaphor for monastic life, is that of
the desire for heaven, that is the desire for heavenly
things and the contemplation of God, together with
the longing to be united definitively with Him. It is
the remarkable eschatological tendency whose great
master had been Gregory the Great, the «doctor of
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desire», who influenced all medieval monastic spirituality («St. Gregory, Doctor of Desire»: the definition
is that of Leclercq 1988: 29-42).
From Gregory’s pen terms like anhelare, suspirare,
aspirare constantly flow, together with expressions
such as aeterna concupiscere, coelestia desiderare, ad coelestia se erigere.
Gregory the Great’s terminology is reflected in the
Vita Silvestri. When speaking of his legal studies, it
is said that Sylvester abandoned them «because they
did not inflame his heart with things divine - eo quod
cor eius nequaquam accenderet ad divina». Therefore
«he began to yearn, with all his heart, for the rivers
of pure theology - cepit ad pure theologie fluenta totis
desideriis anhelare» (Vita Silvestri, 1). Once he had retired to the eremitical life he reached out towards this
‘sweetness’ of heavenly things:
So Sylvester, having left the vanity of the world,
and almost forgetting things here below, with all his
thoughts and desires, raised himself daily to those
things more worthy of love, that is to say, to the sweetness of heavenly things - Igitur Silvester, relictis iam fluidis rebus mundi, quasi posteriorum obliviscens, tota cogitatione et aviditate ad amantiora celestium videlicet dulcedinem se cotidie extendebat (Vita Silvestri, 3).

To desire heaven is to want God and love Him with
a love which monks, at times, describe as impatient.
This is why death is desired as the door to the definitive encounter with God, and full realization of that
contemplation which can only be experienced here
and now as an anticipated gift. This fervour for death
is found in the Vita Silvestri when the saint falls from
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the ladder because of the snares of evil:
... be prayed that he be not deprived of his earthly life
so unexpectedly, in the absence of his sons. He said
this, not because he wanted to avoid death, which indeed he desired continually with the fervour of his soul, in
the faithful conviction that by death he would enter
eternal life. He asked only that it be deferred a little so
as to console his disciples - ne se tam subito in suorum
absentia filiorum permicteret corporali vita privari. Non hoc
dicebat ut mortem vellet fugere, quam semper extuanti animo peroptabat sperans per ipsam ad vitam ingredi sempiternam, sed ad consolationem subditorum paulisper prorogari
petebat (Vita Silvestri, 10).

Sylvester, like all monks, practised that tool of good
works which St. Benedict speaks of: «To desire eternal life with all spiritual longing - Vitam aeternam
omni concupiscentia spirituali desiderare» (Regula Benedicti 4,46).
Monastic life itself is presented according to major
biblical categories. The saint too is depicted in scriptural terms: «the man of God Sylvester - vir Dei Silvester» (Vita Silvestri, 1). The saint is above all the man
of God, a witness, like the prophets of old, of the continuing presence of God. The model is that found in
the Life of Antony written by Athanasius, and handed
on in The Dialogues of Gregory the Great. This hagiographical concept, then, becomes part of the common medieval inheritance: the holy monk is he who
realizes in himself all the experiences of the biblical
characters of the Old and New Testaments. The classic text which expresses tills notion is that found in
the Life of St. Benedict: «This man was full of the spir166
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it of all the just ones - Vir iste spiritu iustorum omnium
plenus fuit» (Dialogues II,8,8).
Sylvester is then the vir Dei (in Vita Silvestri 28 times),
the homo Dei (in Vita Silvestri 11 times).ù
3.	Nobility of life
Almost as a «prelude» to the story of the main character, who by way of a spiritual journey becomes a
vir Dei, there emerge two other classical hagiographical «types»: that of noble origins and that of a young
person with the wisdom of an elder, the puer-senex.
Sylvester is spoken of as:
noble by birth on his father’s side of the family, he was
no less a man of faith and virtue than others of his city
- nobilis quidem patre inter alios civitatis eiusdem, sed fide
et virtutibus non minus extitit decoratus (Vita Silvestri, 1).

The nobility of his birth is sublimated in a superior
spiritual nobility, and is well expressed in the literary
formula «noble of house but nobler still in holiness
- nobilis genere sed nobilior sanctitate». Amongst monastic saints the following are described as of «noble
birth»: Benedict, Romuald, John Gualberto, Robert
di Molesme, John da Matera, William da Vercelli,
Bernard of Clairvaux, William da Malavalle and,
amongst the Sylvestrines, Sylvester and Hugo degli
Atti.
4. Wisdom beyond his age
The second motif, that of Sylvester the child being
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wiser than his years, is expressed thus:
While still a child and later as an adolescent, Sylvester
did not pursue the negligences and vices of his agegroup and he did not engage in questionable conversations, useless or scurrilious gossip, but listened only
to that which was edifying... - Sed cum adhuc per pueriles et adolescentie transiret annos, non earundem etatum
lascivias, nec negligentias, nec pernitiosas fabulas, nec vaniloquia, nec etiam scurilitates sectabatur, sed tantum ea
que ad hedificationem dicebantur diligenter auscultans...
(Vita Silvestri, 1).

The direct source is Gregory the Great (Dialogues II,
prologue), but the type is much older. The theme of
one having the spirit of an elder is biblical in origin
(cf. Sap 24,8-9). Cassian speaks of it (cf. Collationes
2,13). We find it in the Rule of St. Benedict (cf. 63,6),
and in the monastic hagiographies (Vita Antonii 1,3;
Vita Hilarionis 2,3...).
Having dealt with these preliminaries, we turn now
to the important theme of the «the man of God (vir
Dei)». To understand the concept better the following details will be examined: God’s call, «flight from
the world», temptation and oppression by the devil,
the charism of the spiritual father, the gifts of visions,
prophecy, healing, friendliness with wild animals,
dominion over creation.
5.	The experience of God’s call
The theme of the call is fundamental. It is almost always perceived as a result of contact with a biblical
passage. For Antony it was Mt 19,21: «If you wish to
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be perfect, go, sell all you have and give it to the poor,
and come, follow me, and you will have a heavenly
reward» (Vita Antonii 2,3). For Sylvester it is Mt 16,24:
Indeed, while he was returning to his room, the words
of the Lord came to him: “If anyone wishes to be a follower of mine, he must deny himself, take up his cross
and follow me”; and he understood it as referring directly to himself - Occurrit enim illi protinus revertenti
ad cameram illa Domini auctoritas dicentis: “Qui vult venire post me, abneget semetipsum et tollat crucem suam et
sequatur me”; quod pro se intellexit spetialiter fore dictum
(Vita Silvestri, 2).

Note also that it is the Word of God which resonates
in Sylvester’s mind as he observes a body decomposing ad videndum horribile (Vita Silvestri, 2). Here we
have the theme of death as terror, more typical of the
newer sensibilities. It is an example of the fusion of
classical elements of monastic typology with those
more characteristic of his own time.
6. Flight into the desert and love of solitude
Clearly affirmed also are the classical themes of flight
into the desert and the love of solitude, as distinctive
characteristics of the geophysical-environmental dimension of monastic life. Sylvester, like Benedict, left
everything (relicta funditus gloria mundiali) and went
in search of solitary places:
Sylvester decided then to retreat into solitude... alone
and with an extraordinary fervour he began to look
for the most isolated hollows of that deserted location
- Hic itaque cum decrevisset deserta petere... ipse solus ad
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secreta heremi indaganda cum fervore nimio protendebat
(Vita Silvestri, 2).

He is recognized by the property-owner:
Corrado taking with him several men, therefore, went
to that isolated spot to see the man of God. He found
him and acknowledged him - Igitur Corradus quibusdam vocatis hominibus ad videndum Dei hominem heremi
secreta petens, inventum recognovit (Vita Silvestri, 3).

Sylvester moved to different caves until establishing
himself at Grottafucile, where he eventually built a
monastery. In this the emphasis is on the hidden life
understood as a «retreat-residence». It is the expression of a personal choice illuminated by God:
... the Most Benign Giver of all gifts prepared another,
even more hidden, dwelling for him. Then a priest,
thinking that Sylvester would not cope for long with
the hardship of the cave, took on the task of fraternally
taking him to another one, a little farther away, where
Sylvester might build a monastery. When he saw it,
the man (full) of God, gave thanks to God and the
priest. He accepted with the words of the psalmist,
since it was suitable to serve the Lord: “Here”, Sylvester said, “will be my rest, here I will live, because the
Lord, on many occasions revealed to me in visions that
I must choose this place”. There, he attended assiduously to fasting and prayer, advancing in virtue each
day. And indeed, as he later mentioned to the brothers
when speaking of the poverty of that place, he often
prepared daily food for himself which consisted only
of raw grass, because his presence was unknown to
people - ... aliam ei secretiorem paraverat benignissimus
dispensator. Quidam namque sacerdos ipsius incommodi170
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tatem quam in predicta cripta patiebatur perpendens eum
non posse sufferre, ipsum ad aliam remotiorem, in qua postmodum locum construxit, pie curavit adducere. Quam cum
homo Deo plenus vidisset, Deo et sacerdoti gratias referens,
sibi eam ad Domino serviendum cum versu psalmigraphy
in habitationem ydoneam adoptavit: “Hic”, inquid Silvester, “erit requies mea, hic habitabo, quoniam quampluries in
visu eam eligendam mihi Dominus revelavit”. Ibidem enim
vacabat ieiuniis et orationibus vigilanter de virtute in virtutem cotidie proficiens. Nam ut conferebat cum fratribus
de penuria illius loci, ad refectionem cotidianam sibi sepe
erbas crudas solummodo preparabat, eo quod hoc incognitum hominibus existebat (Vita Silvestri, 3).

The search for solitary places characterized Sylvester
even when he had disciples around him and he began to build monasteries:
The man of God Sylvester began to build monasteries and to gather men in them to serve God, not being
concerned about relations with the laity, but choosing
rather solitary and deserted locations in preference to
the cities - Cepit deinde homo Dei Silvester loca construere
atque in eis homines ad Dei servitium congregare, non secularium hominum conversationem expetens, sed heremitica
et vastissima loca pro civitatibus potius eligebat (Vita Silvestri, 6).

7.	A plan for monastic life
Another classical theme to emerge explicitly is that of
the plan for monastic life.
Sylvester, following a vision adopted the Rule of St.
Benedict (Vita Silvestri, 4) and used it to shape the life
in his monasteries:
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In the above mentioned hermitage he built an oratory to
St Benedict. He founded a community of many monks
who aimed at sanctity following his teaching and the
example of his praiseworthy life... The servant of God
then cast out of the hermitage many demons and organized there a group of just men. They were formed
according to the monastic rule by his teaching - Construxit namque in dicta heremo beatissimi Benedicti oraculum atque ex hominibus quos verbo doctrine et conversatione
laudabili ad sanctitatem vocabat, ordinavit congregationem
monachorum numerositate non modicam ... Expulsa igitur
multitudine demonum de heremo Montisfani, cetus virorum
iustorum in ea per Dei famulum ordinatur et sub eius magisterio monachali regula informatur (Vita Silvestri, 6).

In the Vita Silvestri there are many references to the
Rule of Benedict, of which the most obvious is found
in chapter 11. It concerns the acceptance of the young
man Servolo who wished to become a monk:
Sylvester did not agree to the request immediately and
made him [Servolo] aware of the things, both hard and
rugged, by which one goes to God. He did this to see
more clearly whether his desire was truly from God or
not. Since that young man displayed a firm and stable
resolve to undergo all hardships, he [Sylvester] received
him kindly and made him a member of the community
according to the procedure established by the Rule Cuius petitioni non statim abnuit, eidem predicans dura et
aspera per que itur ad Deum, ut etiam si voluntas eius a Deo
procederet clarius comprobaret. Qui animum firmum et solidum ad queque dura portanda se gestare asserens, ylariter
demum recipitur et monasterii corpori secundum regule ordinem sotiatur (Vita Silvestri, 11; cf. Regula Benedicti 58,8).

Nevertheless Sylvester introduced other elements
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into his monastic programme, which were more typical of newer religious sensitivities, as we shall see
later.
8.	The love of scriptures
Amongst the fundamental themes of monastic typology we find also the love of Scriptures. The search for
God in his written word, lectio divina, is - as is well
known - central to monastic spirituality.
In the Vita Silvestri this motif is well represented,
though surrounded by devotional elements:
The spirituality of the day was already slowly turning
from such a love. From now on, the devotional character - already present in the Life of Sylvester - is superimposed on the more objective piety coming from the
Scriptures and the Liturgy. The Life of Sylvester is again
decisive here, being faithful to the Benedictine tradition,
the “love of Scripture” is highly visible... but it is not
divorced from that devotional process which, by now,
characterized Christian piety (Calati 1982: 374-375).

From the start Sylvester’s focus on Scripture is emphasized in the giving up of his legal studies to pursue theology:
Consequently, Sylvester wisely abandoned such study,
because it did not lead his heart to burn with things
divine and he began to yearn for the rivers of pure
theology. Leaving, therefore, the study of law, thirsty
for knowledge of the Sacred Scriptures, he applied himself diligently to enriching himself in a short time with
both the benefits of knowledge and the subtleties of
intelligence... With a thirsty soul he dipped into the
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springs of the Saviour’s waters of salutary wisdom,
which then poured out of his mellifluous mouth to the
benefit and advantage of all - Quod studium postmodum
sapienter relinquens, eo quod cor eius nequaquam accenderet ad divina, cepit ad pure theologie fluenta totis desideriis anhelare. Igitur relicto legum studio, tanto ardore se
dedit divinarum licterarum scolis ipsarum notitiam cupiens
adipisci, ut in eisdem parvo tempore commoratus tam scientie floribus quam subtilitate ingenii pariter ditaretur ... Auriebat tunc aquam sapientie salutaris de fontibus Salvatoris
animo sitibundo, quam postea gutture mellifluo eructavit
ad utilitatem et commoda singulorum (Vita Silvestri, 1).

At this his father Gislerio explodes in anger:
When his father Gislerio came to know that Sylvester
had renounced his legal studies and dedicated himself
to the study of Sacred Scripture, he was most upset
and did not speak to him for the next ten years - Adtendens pater eius Gislerius quod Silvester a legali studio
se subtrahens, sacre Scripture discende suum animum applicuerit, nimis hoc ferens moleste, a beneficio sui colloquii
per decem annorum curricula minus debite se subtraxit
(Vita Silvestri, 1).

We have already seen that it was a biblical passage
(Mt 16,24) which inspired Sylvester’s conversion
(Vita Silvestri, 2). The choice of the cave at Grottafucile also found an appropriate resonance in Psalm
131,14: «Here will be my rest... for here I shall live...
(Hic... erit requies mea, hic habitabo quoniam...)» (Vita
Silvestri, 3). His spiritual progress is characterized as with other hagiographies - in the words of Psalm
83,8: «he advanced from day to day in virtue... (de
virtute in virtutem cotidie proficiens)» (Vita Silvestri, 3).
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In chap. 8, when the fervour of life at Montefano is
described, constancy in reciting the Psalms and in
lectio are particularly emphasized:
hey held in their hands the psalter, in devoted hearts
the psalms; [the demon] saw some attending to sacred
reading, others to prayer... - psalteria erant pre manibus,
psalmi e labiis in corde devoto; videbat hunc sacris lectionibus intendentem, illum incumbentem orationibus... (Vita
Silvestri, 8).

Sylvester’s fidelity to reading and understanding the
Bible is especially evident in the episode concerning
Brother Simon. It recounts that he knows the apoftegma of the early Fathers, but also St. Francis’s Fioretti.
Sylvester’s humility is of most interest to his hagiographer; but the importance of Scripture in his life is
clearly confirmed:
And if, at times, he was faced with some obscure passage of divine Scripture, he turned to prayer or to
someone fervent in their love of God, without considering whether his knowledge of Scripture was better
or worse. Once in the cenobium at the hermitage of
Montefano, he was intent on reading the prophet Jeremiah and ran into a difficult passage. He understood
that this revealed to him his own humility and, at the
same time, the sanctity of the other person. Notwithstanding the fact that he spent several days praying
and meditating over it, he could not understand it, as
he had wished - Et si aliquando in divinis Scripturis ambiguum occurrebat, aut ad orationem aut ad aliquem caritate succensum, quantumcumque superior vel inferior eo
esset in notitia Scripturarum, recursum habebat. Existens
itaque in cenobio et heremo Montisfani, Ieremie prophete li175
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brum lectitando, quemdam locum ad intelligendum habuit,
ut puto ad humilitatem suam posteris declarandam et alterius sanctitatem, opacum; super quo meditando et orando
quampluries dies percurrens, intelligere ad votum non potuit (Vita Silvestri, 18).

He went, then, to ask Brother Simon, who was renowned for Iris humility, to ask for some assistance:
My dearest Brother, I beg you in the name of God to
reveal and explain to me the meaning with which the
Lord inspires you in this passage of Scripture - Fili
frater Symon karissime, ex parte Dei te rogo, ut in tali loco
Scripture intellectum quem tibi Dominus dederit mihi aperias et reveles (Vita Silvestri, cap. 18).

The final reflection of the hagiographer agrees: the
understanding of Scripture is a gift infused by God:
Brother Simon, taking into account the humble modesty of his spiritual father, hid his face in his hands
and raised his eyes to the Lord who gives wisdom
to ordinary people. He explained the meaning of the
required passage to his spiritual father, as asked, in
such a way that Sylvester returned to the hermitage
at Montefano with his understanding fully satisfied.
He was happy not just with the explanation of Scripture but also with the grace and sanctity he found in
his disciple and subject, who had received this grace
from God, not because of his own intelligence, but as
an infused gift - Attendens igitur frater Symon spiritualis
patris humilem puritatem velavit fatiem manibus, oculos
levans ad Deum qui intellectum dat parvulis, et imperanti
spirituali patri sic aperuit sensum Scripture quesite, ut ad
plenum eius serenato intellectu cum gaudio magno reverteretur ad heremum antedictam, non solum propter declara176
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tionem Scripture, sed propter gratiam et sanctitatem, quam
in suo discipulo et subiecto congnovit, qui tam cito a Deo
non subtilitatis ingenio, sed per infusam gratiam meruit
impetrare (Vita Silvestri, 18).

It is interesting also to recall here that a special understanding of Scripture led to Sylvester being depicted as receiving communion from Our Lady. But
more of this later.
9.	The struggle against evil
Another theme of special interest in hagiographical
literature is that of the struggle with evil: to undergo
the assaults of the «enemy of old» is a necessary element in the ascetical life.
From the Life of Antony onwards this theme has great
importance. Sylvester too struggles against evil personified. Benedict destroyed the pagan temples on
his arrival at Monte Cassino (Dialogues 11,8,10-11),
and then he (Dialogues 11,8,12-13) and his disciples
(Dialogues II, chapters 9-11) had to undergo the trials
of the devil. It was the same for Sylvester at Montefano. Andrea di Giacomo writes of this aspect of
Sylvester’s life as paralleling that of Benedicts. First
he purifies the place:
Then, having cast out many demons from the hermitage of Montefano, the servant of God organized a
group ofjust men there, whom he formed by his teaching of the monastic rule. So that, in that place where
sin had abounded, reigned now grace - Expulsa igitur
multitudine demonum de heremo Montisfani, cetus virorum iustorum in ea per Dei famulum ordinatur et sub eius
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magisterio monachali regula informatur. Unde factum est,
ut locus in quo quasi habundabat delictum superhabundaret
et gratia (Vita Silvestri, 6).

The devil, then, attempts revenge on his disciples
(Vita Silvestri, 8-9) and finally focuses on Sylvester
himself causing him to fall down steps (Vita Silvestri,
10).
The demon is called the enemy of old antiquus hostis,
the tortuous snake, the enemy of humanity tortuosus
serpens humani generis inimicus, the enemy of virtue
virtutis inimicus, the absence of spirit nequam spiritus,
demon demon, the evil spirit malignus spiritus, and
devil dyabolus (Vita Silvestri, 8-10). The definitive casting out of the devil from Montefano takes the form of
a solemn exorcism:
The saint, full of zeal for souls and accompanied by
some of the monks, arrived at the door with pride and
tranquillity. Fortified by the word of salvation, he then
refuted the evil spirit there present: “Shame on you, O
twisted spirit, who have raised yourself to the stars,
weary from your onslaughts, knowing well that on the
last day you will remain both defeated and deprived
of the highest good. You lift yourself high, but delude
yourself, since the very arms in which you entrusted
victory, contribute to our crown. Withdraw immediately, impudent one, and quickly take - yourself off to
the place of your torments”. Immediately, at this command, the demon screaming and shouting, threw himself with great force from the precipice of the mountain to the valley floor, so that the whole mountain
seemed to shake on its foundations and end in ruin
and destructionon - Vadit ille animarum çelator sibi aliquibus ex fratribus adherentibus inperterritus et securus ad
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portam et vivis sermonibus premunitus sic improperat assistenti: “Erubesce”, inquid, “nequam spiritus, qui te usque
ad sydera exaltabas et conatuum tuorum fractus impulsibus
tandem intellige, quia in novissimo dierum tamquam summi boni expers stultissimus remanebis. Multum deceptus,
multum delusus es, quia genus armature tue quam contra
nos tibi constituis ad victoriam nobis nascitur ad coronam.
Recede statim impudentissime demon et ad tristitie tue
cumulum non differas transmigrare”. Illico demon ad imperatoris imperium perstrepens ac ululans tanto impetu per
abruta montium, per concava vallium se deiecit, quod totus
mons videbatur fundamentis dimotis ruinam petere et occasum (Vita Silvestri, 8).

So Sylvester, as an athlete of God athleta Dei (Vita
Silvestri, 4), fought against diabolical forces and,
«through temptation and persecution, grew in his
capacity as a spiritual father» (Leclercq 1967: 12).
10. Spiritual fatherhood
Another of the classical themes of monastic typology
the charism of spiritual fatherhood. Sylvester is above
all the spiritual father of a new religious family (Fattorini 1978: 183-195): the title «father» occurs in the
Vita Silvestri 22 times, of which 8 are as spiritual father pater spiritualis.
After his apprenticeship «tirocinio» at Grottafucile
where he received his first disciple Philip (described
as being formed in the school of the man of God sub
magisterio viri Dei instructus) Sylvester exercised the
charism of spiritual direction, at Montefano, for the
benefit of the monastic community whose members
are qualified by their number and moral quality:
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The man of God Sylvester began to build monasteries
and gather together men who were interested in the
service of God, who were not interested so much in
relating to the laity, and preferred rather isolated or
deserted locations to the cities ... and he formed a substantial community with these men whom he guided
in sanctity by his teaching and lived example ... having exorcised the hermitage of Montefano, the servant of God organized there a group of just men, whom
he formed by his teaching of the monastic rule - Cepit
deinde homo Dei Silvester loca construere atque in eis homines ad Dei servitium congregare, non secularium hominum
conversationem expetens, sed heremitica et vastissima loca
pro civitatibus potius eligebat... atque ex hominibus quos
verbo doctrine et conversatione laudabili ad sanctitatem vocabat, ordinavit congregationem monachorum numerositate
non modicam... Expulsa igitur multitudine demonum de
heremo Montisfani, cetus virorum iustorum in ea per Dei
famulum ordinatur et sub eius magisterio monachali regula
informatur (Vita Silvestri, 6).

Sylvester is seen as guide and master also in his correction of the disciples (with clear allusions to Regula
Benedicti 2,26 and 64,14):
He did not close his eyes to the vices of his monks, but
when they appeared he charitably pulled them out by
their roots - Non palpabat vitia subditorum, sed orta illico
caritate succensus radicitus extirpabat (Vita Silvestri, 6).

Chapter 8 praises the fervour of the first Sylvestrine
community at Montefano under its master Sylvester,
explicitly called pater spiritualis, in language which
reflects the ideal:
The holy man had organized the monastery like a
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garden of paradise in earth isolated and difficult to
till, where beginners were the flowers, those more
advanced were the trees, and a full-grown forest represented the perfect. He delighted in the abundant
fruits of all the virtues, focusing on the blessed contemplation of the One Divine Being who is beyond all
things. And not even a capable and eloquent tongue
is able to express in detail how sublime was his way
of life, how many the assaults of primordial evil or
how much envy arose against the first flowerings of
his disciples perfection. Nor should one be surprised.
For it was under the direction of die man of God that
the sinuous serpent, the enemy of humanity, saw the
elders forget their age and participate in Vigils, and
the young put aside their youthful exuberance and
take part in the liturgy with maturity: they held in
their hands the psalter, in hearts devout the psalms.
He saw some performing their lectio, others in prayer,
still others weeping over past sins, some rejoicing in
the praises of God, some spending entire nights in vigils, others fasting. Each took his commitment seriously. They would arise during die night to praise their
Most High Creator. Of an evening, in the morning and
at midday they celebrated his praises and were totally
committed to the sacred liturgy. The demon pursued
both the spiritual father and the disciples. But he was
met with scorn, and so remained deluded. What was
to be done? The enemy of good, failing to destroy devotion in choir, purity in bed, frugality in the refectory,
reading in the cloister, silence in the places of work,
turned his shrewdness to new ways of vexing - Vir igitur sanctus claustro quasi paradiso in terra solitaria et invia
ordinato ubi floribus novitiorum depictis, ubi proficientium
arboribus insitis, ubi perfectorum plantationibus radicatis,
omnium fructuum virtutum ubertate gaudebat et in solius
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divinitatis apicem beate contemplationis figit optutus. Porro quanta sublimitas in conversatione fuerit, quanta contra eum antiqui hostis congressio quantaque invidia contra perfectionis primordia subditorum per singula non est
currentis lingue volubilitatibus disserendum. Nec mirum,
quia sub magisterio viri Dei ille tortuosus serpens humani
generis inimicus videbat senes senectutis oblitos iuvenili
alacritate sacris astare vigiliis et iuvenes iuventute sepulta senili gravitate reverentie divinitatis assistere: psalteria
erant pre manibus, psalmi e labiis in corde devoto; videbat
hunc sacris lectionibus intendentem, illum incumbentem
orationibus, hunc pro suis excessibus lacrimantem, illum
in Dei laudibus exultantem, hunc vigilantem, ieiunantem
illum et offitia pietatis sibi invicem invidere. Nocte surgebant ad confitendum altissimo Creatori; vespere, mane et
meridie narrabant et annuntiabant laudem ipsius et omnis
illorum sedulitas in orbem divini rotabatur obsequii. Currebat per omnes, currebat per singulos, currebat per patrem
spiritualem et filios et de patre et filiis sibi faciebat sarcinam
et formam doloris. Quid plura? Dum in choro devotionem,
in thoro castitatem, in refectorio parcitatem, in claustro
lectionem, in officinis scilentii virtutem virtutis inimicus
extirpare non valet, ad nova genera stimulorum suam convertit astutiam (Vita Silvestri, 8).

The importance of this text is the reason for the length
of the quote. The description seems a little redundant
and pompous, but the many aspects of monastic typology which it contains make it important. The theological theme emerges of «the cloister as paradise
- paradisus claustralis» or paradise regained, often
found in monastic literature. There is also the division of disciples into the famous triad of «the beginners - the more advanced - the perfect», which comes
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from Origen and eastern spirituality and which is
then found throughout the medieval period. Typical elements of monastic life are mentioned such as
fasting, vigils, prayer, lectio divina (performed in the
cloister: in claustro lectionem), work carried out in silence in the work shops, and above all commitment
to the psalmody. Sylvester dominates the description, depicted contemplating God: focusing on the
blessed contemplation of die One Divine Being who
is beyond all things in solius divinitatis apicem beate
contemplationis figit optutus.
Trasformed by assiduous contact with the supernatural, the holy monk and hermit of Montefano encourages ex abundantia the spiritual life of his sons
and disciples. On receiving a young man of Fabriano,
Servolo, he points out to him the difficult way which
leads to God:

... a young man from Fabriano called Servolo went

to the man of God, wanting to become a monk, and
kneeling at his feet, insisted on being given the monastic habit so that he might serve the Creator of all things
under his direction. Sylvester did not agree to his request immediately and made him aware of the things,
both hard and rugged, by which one goes to God. He
did this to see more clearly whether his desire was truly from God or not. Since that young man displayed
a firm and stable resolve to undergo all hardships, he
received him kindly and made him a member of the
community according to the procedure established by
the Rule - ... puer quidam de Fabriano Servulus nomine
ob conversationis gratiam ad Dei famulum veniens, eius
genibus provolutus instanter sacre religionis habitum petiit
sibi dari Creatori omnium sub suo magisterio serviturus.
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Cuius petitioni non statim abnuit, eidem predicans dura
et aspera perque itur ad Deum, ut etiam si voluntas eius a
Deo procederet clarius comprobaret. Qui animum firmum
et solidum ad queque dura portanda se gestare asserens,
ylariter demum recipitur et monasterii corpori secundum
regule ordinem sotiatur (Vita Silvestri, 11; cf. Regula Benedicti 58,8).

He rejoiced in the spiritual progress of his community:
A wise son is the glory of the father: therefore the
spiritual father was delighted with the progress of
his spiritual sons and especially with that of Brother
Simon, that favoured servant of God, through whom
God clearly worked miracles evident both during his
life and after his death - Quia gloria patris est filius sapiens, dictus spiritualis pater gloriabatur in profectu spiritualium filiorum et maxime in profectione dicti servi Dei
fratris Symonis, per quem multa in vita et post mortem fecit
Deus evidentia et manifesta miracula (Vita Silvestri, 19).

Many of Sylvester’s disciples attained sanctity and
were known for the gift of performing miracles.
11. Preaching and care for the poor
The influence of the man of God spread beyond his
monastery touching also its neighbours. The hagiography often mentions Sylvester’s preaching to the people
and his care for the poor. These two dimensions are characteristic of the typology attached to hermits from the
eleventh to the thirteenth centuries (though it may
seem paradoxical), and appears especially amongst
the followers of Romuald and Peter Damien.
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Here it might be noted how a biography of St. Sylvester by Samuele Giuliani published in 1968 on the
occasion of the seventh centenary celebrations of his
death (1967-1968) misses the mark completely when
the author speaks Sylvester’s new direction, when he
gave:
to his institute the dual task of living the monastic life
understood in the strict sense and of participating in
the wider apostolate of the Church in caring for people. That is, he wished to make an apostle of the monk and a
monk of the apostle [authors italics]: a new experiment,
quite bold, and rather difficult...

Later, the same author concludes:
whoever considers himself, then, an authentic Sylvestrine monk thinking only of himself and his own
monastery on top of a mountain, turning his back on
the world, without feeling any anxiety and concern
for sharing the treasures accumulated in that retreat
of silence, of meditation, of daily monastic practices,
of study, of liturgical prayer, with those living both in
the cities and the countryside, would be deceiving and
betraying the programmatic ideals of his Founder and
Master (Giuliani 1968: 94-95).

The author then goes on to suggest that it is precisely
the difficulty with this ideal which lies behind the
lack of growth of the Sylvestrine family.
But the learned Dominican’s argument is, in fact, unnecessary. The issue is much simpler and there is no
need of the «quite bold and rather difficult» experiment. Sylvester’s preaching, though it was important
in his life, is that of a charismatic man of God and is
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not to be confused with the ordinary pastoral care of
people and parishes, which were normal in the congregation from the end of the thirteenth century, perhaps being detached somewhat from the Founder’s
ideal. In any case Benedictine monasteries, in general, have always taken on some apostolic activity historia docet - without this meaning the denial of the
charism specific to monastic life or of giving a new
form to ones own Order by means of a «quite bold
experiment».
Sylvester follows the style of Romuald and Peter
Damian, in whom the «thirst for the desert» is never
separated from the desire to teach and convert the
local «rustics»: those who lived in the mountains and
in die forests, the peasant classes.
The activity of Fonte Avellana was precisely that of
trying to reinforce the church’s presence in a rural
environment, thus complementing the work of the
bishops who focused primarily on the great cities
and the communities along the coast. From the early
twelve hundreds this function had belonged to the
Mendicant Orders, especially the Franciscans.
Sylvester Guzzolini would appear to place himself
within the line of development of Fonte Avellana
first, and then that of the Franciscans. The man of
God Sylvester withdrew to the solitude of the hermitage, a long way from the city (Vita Silvestri, chapters
3 and 6), but this did not exempt him from the service
of preaching and the practice of charity, whether he
was approached at Montefano itself, or whether he
went out to preach. Of particular interest are the following texts.
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People then flocked to the man of God, with great devotion, desirous of the counsels of his holy preaching
and, admiring the way he lived, they insisted on commending themselves to his prayers - Sed ad Dei hominem catervatim populi confluebant et sancte predicationis
monita omni aviditate et cordis devotione suscipientes ab
eo suppliciter se suis orationibus commendabant, vite sue
ordinem contemplantes (Vita Silvestri, 6).

Later, Sylvester is expressly described as a distinguished and learned preacher egregius predicator et
doctus (Vita Silvestri, 6).
During one of his sermons, in fact, a lame person is
healed:
On another occasion in the same city. Serra San Quirico, Sylvester strong in his zeal for souls [note the title:
zelator animarum!], with ardour and great enthusiasm
preached the word of God to the people. A crowd of
both sexes rushed to his sermon and received spiritual nourishment, being renewed by great yearning. A
person born lame dragged himself along the ground
on his hands and knees, and with divine mercy got to
hear the preaching. Someone there said to him: “Go up
to the feet of the holy man who is preaching, because
he can obtain for you the grace of healing”... When the
saint became aware of this, as he preached, he looked
upon the cripple... - Iterum in eodem castro semel zelator animarum Silvester potenti virtute sermonum in dicto
castro Serre Sancti Quirici proponebat ardentissime populo
verbum Dei. Ad cuius predicationem universa multitudo
utriusque sexus concurrens, omni aviditate reficiens, mentis cibum sumebant. Sed quidam claudus ex utero matris
sue, genibus et et manibus reptans per humum, eius predicationi affuit miseratione divina. Cui fuit qui diceret: “Mi187
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ser, appropinqua pedibus sancti viri qui nunc predicationi
insistit, quia poterit tibi curationis beneficium impertiri”...
Vir sanctus intra sacra predicationis verba ad claudum proprium flectit intuitum... (Vita Silvestri, 17).

In another passage the hagiographer makes it clear
that Sylvester himself explicitly recognized the importance of his preaching:
The saint did not bury his gift of knowledge, because
he knew he had received it to be of use. And so he was
frequently called by the canons of the church of St. Venanzo Martyr, of the Castello di Fabriano, to explain
the word of God to the people - Quia igitur vir sanctus
talentum sibi collatum scientie non abscondebat deorsum in
terra, quod se ad operandum id percepisse sciebat, a canonacis ecclesie Beati Venantii martiris iam dicti castri Fabriani
ad proponendum populo Dei verbum sepissime vocabatur
(Vita Silvestri, 27).

The hagiographer speaks of concern for the poor and
almsgiving in chap. 6 (from the point of view of what
could be seen ad extra, while chap. 3 gives us the insiders view ad intra);
He was... kind in hospitality, generous with material
assistance, careful in preaching... a distinguished and
learned preacher, compassionate in visiting the sick, a
consoler of those afflicted... he was utterly solicitous
for his neighbour in preaching and almsgiving. He offered... mercy to the weak and those in need - Erat enim...
hospitalitate benivolus, dapsilitate magnificus, predicatione
pervigil... egregius predicator et doctus, infirmorum pius
visitator et merentium consolator... erga proximos et predicationis et elemosynarum maximam curam gessit... egenis et
debilibus misericordiam exhibebat (Vita Silvestri, 6).
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So much so Sylvester
moved about as a monk with his brothers monks,
dedicated to die service of God and to the poor in the
Marches of the thirteenth century, praising God and
proclaiming the gospel of the poor, to the poor (Calati
1982: 365-366).

12. Prophetic gifts
Besides the charism of spiritual fatherhood and of
concern for those about him, the man of God was endowed with other prophetic and apostolic gifts.
The gift of prophecy is especially ascribed to Sylvester
(like Benedict) when described as: «The man full of
God, illumined by a prophetic spirit, (who) began
to predict the future - Porro vir Deo plenus, prophetico
spiritu doctus, incepit ventura predicere» (Vita Silvestri,
26). There follows immediately his prediction of the
death of a Fabrianese, who was digging a grave for
another (Vita Silvestri, 27). There had already been
a report of his warning two bandits to change their
ways, reinforced by the prophecy of a horrible death
if they did not (Vita Silvestri, 22).
13. Familiarity with wild animals
Another gift was that of familiarity with all creatures,
especially wild animals. What is clear here is the theological and spiritual intention of portraying the level
of innocence attained by the saint as though returning to the original condition of the garden of Eden.
After speaking of Sylvester’s benefiting from the
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obliging company of a wolf, the author reflects on
how:
There is nothing surprising in such a fierce animal
being obedient and subject to the servant of God. In
fact, from the moment that his soul became perfectly
subject to the Creator, and no longer broke any divine
precepts, it seemed almost as if he had acquired that
dominion of old over all creatures lacking reason,
which had been given to the first man - Nec mirum
si tam ferox animal se obediens Dei famulo subiectumque
exhibuit, quia eius anima perfecte Creatori subiecta, nullum de divinitatis preceptis obmictens, priscum dominium
primo parenti in creatione collatum super omnibus inrationabilibus creaturis videbatur quasi fuisse sortitus (Vita
Silvestri, 7).

The theme is one of the classics of the monastic tradition. The service which wild animals render to men
of God are especially noted in the lives of saintly hermits. Accordingly, a wolf guards Sylvester’s cell at
Montefano:
Beloved, that wild animal which you saw has been
given to me from the start of my stay in this solitary
place. It watches over my cell as a most faithful guard.
Whenever I want, it is ready to obey. It does not try to
do what has been proscribed and readily carries out
commands given to it - Illud, karissimi, animal quod vidistis, ab ingressu huius heremi mihi datum, meam celulam
ut custos fidelissimus custodivit. Horis omnibus quibus
volo prontum ad obediendum se exhibet paratum, quod sibi
inhibitum fuerit non presumit, quod imperatum peragit festinanter (Vita Silvestri, 7).
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14. Dominion over creation
Personal communion with God allows the saint to
re-establish friendly relations with the wild beasts
and to recuperate dominion over many parts of
creation. Twice Sylvester controls fires (Vita Silvestri, 15-16), twice he changes water into wine (Vita
Silvestri, 29 e 31). Once, while Montefano was being
built, he lengthened a beam (!) which had been cut
too short (Vita Silvestri, 24). The door to his room did
not squeak - as it usually did - when he fled Osimo,
without the resident canons noticing anything (Vita
Silvestri, 2). Concerning relations with creation, note
also the wonderful account - Franciscan in flavour! of the cherry blossoms bending down before Brother
Simon da Ripalta (Vita Silvestri, 20).
Under the heading of dominion over creation may
also be placed the saints power over various illnesses.
All these marvels witness to the Spirits constant
working in the man of God, whose actions prolong
the «wonders of God - mirabilia Dei» recounted in
the Old and New Testaments. For this reason, «wonders» are happily linked to the heart of nature. Miracles, in their various forms, are an integral part of
the life of the saint, indeed their absence would give
rise to perplexity and suspicion. The virtues virtutes
of the main character reveal the power virtus of God
within him.
The virtutes of the protagonist may be classified as
prophecy, visions, healings, and various types of
wonders. We need to specify that in the Vita Silves191
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tri there is no real list of miracles libellus miraculorum
as a distinct group, including the citing of witnesses,
oaths etc., with a view to the process of canonization
which, at this time, took on its «classic form». In Vita
Silvestri the narratives concerning «wonders» follow
the normal course of events, more like the Dialogues
of Gregory the Great.
There are three cases of prophecy in Vita Silvestri (Vita
Silvestri, 22 and 27; Vita Silvestri, 19 which deals with
Brother Simon da Ripalta) besides the knowledge of
the first disciple Philip (Vita Silvestri, 5). There are
four visions (Vita Silvestri, 4; 10; 25-26) as well as the
visions of the disciples at Sylvester’s death (Vita Silvestri, 34-36) and his two apparitions after death (Vita
Silvestri, 44-45). Seven cases of power over the elements are reported, which have already been mentioned (Vita Silvestri, 2; 7; 15-16; 24; 29; 31), three signs
linked to the devotion to relics (Vita Silvestri, 32-33;
47) and two concerning the body of Sylvester soon
after death (Vita Silvestri, 37-38). Then there are many
examples of healing, eight of which were performed
by the saint during his lifetime (Vita Silvestri, 11-14;
17; 23; 28; 30) and six after his death (Vita Silvestri,
39-43; 45). The healings may be divided up in the
following way: three castings out of the devil (one
during life: Vita Silvestri, 30; and two after death: Vita
Silvestri, 41 and 43); three cripples (one while alive:
Vita Silvestri, 17; and two after death: Vita Silvestri,
39-40); two blind (while alive: Vita Silvestri, 23 e 28);
three paralytics (one alive: Vita Silvestri, 12; and two
after death: Vita Silvestri, 42 e 45); two cases of various diseases (Vita Silvestri, 13-14). In chap. 47 finally
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we find the narratives of several wonders associated
with the relic of Our Lady’s milk, of which we shall
speak later.
The hagiographer offers only a small sample of the
sanctity of the man of God in these episodes, while a
generic phrase represents many other portents (common practice in all hagiography):
... whose sanctity is well illustrated by numerous miracles, since, at his tomb the Divine Goodness grants
through the merits of the holy man, the power to
walk to the cripple, sight to the blind, hearing to the
deaf, freedom to those possessed and healing to diose
suffering from various illnesses - ... cuius sanctitas in
inmensum copiosis miraculis illustratur. Nam ad eius tumulum claudis gressum, cecis visum, surdis auditum, demoniacis liberationem et sanitatem diversis infirmitatibus
detentis divina dignatio per merita tribuit viri sancti (Vita
Silvestri, 38).

15.	A holy death
We conclude our treatment of monastic typology by
examining a final classical theme, that of the Man of
God’s final «exitus».
Sylvester’s hagiographer used the death of St. Benedict as a model. Coming to the end of his life (described «biblically» as full of days and of good works
«plenam dierum et bonorum operum»), Sylvester
passed from his exile here to his homeland (Vita Silvestri, 33). The theme of the Exodus with which the
prologue had begun, reappears forming a thematic
inclusion:
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God, in the depths of His plan, called His son Sylvester from Egypt to the heavenly homeland, residence
of the angels, and took him gloriously to Himself by
means of the heavenly spirits so that he might enter
into possession of the glory of everlasting immortality
- Celestis altitudo consilii filium suum Silvestrum ex Egipto vocans, eum ad celicas mansiones angelicis spiritibus
mediantibus assumpsit feliciter perempnis immortalitatis
gloria potiturum (Vita Silvestri, 34).

he entry of his soul into heaven is pictured significantly both as a brightly lit path, like Benedict (cf. Vita
Silvestri, 34-35 con Dialogues 11,37), and as accompanied by the vision of Jacobs ladder (Gen 28,12), so
often used in monastic literature, beginning with the
Rule itself (Regula Benedicti 7,6-9):
A monk priest called Bonaparte, who was at Jesi in
a monastery dependent on the hermitage of Montefano, having fallen asleep, saw a ladder attached to the
monastery at Montefano, which reached upto heaven,
with rows of angels descending upon it, to carry to
heaven Sylvester’s soul in the form of a person whiter
than snow, and to present him with great joy and happiness to the Lord who was standing at the top of the
ladder - Cum quidam frater sacerdos Esii in uno monasterio predicte heremi Montisfani existens, cuius nomen erat
frater Bonapars, oculos sopori dedisset, vidit scalam fixam
in monasterio Montisfani cuius cacumen celos tangebat et
angelorum agmina per eam descendere ac Silvestri animam
in spetie viri nive candidioris ad celum deferre, qui eam
Domino stanti in scale cacumine cum omni letitia et gaudio
presentarunt (Vita Silvestri, 36).

From the discussion so far, it is clear how the por194
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trait of Sylvester has been profoundly influenced
by monastic tradition: the hagiographer wished to
present the portrait of a monk and of an astonishing hermit mirificus heremita, following Gregory the
Great’s model St. Benedict, found in the second book
of Dialogues.
But, at the same time, the author is aware of the religious sensibilities of his time and of the environment
in which he lived, elements which have undoubtedly
moulded and have come to characterize the view of
his hero’s interior life.
Our intention is now to focus on this aspect of the
portrait of Sylvester Guzzolini, as drawn by Andrea
di Giacomo.
The mentality and the language of Sylvester’s hagiographer, Andrea di Giacomo, are filled with a newer religious consciousness derived from the age in
which he lived:
The Vita Silvestri dependence on Gregory’s narrative
is rather superficial. Its style reflects more the anthologies of miracles of the popular religious context of
Italy towards the end of the twelfth century than that
of the Dialogues. The latter’s richness comes from the
dicta, that is from the teachings, and not just from the
saint’s miracles (the facta). This may be seen in the conversation between Gregory and Peter. The biographer
missed this element of Sylvester. There is no trace of
the important theme of the Spirit teaching the men of
God, of the address with which the first book of the
Dialogues begins - the honoured man of God - or of the
«dwelling with him - habitare secum» which is fundamental to the second book of Dialogues - St. Benedict’s
Activities -. The Dialogues are taken simply as a story
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of miraculous deeds. There is no awareness of the
dynamic between deeds (facta) and teachings (dicta)
which places Gregory’s Dialogues on a level with the
biblical commentaries, which the Pope had conducted
with his ecclesial community in Rome. Popular piety
required more nourishment from miracle stories, especially in the Marches of the thirteenth century than
it did in the sixth century. Monasticism basically followed this development. We are at the close of the
grand lectio biblica... (Calati 1982: 366-367).

It is logical, then, that the portrait of Sylvester is not
just of a biblical type, but owes much to the popular
sentiments and piety of its time.
The flourishing of the mendicant Orders on the thirteenth century led to the spiritual renewal of the
masses in accordance with the dynamisms of the
time. The new Orders and itinerant preachers were
close to, and aware of, the popular religious currents, if not, indeed, directly influencing them. In
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries there was an
«evangelical renewal», which led to a desire for a
more genuine following of Christ, and this required
that His teachings be translated into practical rules
for life. But it is natural that what the population received was relative, and the result could not be completely abstracted from the mentality of the time.
16. Jesus’ humanity and eucharistic presence
One of the directions popular piety took and which
was strongly encouraged by the Mendicant Orders,
was the vital wish to imitate the life of Christ in its
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various mysteries (St. Francis is certainly the prime
mover towards this new direction in piety). The divinity of Christ was secondary, the pious Christian
felt close to Jesus the person.
Devotion to the Blessed Sacrament also grew as a result of the preaching of the mendicants. The feast of
Corpus Christi was begun in the thirteenth century,
and with it eucharistic processions. he emphasis is
placed on the Real Presence, on «Hearing the Mass»,
and widespread is the devotion attached to «Beholding the Host»: a relevant example is also found
in Sylvestrine hagiography: Blessed Giovanni dalla
Cella fervently desired to contemplate Christ under
the visible form of the consecrated Host and obtained
this grace as he served the Mass of Giovanni dal Bastone (Vita Iohannis a Baculo, 5).
17. Marian piety
Similarly Marian piety changes. The accent is no
longer on Mary as collaborator in the work of salvation, as «theotòkos», object of veneration and prayer
clearly subordinated, even on the devotional level,
to Christ.
Mary is approached especially with the emotions.
She is the mother and die giver of graces.
These emphases of Marian piety were favoured and
spread by the new Mendicant Orders, but they were
developed by the Cistercians and, at the hands of St.
Bernard, were coloured by spiritual fervour. The titles
of «queen» and «mother of mercy» were familiar to
Bernard and spread by him.
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The motif of die Virgin of mercy who gathers the
faithful under her cloak, arising from the world of
the Cistercians and then propagated especially by
the Servites of Mary, became a frequent theme in
iconography, and there are many examples of it in
the Marches of fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
Around Fabriano Marian devotion was encouraged
by St. Peter Damian, who dedicated discourses and
prayers to the Virgin.
Through the preaching of the Mendicant Orders the
cult expands and spreads, with a special emphasis
on Marys universal mediation. Naturally legends
also grew up around Marian themes and collections
of miracles flourished of Marys protection of those
devoted to her: the «Mother of Mercy» is the model
of the dispenser of graces and in the popular mind
performs a function much like that of the «Our Lady
of Perpetual Succour».
The development of these devotions was greatly
assisted by access to the holy sites of Christianity,
opened up by the Crusades. They awakened in the
faithful renewed interest in pilgrimages and relics.
Each of the elements touched on briefly in this synthesis had some influence on the typology used in
the Life of Sylvester Guzzolini.
18. Devotion to Christ’s passion
Devotion to Christ’s Passion is evident especially in
chap. 25:
Sylvester, the man of God, poured out copious tears
day and night, when meditating on the Lord of the
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universe, who for us servants took on the form of a
slave, and for more than thirty-three years, worked
on earth for our salvation. He was arrested, tied up,
and crucified, all because of his love for people. While
the monks slept, meditating on the passion of Christ,
Sylvester frequently mortified his body with harsh
strokes accompanied by the recitation of the seven
penitential psalms. During the Easter Vigil, as the
Paschal candle was blessed during the singing of that
memorable passage: “O inestimable Power of Love, to
ransom the slave You sacrificed your Son!”, he became
so identified with the suffering Christ that he was like
a red-hot iron, and burst into such uncontrollable sobs
that those around about cried as well, so much so that
it seemed his spirit encouraged the members of his
body to be released - Die enim ac nocte homo Dei Silvester universitatis Dominum, qui pro servis formam servi
suscipiens, recogitans triginta et tribus annis et amplius
operari salutem in medio terre huius, capi, ligari, crucifigi et hoc totum pati pro filiis hominum, ubertim de suis
pudicis oculis lacrimas emictebat. Et sepissime quiescentibus fratribus ad passionis Christi memoriam cum septem
penitentialibus psalmis diris verberibus suum cohercebat
corpusculum. Nam in sacratissime Resurrectionis dominice
vigilia, cum illud verbum omni memoria dignum, videlicet:
“O inextimabilis dilectio caritatis, ut servum redimeres,
filium tradidisti!”, ad cerei consecrationem cantandum in
ecclesia legeretur, quasi ferrum ignitum in Christum passum se profecto transformans, in tantas extuantes lacrimas
prorumpebat, ut non solum presentes excitarentur ad plantum, sed spiritus qui artus regebat videretur a carne dissolvi
(Vita Silvestri, 25).

Note the emphasis on the penitential psalms and on

flagellation. In those years the flagellation movement
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had its origins in Perugia. Public flagellation was a
penitential act by which the believer wished to draw
near to the sufferings of Christ.
This entire chapter 25 of the Vita Silvestri underlines
the passion and the burial (the resurrection is hardly
touched on). Sylvester is transported in spirit to Jerusalem, to the Lords tomb:
Once, full of such sweet memories, gently abducted,
he had the impression of being taken to the earthly
Jerusalem, He entered a pleasant and most beautiful
garden and saw three women kneeling and worshipping before a tomb surrounded by a wonderful light.
He ardently desired to know the secret of their devotion. Slowly drawing near to the sepulchre, he said that
he had clearly read this inscription on the tomb itself,
which he had never previously read or heard of: “In
the garden, these women are worshipping the conqueror of death”. The holy man then understood that
this was the tomb in which the Saviour of the world
reposed for three days - Qui tante suavitatis memorie semel repletus, dulci quodam occupatus sopore, in terrestrem
Ierusalem se extimabat ductum fuisse. Intrat ipse ortum
quemdam pulcherrimum et amenum et tres dominas miro
candore amictas cuidam venerando sepulchro flexis genibus
invenit procumbentes. Quarum devotissime venerationes
archanum scire plurimum cupiebat; et paulatim sepulchro
propinquans, hanc Scripturam quam numquam legerat nec
legi audierat in eodem sepulchro conscriptam se dilucide perlegisse dicebat: “Victorem mortis iste venerantur in ortis”.
Cognovit profecto vir sanctus illud fore sepulchrum, quo
mundi Salvator tribus conquievit diebus (Vita Silvestri, 25).

And the effect of the vision is a still greater devotion
to the passion of the Lord:
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For such a vision of consolation he deeply thanked
God and preserved forever an imprint in his heart
of the sign of Christs passion - Qui de tam consolatoria visione inmensas Deo gratias retulit et passionis Christi
signaculum cordi suo impressum iugiter conservabat (Vita
Silvestri, 25).

19. Marian devotion
Sylvester’s Marian devotion is clear in two whole
chapters: Vita Silvestri, 10 and 26. The man of God
entrusts himself totally (se totum commiserat: Vita Silvestri, 10) to Mary, who is called «Queen of Mercy».
When the devil caused the saint to fall down stairs,
leaving him in a perilous state of health, the Madonna saved him from certain death:
The wounds having frozen because he had remained
a long time on the cold ground, the pain grew worse,
and since he lacked the strength, there was little hope,
and death seemed near. At that point, Sylvester, the
man of God, threw himself completely into prayer in
the depths of his heartland turning to the Queen of
Mercy the Blessed Virgin Mary, in whom he trusted
fully, with persistent cries from die depths he prayed
to her that he be not deprived of his bodily life without warning, in the absence of his disciples... While
he thus prayed to her, the Queen of Mercy appeared
to him unexpectedly and performed on him salutary
unctions which not only relieved all pain, though leaving the marks of the wounds, quickly took his body
and carried it to his cell. The Blessed Virgin immediately left and the man of God, astonished greatly by
the graciousness of such a visit, became still more devoted to her - Eo igitur aliquandiu sic in frigida terra ia201
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cente, infrigidatis vulneribus dolores amplius invalescunt;
et deficiente natura excludebat penitus mors in ianuis spem
salutis. At vir Dei Silvester intra cordis hospicium totum
se ad orationem convertit et aures Regine misericordie beate
Marie cui se totum commiserat importunis cordis clamoribus interpellans, ne se tam subito in suorum absentia filiorum permicteret corporali vita privari... Hec illo orante,
ecce subito Regina misericordie petenti occurrit et unctiones
confitiens sanitatis, non solum omnem dolorem remanentibus vestigiis vulnerum effugavit, sed assumpto ipsius
corpuscolo in momento eum ad cellam propriam reportavit.
Inter hec beata Virgo disparuit et vir Dei ad tam venerande
visitationis occursum nimium stupefactus in eius devotione
magis ac magis ignescit (Vita Silvestri, 10).

The wonder and eagerness which characterized Sylvester’s devotion to the Blessed Virgin, after this
wondrous event, are significant.
Still more surprising is chap. 26 in which the saint
receives the eucharist at the hands of the Madonna.
This episode both sums up and reproposes various
spiritual attitudes which were part of the contemporary scene: devotion to the humanity of Christ (Sylvester is led to Bethlehem, in spirit), devotion to the
Eucharist, devotion to Mary.
Ever more grace-filled, the man of God, who, constantly growing in and being more intensely enlightened by devotion to the most Holy Virgin, was enriched by her granting him the privilege of a special
favour. Alone one night, having finished his prayer,
he had an unexpected dream lasting for some time. It
became clearer to him by day, that he had been carried
to the place where the glorious Virgin gave birth to
the Saviour of the world, that he had been led into a
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church and left there before the alter to pray. Suddenly,
to the right of the altar, the Queen of Mercy, more radiant than the sun, appeared and then faced him, with
both a joyous expression and these convincing words:
“My son Sylvester, would you like to receive the body
of my Son, the Lord Jesus Christ, whom I virginally
conceived and bore, remaining ever a virgin after the
extraordinary birth?”. He was overcome with wonder at this vision and these words. As soon as he had
recovered somewhat, he answered with trepidation:
“My heart is ready, O Lord, my heart is ready. May
your will be done in me, unworthy as I am”. She then
gave him holy communion with her own venerable
hands - Prosequitur virum Dei amplius affluentia gratiarum, qui dum in devotione magis ac magis succresceret
et habundantius extuaret ab ipsa spetialis gratie privilegio
ditatur et munere. Quadam namque nocte, dum solus oratione completa a repentino sompno fuisset aliquantulum
occupatus, ad locum in quo Virgo gloriosa mundi edidit
Salvatorem se portatum fuisse sibi luce clarius videbatur et
ad quoddam templum ductus coram altari relinquitur orationibus vacaturus. Astitit Regina profecto misericordie a
dextris altaris, cuius claritas solarem vincebat splendorem
et serena facie, sermone blando isto modo suum devotum
alloquitur: “Visne, fili Silvester, corpus filii mei domini Iesu
Christi recipere quem ego virgo genui, virgo peperi et post
mirabilem partum semper virgo permansi?”. Invasit illum
illico ad tantam visionem et allocutionem mentis stupor inmensus; et paulisper resumpto spiritu cum ingenti tremore
respondit: “Paratum cor meum, Domina, cor meum paratum. Impleatur voluntas tua in me, licet indigno”. Tunc illa
venerandis suis manibus comunionem sanctissimam sibi
dedit (Vita Silvestri, 26).

The narrative wishes to present somehow, in the Vita
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Silvestri, the meaning of the vision of the world gathered into one ray of the sun, found in the life of Benedict (Dialogues 11,35):
... Benedict’s experience better reflects die unity of
salvation history, as does the lectio biblica method espoused by Gregory: the world is gathered under Gods
light, and in this light Germano’s soul ascends to
heaven accompanied by angels. It is the Easter experience. Sylvester’s vision is more in keeping with the
development of that devotio common in the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, which was centralized in eucharistic comunion... (Calati 1982: 372).

But it is interesting to note that, following this vision
Sylvester receives full understanding of Scripture
and the spirit of prophecy, which «is a clear reflection
of that early biblical-liturgical spirituality which had
begun to disappear» (Calati 1982: 372).
Visions at the place of the Saviours birth, eucharistic communion, singular privileges granted by Mary,
on the one hand; understanding of Scripture, deeper
knowledge, prophetic spirit, on the other: this is a
sample of the blending of different attitudes to spirituality in a single episode of die Vita Silvestri! Let us
take up again the hagiographers final reflection:
On the strength of this, his understanding was enlightened so much that from then on he found nothing difficult or obscure in Scripture, And how marvellous that
the saint’s intellect was filled with the light of a deeper
knowledge and he was given a clearer intuition after
the communication of so much illuminating grace?
Could he be denied some miracle, to whom appeared
the King himself, the Redeemer of the world, together
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with the Mother of the King? O happy die man urged
to go and meet the Mother of the Saviour! She who
had, on another occasion, healed his wounded body,
now enriched him with abundant graces! As a result,
the man of God, illumined by a prophetic spirit, began
to predict the future and to perform still more striking
miracles - Ex cuius virtute tanta claritate eius intellectus
fuit illustratus, ut deinceps in divinarum notitiam Scripturarum nullum obscurum et opacum haberet. Quid mirum
si intellectus viri sancti luce habundantioris congnitionis
perfunditur et sensus copiosior sibi datur ad tante gratie
illustrantis accessum? Poteratne vacare a quocumque miraculo cui presens aderat Regis presentia, Regnantis mater,
mundi Redemptor? Felix homo ad quem mater properat Salvatoris et quem alias corpore sautiatum invenit, nunc donis
affluentibus predotavit! Porro vir Deo plenus, prophetico
spiritu doctus, incepit ventura predicere et evidentioribus
miraculis corruscare (Vita Silvestri, 26).

20.	A happy death
Linked to this is another dimension of popular spirituality which emerges in the Vita Silvestri: the fear of
the world beyond leading to the desire for a happy
death.
The monastic tradition had always cultivated intense
reflection on die mystery of death, but the terror of
death is more typical of later sensibilities.
There is a clear correspondence between the moment
of death memento mori and Sylvester’s reflection,
trembling all over «tutto tremante», which occurred
when faced with the decomposing corpse:
... the canons, upon opening a tomb of the cemetery
of that church, saw the cadaver of one buried there,
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not yet reduced to dust but horrible to behold. At this
sight, Sylvester shivered and trembled all over, and in
this state reasoned with himself: “What he was, I am;
what he is, I will be”. In fact, that person, who was one
of Sylvester’s relatives, had been most handsome. Seeing how his beauty and attraction had changed into
unbearable stench and putrescence, in accord with the
human condition, Sylvester decided to change his own
life for the better, taking it as a sign from heaven - ...
in cuius ecclesie cimiterio canonaci quoddam monumentum
aperientes, in quo iacentis cadaver nondum redactum in
pulvere, immo ad videndum orribile invenerunt. Quo viso
Silvester omnia eius viscera tremuerunt et talia secum alloquitur tremebundus: “Ego sum quod hic fuit; quod hic est
ego ero”. Fuerat quippe homo ille dum vixit satis formosus
et Silvestro carnis consanguinitate coniunctus. Dum cernit
Silvester illius pulchritudinem et venustatem in tam intollerabilem fetorem et putredinem permutatam, hoc exigente
conditione nature, quasi celitus monitionem suscipiens, decrevit suam vitam in melius commutare (Vita Silvestri, 2).

To prepare well for death it was necessary to make
a good confession. Blessed Simon harshly exhorts a
woman, from Rocca Contrada, to make such a confession:
... he began to harshly reprove the singer and said to
her: “You should not be singing, woman, but rather
crying. Hurry up, go and confess your sins without
further delay, your death is near”. And he repeated it
several times... The woman’s mistress, knowing the
holiness of the man of God, said to the servant “... Go
immediately and confess your sins to a priest, and do
not risk final condemnation”. Convinced by the suggestion and the advice of her mistress, the servant
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then went to a priest, with fear and sorrow, and crying
made known all her sins, for which she was absolved.
Having done this she returned home and reassured
her mistress that she had made a good confession.
What a wonderful experience! On that very day the
servant died - ... Quibus appropinquans asperis verbis
cantantem cepit corripere dicens: “Non tibi cantandum est
mulier, sed potius plangendum; festina et vade ad tua confitenda peccata nec differas, quia mors tibi proxima est”. Et
sepius geminans verba ista... respondit ipsa domina famule,
sciens viri sanctitatem, et ait: “... Vade cito et festina ad
confitendum sacerdoti peccata tua, ne mala sententia involvaris”. Tunc autem predicta famula ad persuasionem et consultationem et consilium sue domine ad sacerdotem tremens
et de peccatis dolens accessit et sua peccata integre et cum
lacrimis revelavit et detexit: ab ipso benefitium absolutionis
promeruit. Quo facto ad domum rediens quod plene fuerat
confexa dominam suam letam et certam fecit. Mira res et
prorsus stupenda, quod illa eadem die predicta famula diem
clausit extremam (Vita Silvestri, 19).

In the healing of the Brother Samuel, one of the monies, a link is made between sacramental confession
and die healing of illness:
Son, if you would first confess sincerely and fully, then
you would certainly be freed sooner from this torment
- Fili, si citius integre fuisses confessus citius profecto ab
hac tortione liberatus fuisses (Vita Silvestri, 45).

21. Pilgrimages and the veneration of relics
Two other elements typical of the popular religion of
the day are pilgrimages and the use of relics in devotions. These too find echoes in Vita Silvestri.
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Sylvester already at the time of his conversion was
transformed by thoughts of distant places:
... during vigils he was carried off frequently by his
thoughts to Montenegro, an overseas locale - «... a suis
cogitationibus vigilando, ad Montemnigrum in ultramarinis partibus constitutum frequentissime ferebatur (Vita
Silvestri, 2).

to which is added that also
at times he wished to go overseas so that he might
serve the Lord more freely - Aliquando desiderium habuit
ad ultramarinas partes se conferre, ut liberius Domino deserviret (Vita Silvestri, 4).

It would seem that the allusion was to the Holy Land.
In the Vita Bonfilii, attributed to Sylvester himself, a lot
of importance is given to the Bonfil’s pilgrimage to the
Holy Land, and the years spent there. They bring to
mind Francis of Assisi’s trips to the Sultan and those
of Anthony of Padua.

Sylvester never realized this longing, though he did
have the grace of being transported, in a dream, to
Bethlehem (Vita Silvestri, 26) and to Jerusalem (Vita
Silvestri, 25), on the occasions of the two visions
which we have spoken of earlier.
Two entire chapters (Vita Silvestri, 32-33) are dedicated to Sylvester’s devotion to relics, which present the
saint driven in his search by great devotion: circa venerationem sanctorum et ecclesiarum... sollicitus. In venerating die head of the martyr St. Cyriaco, at Rome
(the patron of Ancona), he is rewarded by a miracle: warm blood flowed from the dry skull, when
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touched by the man of God:
... with due reverence and devotion they opened the
container in which the precious head of the martyr
was placed. The nuns and the canon said to him: “Father go and take in your hands the urn containing the
head, that you may see it better”. So the friend of God
Sylvester, pouring out his soul in the Divine presence,
kneeled and prayed to the Lord of glory, considering
himself unworthy to touch so sacred an object. Finally,
when he took the urn he reverently removed the veil
which covered the parched head. Indeed what a wondrous thing to be shared with believers! The dry skull
of the glorious martyr, which went back many years,
at his touch warm blood poured out everywhere...
Then the man of God faced with such kindness from
the martyr and with the grace of such an obvious
miracle, was overcome with great fervour and could
not hold back his tears... - ... archam qua erat reconditum
capud martiris pretiosi reverentia et devotione debita reserantes. “Vade, pater”, inquiunt dicte domine et canonicus
prelibatus, “et vas quo capud est tectum propriis assume
manibus, ut perspicatius possit videri”. At amicus Dei Silvester in conspectu divinitatis anima sua fusa, genuflexus
orat Dominum glorie ad tante sanctitatis tactum reputans
se indignum. Qui assumpto vase, velamen quo testa arrida
tegebatur, reverenti manu removet. Mira res et prorsus
predicanda fidelibus, quod illa arrida testa capitis martiris
gloriosi, que curricula multorum annorum compleverat,
cruorem vividum ad tactum eius undique per circuitum
distillabat! ... Vir autem Domini Silvester ad tam evidentis
miraculi gratiam et dignationis copiam, lacrimas devotionis
fervore cogente contenere nequivit... (Vita Silvestri, 32).

The hagiographers concluding reflection opens up to
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us the interior world of Sylvester, dominated by his
yearning for the death of Christ:
in fact the glorious martyr had revealed just how
much the friend of God Sylvester fervently desired to
die for Christ, since their encounter was marked by
such a great wonder - ostenderat nempe gloriosus martir in amico Dei Silvestro fervens desiderium mortem pati
pro Christo, quoniam ipsorum veneranda presentia illustrabatur tam pollenti miraculo (Vita Silvestri, 32).

In chap. 33, Sylvester is compared to a most prudent
bee apis prudentissima (!) for his preserving the memory of the saints and his searching for their relics:
The holy man put all his efforts into searching for relics of the saints, visiting many different churches in
doing so. Like a most prudent bee he gathered the
honey of various flowers and placed it carefully in his
cell. In this way he protected in the casket of his memory the works and merits of the saints so that he might
be more inflamed by love for the heavenly homeland
- Omnem sollicitudinem gerebat vir sanctus ad indagandum sanctorum reliquias, plures et diversas ecclesias perlustrando. Sed ipse ut apis prudentissima que diversorum
florum mella deflorans in suis vasis ea sedula cura recondit,
ita ipse api consimilis sanctorum gesta et merita in armario memorie sue sollicite recondebat, ut ad amorem celestis
patrie ferventius veheretur (Vita Silvestri, 33).

He obtained a relic of St. Athanasius’s teeth in a miraculous way:
... “If it is not too unpleasant”, he replied to the Abbot, “allow us to see the jaw bone; who knows if it
might not be the will of Lord and of St. Athanasius
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to give us some small part of his relics! Grant us our
wish”. The Abbot listened to the request of the man of
God. He entered the place where the sacred relics were
properly protected, he prayed for a little while, and
then he applied two fingers to it, without any force,
and took one tooth from the jaw-bone of Athanasius,
something which was impossible for many, according
to the testimony of the Abbot and the monks - ... “Si
placet”, inquid ille abbati, “nos velitis ad videndum dictam
maxillam ammictere et si Domini et beati Athanasii voluntas affuerit de ipsis reliquiis nobis aliquam dare vel comunicare particulam, benigne annue votis nostris”. Impletur
viri Dei petitio ab abbate predicto; qui intrans locum ubi
sacre reliquie debita custodia servabantur, incubuit orationi
paulisper et applicatis duobus digitis, nulla violentia illata,
unum dentem de maxilla beati Athanasii evulsit, qui multis abbate et monachis attestantibus extitit denegatus (Vita
Silvestri, 33).

Finally, chap. 47 of the Vita Silvestri to this is another dimension (certainly a later addition) is entirely
devoted to venerating relics, and in particular that
of the milk of the Madonna, which is miraculously
handed to Sylvester. The title of the chapter is, in itself, emblematic:
How he miraculously came to possess the treasured
milk of the Mother of God, together with other relics of
saints. Of the miraculous healing of a man from Rome,
in the days of the saint, and the effect of this milk on
those who contemplated it with devotion - Quomodo
miraculose habitus est thesaurus lactis Matris Dei cum quibusdam sanctorum reliquiis et de homine miraculose curato
Rome tempore predicti sancti et de effectu eius circa illud
devote videntes (Vita Silvestri, 47 title).
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The whole chapter indulges in sensationalism
(which is exaggerated and rather strange) as well as
a certain triumphalism, resulting from the crusades
to the Holy Land, which characterized this period
of the Church’s history Divine providence - according to the hagiographer - wanted the relics of Christ,
the Virgin, the Apostles, Stephen and Lawrence,
Magdalen, Martha and Lazarus... (the list is long and
bombastic) to come to Europe because die Lord foresaw that the Holy Land was to fall into the hands of
the infidels. The conclusion praises Gods intervention in the sign of the reliquary, which is capable of
miraculous effects, and the subsequent planting of
faith in believers:
... so that one might understand from this that what
had occurred must be attributed to divine intervention and that the faith of believers might be corroborated by such a great miracle. Because of the attachment and the special affection which the venerable
father Sylvester had for the community at Montefano
and for the Fabrianese, he discreetly took part of the
milk of the glorious Virgin and other relics and carried them with him, leaving (however) the larger portion in Rome. Truly, I believe that what the tradition
of the early Church handed down would be possible
for the dispensatrix of grace: that is, that whoever looks
upon that precious treasure of the milk of the glorious
Virgin with pure heart and devotion, should not fear
sudden death - ... ut per hoc profecto daretur intelligi quod
totum quod factum erat divinitus eveniret et de tam ingenti
miraculo fides roboraretur fidelium. Venerabilis autem pater
Silvester partem lactis Virginis gloriose et aliarum reliquiarum discrete dividens, ob devotionem et spetialem affectum
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quem ad ipsum cenobium de Montefano et homines de castro Fabriani habebat, secum portavit reliqua parte maiori
ibidem relicta. Revera non puto apud inventricem gratie
impossibiile autumandum quod antiquorum tradit relatio,
ut si quis puro et devoto corde illum pretiosum thesaurum
lactis Virginis gloriose cerneret morte quacumque subitanea
non succumberet illo anno (Vita Silvestri, 47).

22. Perfume emanating from the saint’s body
Chapter 47 is true to the climate of the popular religious devotions of the period.
We might recall two extraordinary episodes about
the «relics» of Sylvester himself, that is, concerning
his body upon his death. When the monks wanted
to embalm the body of the saint, «as soon as they
opened the body of the holy man, the house was
filled with such a perfume that... no one would have
believed it - ... et aperto corpuscolo viri sancti tanto odore
domus impletur, ut... nullus mortalium credere umquam
posset» (Vita Silvestri, 37).
Perfume emanating from the body is a detail common
to many lives of the saints. Note, for example, Hilarion (ten months after his death!), Pacomius, some of
the saints in the Dialogues of Gregory the Great and
in the Lives (Vitae Patrum) of Gregory of Tours, and
that of Dominic (many years after his death!).
The other episode occurred on the day of Sylvester’s
burial: a woman of faith wished to have a relic of the
man of God so she secretly cut off a piece of his toe,
from which flowed warm blood:
On exactly the third day, when die venerable body
was to be buried, a pious woman - sanctimonialis femi213
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na -, inspired by devoted zeal, in order to take with her
some part of the saints body, took a knife and secretly
cut a piece of the big toe from the left foot. What a
wonderful thing! Immediately there flowed out abundantly from the incision such warm blood as might
flow from the body of a living person, not from someone dead - In ipsa vero die tertia qua venerabile corpus erat
sepulture tradendum, quedam sanctimonialis femina zelo
devotionis accensa ut aliquid de viri sancti corpore secum
posset habere, arrepto cultello particulam digiti grossi sinixtri pedis latenter abscidit. Mira res, quia illico de incisura
tam vividus cruor habundanter profluxit, ut non de exanimi
corpore sed de animato emanasse potius crederetur! (Vita
Silvestri, 38).

We might also recall a curious detail about Sylvester’s inner parts, buried separately in a place known
only to a few monks (Vita Silvestri, 37), which then
became public knowledge following the healing of a
person possessed (Vita Silvestri, 43).
23. Sylvester’s name
Finally we draw attention to how the hagiographer
prefaces the facts of the saints life with an interpretation of his name and its etymology, in keeping with
the religiosity of the period:
(The name) “Sylvester” may be derived from “sile”,
which means light and earth, in the sense of: light of
the earth, that is of the Church. Rightly is he called
light, because he showed that he possessed the light of
good works by the example of a perfect life, the light
of truth and of divine knowledge which he preached
to others. Or perhaps “Sylvester“ comes from “silva”
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and “trahens”, since by word and example he drew to
the faith and to the practice of Christian perfection,
men who were hard, rugged, and wild. Or it is derived
from “sileo-siles” because, being quiet and having renounced all earthly desires, his hope rested in heavenly things. “Sylvester“ might also mean “he who lives
in the wild“: due to where of his monasteries were
built, all of them being in forests and in isolated spots.
Staying put in one place, in fact, is proper to those who
struggle, who contemplate, who persevere. Indeed he
fights against evil with the vow of obedience, against
the world with the vow of poverty, against the flesh
with the vow of chastity. By means of diligent meditation he concluded that things of the world were vain,
things diabolical poisonous, and earthly matters fleeting. And he persevered with perfect faithfulness in all
this until death - Silvester dicitur a “sile”, quod est lux et
terra, quasi lux terre, id est Ecclesie. Bene lux dicitur, quia
in se lucem ostendit bone operationis habere per exemplum
perfecte vite, lucem veritatis et congnitionis divine quam
aliis predicabat. Vel Silvester dicitur a ”silva” et ”trahens”,
quia homines silvestres et incultos et duros ad fidem et religionem christiane perfectionis verbo et opere adtrahebat.
Vel a ”sileo-siles”, eo quod a scilentio terrene cupiditatis quietus existens spes eius in celestibus morabatur. Vel
Silvester dicitur quasi ”in silva stans”, quod patet in situ
suorum locorum que in silvis et desertis locis construxit.
Stare est pugnantium, contemplantium et perseverantium.
Pugnavit enim contra dyabolum voto obedientie, contra
mundum voto paupertatis, contra carnem voto castitatis,
mundana ut vana, dyabolica ut amara, humana ut brevia
sedula meditatione contemplans. Et in hiis omnibus usque
ad mortem perfectissime perduravit (Vita Silvestri, preph.,
de interpretatione et ethimologia nominis).
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The Virgin giving Communion to St. Sylvester, Archive of
Montefano (engraving of 1603).

CONCLUSION

O

ur research has been a long and passionate path
along two general lines: an immersion into history using documents from the archives with dates,
names of individuals and of places; a dialogue with
the vast amount of hagiographical material through
crowds of saints, real people indeed, but trimmed and
wrapped with halos partially visible, so that a spiritual atmosphere prevails, that of an encounter with
the divine, in conversation with the Lord, the Virgin,
with the angels, in which one breathes in universal
harmony with creation, the animals, the plants, and
in which miracles and wonders are at home.
The portrait of Sylvester Guzzolini slowly evolves
from the gradual concentration along lines typical of
both points of view.
The archival research has placed the person in the
historical situation of his time - the Marches of Ancona of the thirteenth century - in his city Osimo, in
the Apennine mountains, in his adopted homeland
- the Castello of Fabriano - where he lived in the
solitude of the hermitage of Montefano. At the same
time it has shown his relations with the nobility, the
commoners, with the local clergy, with the monks of
neighbouring abbeys, and also his undertaking of
important assignments.
The hagiographical analysis in turn has described
the saint from the spiritual point of view, with all the
qualities of the man of God (vir Dei), who is a living witness to the presence of God with His people,
like that of the characters of the Old and New Testa217
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ments, who constitute a bridge between heaven and
earth, receiving power over the forces of evil, over illnesses, over the natural elements. Sylvester is above
all a holy anchorite and a holy monk, who incarnates
the life-project proposed by the Rule of St. Benedict;
but at the same time felt the longing for a simple life,
poor and austere, breathing the atmosphere of popular piety, in particular fascinated by the example and
caught up in the enthusiasm of Francis of Assisi.
Certainly, not everything has been clarified. Many
questions remain open, numerous problems remain
unresolved.
Not one document written by Sylvester himself has
survived, and the Vita Silvestri has not handed down
to us a systematic body of teachings. It is not easy
for us to understand what the primary intuition really was, nor the original aim of the canon, who then
became a hermit. The doubt arises as to whether, behind the edifying narrative of the visions of the various founders and finally that of St. Benedict himself
(Vita Silvestri, 4), there might not be hidden the question of the choice or perhaps imposition of an Order
and of an already existing Rule, which, given the historical period which saw the almost wild proliferation of spiritual and pauperistic movements, created
serious problems for Popes and Councils.
As a result of our research we would like to formulate
a hypothesis in two parts (which are linked), summing up what we have said throughout the treatise.
Firstly: in Sylvester’s original intuition there was no
precise plan. He was one of the many who in that
period of religious fervour sought God in solitude,
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in an austere eremitical life, in order to return to the
simplicity of the Gospel. With the group of disciples
who gathered around him, he formed an eremitical
and pauperistic movement, similar to others of that
time and in that area. He, then, gradually had to «direct himself» towards the Rule of St. Benedict or towards union with the Hermits of St. Augustine.
Or (the second possibility): Sylvester might have had
his own quite clear «monastic» design, an attempt at
an eremitical reform of an aged monasticism, adapting above all the experience of Fonte Avellana, which
had been so fervent and so incisive in its environment, but which by this time was in evident decline.
Sylvester, therefore, built all his monasteries outside
centres of population, organizing his monks in small
groups, refusing the title of Abbot, choosing simplicity, austerity, and poverty including the practice of
begging. In this way he wished to direct his movement towards the monastic Order of the Rule of St.
Benedict. He obtained, in 1248, the canonical approval he had sought for it, but as a new form of monasticism, taking up the heritage of Romuald and Peter
Damian.
Later development of the Order brought changes
and one could ask how much of Sylvester’s plan
eventually remained after the first generation, after
the restructuring of the third Prior General Bartolo
(1273-1298), and then by our hagiographer himself
Andrea di Giacomo, in his role as fourth Prior General (1298-1325).
Sylvester Guzzolini remains a more complex figure, one who embodies the great adventure of a per219
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son seized by the Spirit of God, and who is renewed
interiorly by His grace. In this way, he transcends
somehow time and space, breaking with the framework of history.
Hagiography and History: examining both is as fascinating as it is significant. The confessor and marvelous hermit - confessor et mirificus heremita - of the
hagiographer and the friar Sylvester, prior of the hermits and the Order of Montefano - prior heremi et Ordinis Montisfani - of the documentation, are compared
and become one in outlining the singular portrait of
Vir Dei Silvester, the Man of God Sylvester.
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Ignazio Enrico Hugford, The Virgin rescues Saint Sylvester from the
stairs, Vallombrosa, Chiesa abbaziale, Coro (18th century painting).

Claudio Ridolfi, The Virgin giving Communion to St. Sylvester,
Church of Montefano (painting of 1632).
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(painting of 1620 ca.).
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St. Sylvester Abbot and Montefano. In the
background the city of Fabriano, Archive of
Montefano, Cod. 23 (17th century miniature).

Anonymous, The Virgin giving Communion to St. Sylvester, Recanati, Church of San Vito (17th century painting).
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